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INTRODUCTION
This thesis aims to introduce material culture studies and encourage creative
education. The study has been done in response to wider academic calls for
studying materiality and trade, but also for developing human geography and
education that connects universities, schools and NGOs. This thesis opens up
important theory and work found in often separate spheres: academia, education
development, NGOs and cultural activists. The research involved fieldwork in
England, where commodity and young people’s geographies have been
extensively developed. The idea was to learn from the English experience,
participate in collaborative projects, bring the knowledge to Finland and share the
thesis’ findings in both countries. In order to bring together creative research and
teaching, the work included in-depth research on literature, case studies,
interviews and co-creation of teaching materials. A written document of these
research practises is important: much collaboration stays unreported, unknown in
Finland, or is uninspiring for its readers.
The thesis has three research questions:
1) How have academia, education development, NGOs and cultural activists
collaborated on trade justice education in England and Finland?
2) What is this kind of education like for students, teachers, researchers and other
people?
3) What kinds of new creative collaborative work can be undertaken that is useful
in both England & Finland?
In order to address these research questions, the thesis is organised in four
chapters and the research questions will be broken down with a series of smaller
questions. Chapter 1 sets the context for the study by reviewing the development
of material culture studies and critical economic geographies. A specific focus is
on the research in commodity geographies and ‘Follow The Thing’ genre of trade
justice scholar activism. Introducing these interdisciplinary and critical research
fields is important because they are very relevant, current and need to be properly
understood in order to answer the research questions. Chapter 2 asks: how are
commodity geographies linked to public geographies and cultural activism, and
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how can these be developed for teaching? This chapter begins to answer research
question 1 by examining how the often separate spheres of conventional
academia, critical commodity geographies and cultural activism are interlinked.
This includes presenting how commodity research and trade justice education in
Finland and England are being developed through joining up the creative tactics
of culture jammers, scholar activism of radical geographers and global education
projects

of

NGOs.

Simultaneously the

thesis

outlines

and

examines

www.followthethings.com, a rich internet database of geographical world trade
studies and culture jamming. Chapters 3 and 4 study the practise and teaching
materials that combine the research and ideologies of parts 1 and 2. These
chapters address all three research questions by studying important educational
projects, interviewing people about teaching experiences and co-creating new
collaborative work.
Chapter 3 breaks down the first two research questions by asking: how has
research been translated to school and university teaching? What kinds of student
and teacher experiences are there from teaching commodity geographies and trade
justice? And, what kinds of curriculum renewals and educational projects have
already been completed and debated? Chapter 3 starts by outlining the
collaborative fieldwork methods, interviews and key informants of this networkbased research. Collaboration on trade justice education in England was studied
by reading and interviewing people about three educational case studies: a
university undergraduate course called ‘Geographies of Material Culture’, a
curriculum development project called ‘Young People’s Geographies’ and an
experimental geography school curriculum called the ‘Pilot GCSE’. The first case
study included interview analysis of the successes, challenges, innovative work
and powerful learning that university students have experienced in this trade
justice scholar activism geography. It also examines how commodity geographies
and trade justice are linked to public geographies and cultural activism in scholar
activist teaching. ‘Young People’s Geographies’ and the ‘Pilot GCSE’ are two
inspirational collaborative projects from England that link commodity
geographies, radical pedagogies and young people’s geographies. They also
presented border-crossing work bridging the school-university gap. Besides
reading literature, studying these experimental projects included interviewing
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educationalists Helen Griffiths, Mary Biddulph and David Lambert. After the case
studies, the themes of curriculum change, geographical knowledge, radical
pedagogies and challenges of commodity geographies are examined in more
depth. These aspects reveal important teaching experiences and advice for new
collaboration, but also give a deeper understanding of teaching and enthusiasm in
the network.
Chapter 4 focuses on research questions 2 and 3, and the methods get more
creative. This chapter continues to study what kinds of teaching experiences there
are but also asks: how could different actors in both countries be approached in
order to share the research findings and participate as a scholar activist? What
kinds of new projects or useful materials could be created? Is there something
similar happening in Finland and if so, how could the projects be developed with
geographical knowledge? Interviewing experts and sharing the research in public
started new collaborations. The questions of teaching experiences and new
creative work were addressed by approaching educationalists in England and
collaborating with new geography teachers during their teaching practice. The
idea was to develop teaching ideas and create new resources for public sharing.
The ‘Classroom project’ tells about the co-created ideas and experiences of PGCE
students (new English geography teachers) as well as the new classroom materials
developed during 2013. Interviews and a workshop at the Geographical
Association conference gave valuable information about classroom experiences,
students’ course work and feedback. After this, new online ‘Classroom’ resources
were created and the collaboration continues to this day. The research also
included collaboration with www.followthethings.com and creating the first
bilingual trade justice study about a Finnish commodity. Cocoa production and a
school campaign by the Finnish chocolate company Fazer is a place-specific case
study that works as a tool to understand the website and trade justice debates.
Also mobile phone geographies are examined and a list of useful teaching
resources in English and Finnish can be found in the appendix.
The research is conducted and written with a specific academic style,
autoethnography. The writing style derives from doing fieldwork within a
network of people, in which collaboration and passion are essential. The thesis
3

includes conventional research problems and methods, but it is also a story about
the distinctive research process that has been done partly independently, partly
collaboratively. The personally and emotionally written work includes telling
about the background, passion and research collaboration of the writer. It is
intended to grab especially the readers that are unfamiliar with and interested in
the topic. The thesis is also a piece of public geographies - a co-created report that
works through the practise, networks and experiences of the writer in both
countries. The idea has been to make the research and teaching materials publicly
available for teachers, organizations, curriculum developers or anyone interested.
Most of the teaching materials in the thesis are already online. Chapter 4 and the
Conclusion examine how public fieldwork and teaching materials led to
networking with Finnish educationalists and NGOs. The geographical expertise of
the thesis is now used in new education projects in both countries.
This critical report is an encouragement directed to multiple audiences in
academia, education and ethical world trade. In England this means at least all my
interviewees and the PGCE students, users of www.followthethings.com,
participants of the Young People’s Geographies project and the Pilot GCSE,
school teachers and university professors, geography educationalist and people in
the Geographical Association. In Finland this means at least school teachers and
university professors, global educators in NGOs, geography educationalists and
people in the Board of Education.
The background, passion and style of the thesis
After my exchange year and internship in Exeter, Ian Cook said he could
supervise my thesis about commodity geographies and radical pedagogies. The
debates on geography education are strong in England and some research seems to
be much more ethnographic and creative. In addition, the colonial legacy was
apparent in many human geography modules in University of Exeter. Already in
my thesis seminar work in November 2012 I wanted to introduce this kind of
education more in Finland and bring something new to the traditional economic
geography. My presentation aroused interesting feedback from the group. One
student told that it is a pleasure to see somebody getting inspired by a specific
research area. That is simultaneously positive and sad: are other students
4

struggling with research or am I exceptionally interested in mine? Another student
was excited to hear about action-oriented and politicised geography that is not
only explaining, but aims at change and creative education. One feedback was that
my work is really different and narrower in scope - “a work produced through a
different school of geography and university system,” but also that “hearing about
geography education that is different compared to ours is refreshing”. So, is my
thesis standing on a contradictory ground? Is the difference good, bad or both?
Two different geography degrees, Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon, undoubtedly
gives its restrictions and shows the difference in writing style. However, both can
share research interests, have common educational challenges and learn from each
other. A final feedback was directly from my opponent, who encouraged me to
write a self-reflective introduction to explain my educational background and
emotional attachment for this topic. My work would become more approachable
and give information about my position, knowledge and feelings as a researcher,
all of which are debated in human geography and ethnographic writing. So...
I have been intrigued by human geography since upper secondary school. I have
appreciated my degree in University of Helsinki, but also seen human geography
becoming marginalised. I felt the urge to study abroad and find a topic for my
thesis. My exchange year resulted in inspiration and criticism. My progression
happened through active discussion and excellent modules, such as Geographies
of Material Culture, Geographies of the State, Politics of Nature and Postcolonial
Geographies. These modules included recent, discursive and politically
opinionated readings as well as ethnographic writing and participatory teaching
methods. The lectures included a lot of discussion, debate, group work,
presentations and using creative resources, such as critical documentaries, art and
visual data, short stories, lyrics and poems, investigative internet research and
interviewing members of the local community. Ian Cook’s module Geographies
of Material Culture combined economic geography with all of these. Especially
making a study about culture jamming and creating artwork about the economic
crisis for an exhibition ‘Money Talks’ fired me up (figure 1). The political and
creative atmosphere got me to write essays worth a distinction (First). Commodity
geographies gave feelings of inspiration, proud and passion. Already in the final
journal of the module I wrote “Finally, despite the global themes in geography,
5

usually many courses feel separated from the real world. I think creative and
radical pedagogy can significantly strengthen these connections, and the most
inspiring thing to imagine is what geography of the future can be! In my second
essay I was wondering where all these satisfactory feelings are leading. I still do
not know, but at least I am thinking about my future as a geographical actor and a
writer - public geographies (Fuller 2008), more easygoing writing styles and the
internet as a learning environment fascinate.”

Figure 1. On the left, a photograph from the ‘Money Talks’ exhibition. On the
right, a photograph of the CreDebt card artwork of my group hanging on my wall.
The success in the module gave me an internship for Ian in University of Exeter.
In summer 2012 our group wrote and edited new pages for the website. Extensive
reading, narrating and strict referencing was typical academic work, but the topics
stayed exceptional. The theoretical baselines and intense internet investigation
form the basis of creative activist work and commodity chain research. Essential
was to make more public geographies and share data online. New media strongly
linked in the topics and so we used Microsoft Office, Wordpress, Google Drive,
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Tumblr. We also had meetings to share our learning
on following commodities. We discussed the academic and activist work about
them and the multidimensional public debates the work had aroused. My studies
opened up commodity chains and exploitation through making an interactive map
of kidney trade and studies on an artistic documentary about food production, a
satirical game application about smart phone production and a film about the
working conditions in Mexican electronics factories. After the writing we created
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new creative approaches to research and public engagement through things such
as craft making (shopping bags), performative activism (training by Tony Perucci)
and visualisations (interactive map and Legoing).
Collaboration with Ian has had many effects on my thinking. I have changed as a
consumer and a skilled up as a geographer. I also find myself making weird
cyborg jokes about my daily thyroxin (like studied in ftt.com) and singing a song
that one of Ian’s students made as his coursework (more in chapter 3). I it
impossible be a perfectly ethical consumer, but I refuse to be an exploiting agent
in our global network. Multiple understandings generate both confusion and
satisfying expertise. An increased knowledge on commodities has been mindopening and I wish for a work in education and making production processes
humane. At this point, the biggest outcome of collaboration is my thesis and
networking in the NGO Eetti. Besides telling people about my experiences, I feel
the importance to write about critical economic geography, radical pedagogies,
alternative teaching materials, public research, and the future of school geography.
I also wish I had had stronger education on contradictory values, political debate
and personal reflection. Human geographers are debating the themes of my work
as the discipline needs to defend its value and progress. Education can be
compared and developed only through critical debate and my work takes part in
that. I wish to tackle the lack of vivid discussion; these issues have been rarely
discussed during my university degree. Material culture and consumption are
discussed in an exam book (Jeffrey & Nayak 2011), but only in human geography
and without lectures. The book has an insightful introduction, but no inspiring
cultural activism or teaching materials. I aim at showing how commodity
geographies can give a nuanced theoretical basis and creative pedagogies for
tackling controversial issues - in and out the classroom.
I started the thesis by doing a literature analysis and presentation in the thesis
seminar in autumn 2012. In January 2013 I flew for Exeter to participate in a
Trade Justice Thinkering Day on 13 January, the first event of a project called
Museum of Contemporary Commodities, MoCC. This project by Ian and artist
Paula Cruthclow was funded by the AHRC‘s REACT programme and aimed to
brainstorm how trade justice issues could be brought into everyday spaces via
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pervasive media. With the help of five commodity-themed MoCC cards,
academics, students, activists and technology people were mixed up in tables to
discuss trade justice, media, culture jamming and challenges in raising ethical
awareness. I participated and learned by taking notes of the event, participants and
materials. The day was blogged (Cook et al. 2013c) and Storified
(followthethings.com 2013). MoCC helped me to frame the topic and gave
important points especially to identifying challenges in trade justice education.
The event started a four-month fieldwork period in England. Qualitative methods
felt suitable for answering the research questions. The more systematic practise of
my work includes a content analysis for a wide literature, gathering information
from the GA conference lectures, planning and having semi-structured interviews,
a careful transcribing process of the interviews and a systematic transcript
analysis. Code mapping was done for one part of the interviews. I also quickly
realised that I would be writing in an exceptional, autoethnographic style: my
background contributes to my approach, the chapters do not perfectly follow the
traditional academic order, the data analysis is written discursively and I include
personal research experiences, opinions and feelings, as in Allsop et al. (n.d.). The
methodologies, networking, interviews and data analysis of the research will be
discussed in more depth in the beginning of chapter 3. Before that, chapter 1 and 2
will examine the literature and creative research in material geographies.
CHAPTER 1 LITERATURE OF MATERIAL GEOGRAPHIES
In chapter 1 I will first examine the historical development and interdisciplinary
nature of material culture studies. The second section will focus on new, critical
aspects of cultural economic geographies and global responsibilities. After this,
the focus is on the more specific research fields of in commodity geographies and
‘Follow The Thing’ genre of trade justice scholar activism. Introducing these
research fields is important because they are very relevant and current, and the
context needs to be properly understood in order to answer the research questions.
Development of material culture studies
According to Boivin (2008: 225-6), most disciplines have not studied materiality,
its actual physicality and how things shape our (personal and societal) lives in
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revolutionary ways. The biggest reasons have been the long, idealistic tradition of
Western thought, seeing culture as non-material and disembodied and material
culture as abstract. At times, however, materiality and objects have been at the
heart of research, even if not as diverse and multiscalar as now. Because the
origins of studying materiality and especially ‘follow the thing’ stems from
anthropology and archaeology, a dive to their development in recent decades
seems required. Collecting and studying things started to thrive in museums and
influential collections of curios artefacts from far-away peoples and areas (Buchli
2002: 2-4; Pels 2010: 615), and Material Culture studies in America have been
influenced by folklore studies (Hicks 2010). Studying materiality of social life has
also been connected to ideas of progress, knowledge and power and the proper
order of society, especially at times of European expansion, colonial
categorisation, rationalising statecraft and designing urban architecture (Buchli
2002: 3-4; Nayak & Jeffrey 2011 ch.1). In Geography, earlier material culture
studies and Sauerian landscape studies gave particular attention to things in past
and present landscapes, such as buildings, bridges or fences, which tell about
development and extent of cultures, like expressions of the way of life (Crang
2005). These ideas and their long-standing legacies have been studied and
criticised

till

today

in

anthropology

and

postcolonial

geographies.

Institutionalisation and authoritative knowledge production are political projects
that have used material development as a tool in measurement and rule (Buchli
2002: 5), and later on in nation building, national identities and proving nation’s
worth (Buchli 2002: 7-9). With academia, colonial rule, museology and exotism,
selecting things hence created a super-category of objects - a process of
‘materialisation’ that supported achieving industrial goals and had a clear effect in
the rise of shopping from the 19th century onwards (Buchli 2002: 13, 6). Crang
(2005) also emphasizes that material culture is not a stagnant entity create by
culture: things make culture and can work as a medium for maintaining cultural
groups. The processes that maintain material hierarchies and divide peoples
demand cultural geographers to see the multiple, contested, socially produced and
reinvented meanings (Crang 2005). In scientific inquiry, however, material culture
studies went through a recession and became rather irrelevant between and after
the world wars. In Anthropology, material interests were giving way to
interviews, observation, discourse, semiotics and language (Buchli 2002: 6-10).
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Additionally, as Buchli (2002: 8-9) puts it, realising the effects of progress and
disappearing of traditional, non-European cultures resulted in melancholia. In the
last decades of 20th century in Britain and the United States, a renewed interest to
the material culture field started to rise from Marxist ideas, structuralism and
symbolism of materiality, as well as consumption studies (Buchli 2002: 10-11).
Influential were especially the studies developed in University College London,
University of Cambridge and University of California, Berkeley. Later on many
researchers (such as Kühler, Pinney, Tilley, Gell and Miller) turned to study
material culture beyond semiotics and text, raising the nondiscursive and hybrid
aspects of materiality and human-thing-relations to the stage (Buchli 2002: 9).
Social Lives of Things and the material turn
From the 80’s on, approaches to material culture have increasingly taken social
theory and power into account. As influential has been the turn of scientific focus
on banal, trivial items and modern world consumption. After studies of exchange
and gifts (especially Marcel Mauss 1990 [1922]), the idea of material histories
and intermingling of human and material lives started to draw more attention. The
writings of Arjan Appadurai and Igor Kopytoff in the edited collection The Social
Life of Things: commodities in cultural perspective (Appadurai 1986) have been
highly appreciated and developed further in archaeological and ethnographic
studies, as well as commodity geographies (Cook et al. 2004). The starting point
is, as Appadurai (1986) clarifies, that the material histories can uncover the human
transactions and processes of enlivening and giving meaning to seemingly
inanimate things: “…we have to follow the things themselves, for their meanings
are inscribed in their forms, their uses, their trajectories”. Miller’s Material
Culture and Mass Consumption (1987) called for new social anthropology and
consumption studies and generated an interdisciplinary boost that carried on till
the 90’s (Hicks 2010:63). One novel giving rise to the popular genre of studying
life histories of things is was Sidney Mintz's Sweetness and Power (1985) (Bedejo
et al. 2012 in ftt.com). Thinking through objectification, commodification, and
material entanglements, then, set foundations for fieldwork (Hicks 2010: 83). In
choosing the case studies and examples that illuminate the contingent relationship
between people and things, what comes across strongly is the importance of
recognising the social context in the study. The characteristics, agency and
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meanings of things cannot be understood if they get cut off from the context
(time, space, power relations and change) or if they are regarded as without
relational status, only as object categories or a reflection of human behaviour.
This has been one of the biggest feminist and commodity geography critiques
against the grand narratives of Marxism and in defence of more nuanced
ethnographic study. Marxism has suffered spiky critique of its too deterministic,
structuralistic and simplifying touch, where the individual, identification and
difference, feminist thought, centrality of culture, local resistance etc. are
minimal. Seeing the contexts of complex, fragmented world (Nayak & Jeffrey
2011 ch.11) has created multidisciplinary material culture studies.
One of material culture’s complexities is the interdisciplinary nature of production
research, material fetishes and consumption. Things and trade have been
immensely studied in both local and global scale. Themes of world trade and
consumerism have been grasped in economics, anthropology, archaeology,
sociology, technology studies... and geography, not to be surprised. Theorising the
material dimensions of the world has gone through a renaissance and this field of
enquiry tries to see what ‘matters’ - both the truly mundane and the particularly
unique elements of “material culture, objects, materiality, materials, things, stuff’
(Hicks & Beaudry 2010: 3). Since the cultural turn in social sciences, the
development has been especially strong, although not linear, in archaeology,
anthropology and human geography. Edited collections show the breadth of
studies with topics ranging from art, architecture, landscapes, consumption,
domestic sphere, architecture and heritage management, just to name a few
(Buchli 2002; Boivin 2008; Hicks & Beaudry 2010). In their wide and multisided
edition, Hicks & Beaudry (2010) think through this cross-disciplinary nature,
differences, limits and possibilities of material culture studies and whether these
studies are turning into a broader ‘material turn’ that looks beyond the cultural
turn of 1980’s. This turn critiques pure culturalism and the grand narratives of
structuralism, and includes at least moving beyond the static and normative
‘culture concept’, semiotics, textual analyses and narrow technology- and
museum-based studies (Hicks & Beaudry 2010: 2; Hicks 2010: 27). Hicks &
Beaudry (2010) open up the challenging debate of material culture studies as a
post-disciplinary field. Interdisciplinarity and appreciating collaborations have
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steadily increased, which is a progressive phenomenon in the aftermath of cultural
turn. Drawing from anthropology, material culture studies often adopt a cultural
and community-centred aspect with ethnographic methods. Hicks & Beaudry
(2010) emphasize, though, that disciplinary differences have not extinguished and
should not be subsided. It seems that the disciplines see the relevance of
materiality, but differ in the cases and goals of academic inquiry. Edited
collections and journals are fruitful for pondering disciplinary differences and
what the most important aspects in explaining, understanding and dealing with
material culture are. The theoretical baselines and inspirational historical texts
may be traced to the same scientific thinkers, but what varies is the process of
picking out the essentials - what is let in, left out or considered as most important
(Hicks & Beaudry 2010: 3). Where the theoretical base seems to delicately
collide, case studies vary. I could bring some of these up to a closer scrutiny.
Firstly, the concepts and ever-changing politics of space, place and power
relations have been central in geography, but in other fields they are sometimes
weakly used or (non-)intentionally left out. However, space, place and power are
useful concepts in ethnographic studies and maybe the strength of geographers lie
here. Also a good sense of multifaceted visualisation and maps add to the
approaches. Secondly, studies vary in their geographical scale and observing the
dynamics between world regions. To generalise a bit, material studies in
archaeology and anthropology focus more on detailed contextual studies of
historical sites, often extremely specific distant locations, centuries-old traditions
and material relation to life and death (Miller 2006: 347). Commodity geographies
and FTT research work on many scales, locations and people (Marcus 1995; Cook
et al. 2004). They clarify the dynamics between local and global and, most
importantly, make the links between people, traffic and trade more visible.
Thirdly, whether the investigation is on a thing, ideology or an event of material
culture, the temporal dimensions differ vastly. From archaeologists’ gaze at
prehistorical sites to the most modern commodities of geographers, historicalness
and time divide. Surely archaeologists reach to the current, explaining present-day
materiality through historical aspects, and geographers discuss commodities’
historical backgrounds. However, the aspect and writing style might be
surprisingly different. I think commodity geographies is more on the verge of
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things. Some of them focus on the changes in consumerism and commodity
production, worker violations in developing countries, artistic social movements
challenging Western capitalism as well as more creative and discursive trade
education. Fourthly, the artistic and activist qualities of a study may be rejected or
specially underlined. In any case, Boivin (2008: 226-8) sees the range of methods
and interpretations of material impacts as a positive thing. Diversity is a way
forward, even if the studies vary from historical records and emotional
attachments in everyday life to the evolution of robots. She also highlights the
lack of spanning natural and humanistic sciences, a possibility acknowledged also
by Cook & Tolia-Kelly (2010) between human and physical geography and
geography and art. In this respect, methodological exercises and dissertations
could be encouraged to do with physical sciences or interdisciplinarily.
CRITICAL ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHIES AND GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY
As I have presented, geographers are developing studies on material culture and
trade. In economic geography, there are many approaches and critiques for
studying world trade, production and consumer behaviour. Here I will open up
this complex study field that mixes traditional economic geography, cultural
geography, multi-sited ethnographies and interdisciplinary consumer studies.
After the social realism and uneven economic development of the 1980’s, the
1990’s strengthened more local and contextual geographies, such as YPG and
commodity geographies (Lambert & Morgan 2012). In recent years, many human
geographers have develop the ideas that focus especially on global networks and
responsibility, capitalism, alternative livelihoods, uneven development and
corporate responsibility. There has been a continuous debate on what economic
geography research is most relevant, and the emphasis vary from markets and
commodity chains to diverse economies and the validity of economic theories.
Even though some claim that heterogeneous and cultural economic studies fail to
explain world trade, Berndt & Boeckler (2010) stress the importance of
interdisciplinary and in-depth cultural economic research.
Geographical studies try to explain multiple dimensions in global markets: their
human and technical parts, functioning, scales, mobility flux, values and
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resistance. Berndt & Boeckler (2010) list three important study areas, which helps
grasping material culture and cyborg theories. Firstly, market devices mean the
networks of people, things, money, technology and their agency in the trade
system. The devices also include the arrangements of control, exchange and
competition. An essential aspect in recent literature is to study the networks and
blurred boundaries of global markets. The capitalist trade system has strengthened
outsourcing, diffused networks and distributed responsibilities in areas like labour
rights and waste issues. This makes an essential link to commodity geographies:
production, consumption, TNCs and mobility have been popularly studied
through commodity networks. Previous studies have been dominated by trade
models, economic integration and monetary factors, but recently geographers’
focus has turned more on fighting material inequality, seeing the cultural elements
of development and linking trade to global policy and change. Secondly,
geographers discuss moral markets. Moral markets mean the moral, ethical and
alternative options in both imagining and doing trade. The two sides of markets,
moral and rational, are formed together and many producers balance between
business profits and ethical concerns (Jackson et al. 2009). Alternative ideals have
been studied also through corporate social responsibility and diverse economies,
which I will return to later on. Berndt & Boeckler (2010) explain that markets do
not consist only of banks and finances giving meanings and calculating interests.
Instead of crude rationality, markets can change according to people’s judgments
of trends, quality and value. In order to understand networks, agency, hybrid
collectivity and being responsible in markets, we need to study people and
capitalism’s promises of happiness. Actors coordinate markets and hence markets
cannot be separated from morality and plurality of values. The third focus has
been on markets in motion, in which the mobility, scales, diversity and resistance
in markets are discussed. The ever-changing nature of markets is gradually
revealed and especially human geographers have seen how ruptures in trade can
form new identities, consumer behaviour and social communities. As Berndt &
Boeckler (2010: 566) express it, irritations in commodity chains “present
openings for criticism and oppositional mobilizations”.
Aspects of uneven development have strengthened, too. Silva (2011) emphasises
the need to study trade and uneven development, economic integration and
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interdependence. After unsuccessful development and the continuing trade
inequality, geographers have been rethinking the limited view of development,
equity and global justice in economic theories. According to Silva (2011), theories
usually support economic growth, but ignore judgements of justice and fairness.
Economic geography has given too much focus on monetary factors and
economic progression, such as BKT and profit maximisation. Also Sheppard
(2012) sees that the mainstream literature has supported capitalist free trade disagreeing on exchange theories have left political economy weak and studies
easily isolate trade from spatiotemporality, politics, culture, identity, nature and
technology. Sheppard (2012) sees that material inequalities and oppressive power
relations (such as the changes of manufacturing in Britain, India, Portugal, USA
and China) could be better overcome if geographers helped explaining spatial
interdependencies, evaluating alternative trade movements and creating protective
politics. Both Silva and Sheppard see that geographical studies of international
trade should be mixing quantitative and qualitative aspects as well as be linked
global policy and the more-than-economic flows of values, power, morality and
relativity. Silva (2012:831) emphasises geographers’ role in discussing nonmonetary measures, such a liberty, opportunities and self-respect - “the
distribution of these abilities to acquire goods and not on the goods themselves” not to forget aspects such as social exclusion, nutrition and illiteracy.
Diverse economies and corporate responsibility
One important strand in geography is diverse economies and corporate social
responsibility (CSR).

For

consumerism

and

business,

the

Sustainable

Consumption Roundtable (2006: 2-3) - a joint initiative of the National Consumer
Council and the Sustainable Development Commission that advises the UK
government - has interesting information. Studies on the green consumer and
shifts towards sustainable supply chains tell that historically consumers have not
been the driving force in CSR. Innovation has been led mostly by governmental
regulators and businesses. Rapid innovation usually starts through early
legislation on minimum standards or if manufacturers and retailers raise standards
by editing out unsustainable products. Consumers can partly lead market
transformation with issues acquiring emotional resonance, for example the
concerns of food, health and animal welfare. Here external influences, such as an
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awareness-raising NGO climate campaign, can change consumer behaviour.
Again, the quickly reacting businesses can become market leaders. This represents
two interesting points: firstly, emotion is strongly linked to certain consumer
decisions and secondly, change requires political pressuring on governments and
companies. Fickey (2011) gives interesting insights of political economy,
livelihoods and commodity value. Marxist political economy saw capitalist
economy as an all-encompassing entity without alternatives. According to Fickey
(2011), diverse economies and local ideals of well-being challenge capitalism as
the hegemonic value; the studies recognize alternative economic spaces and
investigate the role of the state, circuits of value, power relationships and gender,
class and race inequalities, local currency systems, credit unions, co-operatives,
social enterprises and barter networks. Fickey gives examples such as people’s
multiple ways of earning in Argentina during the economic collapse, Kiribati’s
national trust fund and Appalachia’s local agricultural goods and handicrafts.
Even though some scholars question the longevity of non-capitalist practices and
perceive them as utopian, irrelevant and unserious, Fickey (2011) emphasizes
their importance in shedding light to local struggles, solidarity, survival and
livelihoods. According to Silva (2011), corporate politics that take moral
philosophy and distribution equity seriously are essential. Hamilton (2011)
presents one critical perspective of the past decade: studying CSR in the global
market landscape. Pressure on environmental and labour disputes, ethical ratings
systems and brand reputation force companies consider CSR. Geographers have
grasped the local specificities and global political implications of CSR initiatives,
such as improving fair trade, market co-operation, health, safety, ecosystem
protection and state support. A division between market-enabling initiatives
(reducing transaction costs) and regulatory initiatives (constraining corporate
behaviour) is a vital tool for understanding the diffuse, success and fail of CSR
campaigns. Other key themes in geographers’ work have been the translation,
dilution, access and embeddedness in CSR. Good causes fight against conflicting
desires, such as environmental standards and corporate competition, which makes
CSR processes sceptical and problematic. Market forces drive market-enabling
campaign forward at the expense of the regulatory ones. Geographers ask if the
benefits are greater than the struggle and if the standards are met. Hamilton
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illuminates some interesting CSR problems that are closely intertwined with
commodity geographies. Romanticised products, celebrity endorsements and
ethical logos might mask the production conditions and issues like healthy food
and climate change become more popular than others. Some states and companies
embrace initiatives for risk-reduction and status instead of true social and
environmental concerns. In the production site, ethical standards might actually be
bad for the nature or too expensive for the people, which might lead to shuttering
factories rather than improving them. Nation-level regulation in the production
chains might tremendously vary in issues such as waste diffusion. According to
Hamilton (2011), geographers can help through defining the aims for changing
social and environmental conditions and developing an appropriate division of
labour between governments, markets, NGOs and individuals. Moreover,
engaging in deeper CSR analysis means to study not just single campaigns but the
negotiation and competing desires amongst consults and company executives.
Global responsibilities, care and resistance movements
The recent debate in economic geographies has supported geographical studies
about new worlds and change. In consequence, morality, responsibility,
multisided consumer values and oppositional mobilizations have become
important. Many researchers set a moral common ground in justice, care and
responsibility (Massey 2004; Cook et al. 2010). Raghuram et al. (2009) introduce
important themes in the literature on responsibility that discuss the spatiality,
distribution and realisation of care across places and people. In addition to
postcolonial understandings of the past, geographies of responsibility can increase
interest and tools for ethical spatial relations today and in the future. In a highly
interdependent world, this means heterogeneous care-giving and -receiving
practices for people we know and do not know personally as well as
environmental responsibilities towards places near and far from us. Recognising
our intersubjective being urges us to challenge strongly habitual and locally
accepted politics in order to have an impact on global changes (Raghuram et al.
2009). Sheppard (2012) sees that the mainstream literature has strengthened
narratives of capitalism as the conqueror of poverty. Capitalist free market has
undoubtedly created well-being, but an improved stage of life is not an endpoint,
where the disadvantaged should be satisfied in silence because they are not as
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deprived as previous generations - like in the case of Papayas, “but at least they
weren’t still farming sugar cane (Cook 2004: 647).”
The idea of criticising capitalism is not to break it down. Everyone is entangled
with the fruits of capitalism, but the information on consumer conditions can
encourage generating alternative ways of living. This includes resisting the
undeniable material inequality and labour abuses it builds up (Nayak & Jeffrey
2011 ch. 4). There is not just one right, justified way to get involved to make a
difference nor is there a simple dichotomy of saint and sinner or extreme activists
and unconcerned consumers. Everyone can choose the intensity of their action,
whether it is considering one’s own consumer fetishes, creating vivid discussion
with friends, spreading staggering news in the social media, eating vegan,
supporting charity shops, taking part in art and politics, participating in
development related events, introducing more educative research or making
activist guerrilla geographies as their mission in life (figure 2). Whatever the
choice, even modest steps might lead to the increase of political awareness and
alternatives reassembling authority positions (Trapese Collective 2007). Even
though seemingly unconquerable, resisting current power relations can have farreaching consequences. Activist agents want to stimulate this change, engagement
and enchantment, because localized manifestations and “small acts are the
bedrock for real social transformation” (Trapese Collective 2007: 2). According to
Berndt & Boeckler (2010:566), irritations in commodity chains “present openings
for criticism and oppositional mobilizations.” Reactions from the civil society
start usually during changes in public sphere and politics. Watts & Peet (2004: 4–
6) note that one unifying feature is to strive for control over the irresponsible
transnational corporations, governments, messy production networks and
commodification (Cook et al. 2002; Tsing 2005: 4). And even if social
movements are unable to alter the status quo, at least they force to participate to
the discourse of sustainability (Kirsch 2007) or create fruitful public spaces of
discussion for reform proposals (like in Occupy Together 2012). Interdependence
and the information age have changed global dynamics. Changes in power
relations and IT have enabled international pressuring from ‘external’ actors like
UN and INGOs (Sawyer & Blitz 2011). Internet has given the platform for
sharing news, putting political pressure and absorbing ideas, and there has been an
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“explosive growth of organizations and civic movements” (Watts & Peet 2004:
17). Grassroots movements make alliances with INGOs and this ‘globalization
from below’ includes both cultural and environmental movements (Kirsch 2007).

Figure 2. A screenshot of the Facebook picture wall of Anonymous ART of
Revolution (2012).
COMMODITY GEOGRAPHIES AND FOLLOW THE THING RESEARCH
After explaining the development of material culture studies and critical economic
geographies, this section takes the reader for a journey into the more specific
research fields of commodity geographies and Follow The Thing research.
According to Miller (2006: 345), earlier studies of production and consumption
have been separated: economic models and business studies have been rather
positivistic, concerned on commerciality, profitability and the homogeneity of
consumption. The last two decades have experienced a turn from viewing
consumption as the ‘end-point of capitalism’ to a multifaceted and negotiating
process. As Miller (2006: 350) concludes, after two decades of Marxist
approaches to production and two decades of consumption studies, what is needed
are the approaches connecting the relationships between these two standing
points. There is now a growing body of world trade work that is not emphasising
how the system and profiting work, but how the socio-cultural meanings of
commodities are formed, whether with an ethnographic approach or with life
histories (Jackson et al. 2009). There has been on new focus on researching banal,
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everyday geographies and the self-evident nature of consumer products (Jackson
et al. 2009). Commodities are those goods and services we exchange for a given
monetary value on an everyday basis, for example bananas, oil, laptops and hair
extensions. The key issue in commodity geographies is to deepen understandings
of and through things. According to Cook et al. (2002: 1-2), Marx observed that
in capitalist system “social relationships between people are made to appear as
abstract relationships between commodities...That basic point needs to be
expanded, illustrated, and brought down to earth.” Products, commodities, things
and stuff link together the stages in production and consumption - links that are
made by real people, but not usually shown together (Cook et al. 2002: 1).
One strand in commodity geographies is ‘Follow The Thing’ (FTT), in which
trade justice scholar activists follow commodities and expose the fragmented
networks, distant places, hidden people, mundane consumerism and contingent
human-thing relationships. Geographers undertake their ‘multi-sited ethnography’
(Marcus 1995) in many locations and groups of people across time and space
(Nayak & Jeffrey 2011: 81). Producers, retailers, consumers, businessmen and
middlemen are intertwined in global social networks through the circulation of
material objects - the making, trading, purchase and use of things (Cook et al.
2004). Just as important are the value changes, recycling, charity, assembling,
dismantling and disposal of things (Gregson & Crewe 2003; Gregson et al. 2010).
Hence, the social dimensions of production can be drawn nearer through
investigating the thing itself and the life of commodities. The researches address
for example following questions: where are things made and what are they made
out of? How is our consumer relation to them like? Where are the people behind
their making and is there injustice in the commodity chain? FTT studies are one
way to reveal complex trade dynamics and make global producer-consumer
connections visible. The ‘thing’ being followed is framing the research. The
outcome is not always depressing exploitation and the stories are usually
interesting, sticky or rousing - this hopefully deepens the appreciation of our
everyday things and the FTT work on them. One part of products is geographical
imaginations. Advertisers often use stereotypical imaginations of world regions
and ethnicities. Portraying commodities as authentic of a particular culture or area
can divide groups and increase conceptual distance. Fruitful are also the ideas of
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connectivity and disconnections, dynamics of local and global and ethical trade
dilemmas. Jackson et al. (2009) open up the moral balancing between the scale of
production, increasing profits, creating sales imaginaries, the origin of ethical
food and a genuine understanding of our global connections. Importantly,
commodity geographies also seek to expose social evils in world trade.
Consumers hear about the unjust consequences of globalisation, such as
sweatshops, child labour, inhuman working conditions, toxic chemicals, waste,
poverty and lack (Miller 2006: 343). Cook et al. (2007:1118) explain that FTT
cases juxtapose and illustrate socio-economic inequalities that free-market
economics and shopping are based on - this is done in order to provoke feelings,
thinking and mobilisation. According to David in Cook et al. (2010), “in order to
fight such injustices we also need to identify actors, scales of violence, sites of
power, etc, in current systems of extraction.” This way politics of consumption
are intertwined with traditional labour politics and protest movements (Foster
2008).
The FTT approach makes studying complex actor networks possible and an
approachable style is essential. Reading the texts becomes more pleasant for nongeographers, too, when world trade is not explained just through mechanic facts
about exchange values, cargo numbers, company quartiles, outsourcing,
increasing profitability and location of business. These are undoubtedly important
factors and comparative figures, but they just might hide the social relations and
injustice in trade (Silva 2011, Sheppard 2012). James Marriott (2013), a co-writer
of the book 'The Oil Road' that follows oil from the Caspian Sea to London, stated
in his talk that geographers have an important task: we need to reveal commodity
flows that are very obvious but also highly secured or invisible. Oil chains are a
good example of structures that we both consume and produce through complex
finance links. Mapping invisible structures and human lives along commodity
chains can give a sense of placeness to our everyday materiality. However, new
economic geographies have got some interesting critique: Sheppard (2012)
criticises avoiding trade theories, which is probably caused by the unease of their
statistical nature. He thinks many commodity chains studies give nothing more
than interesting local colour. Some have also criticised about not being properly
‘critical’ and didactive in the sense that the work does not necessarily instruct
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what should be done about producer-consumer relations (Cook et al 2007: 1114).
Theories are historically important and useful comparative tools and as Silva
(2011) states, researchers benefit from understanding how the key theories lack in
justice issues. However, I believe the core idea in much ethnography is to move
away from statistics in order to add on the theories of production factors (natural
resources, transportation etc.), trade agreements, country-specific advantages and
profit. They contribute with postcolonial aspects, social relations, narrative
writing and non-capitalist exchange. Moreover, statistics about labour, exchange
and trade are often included, but expressed from more local, human-related
aspects in the text. Pedagogically some work also try to provoke understanding
global connections and responsibilities, in which emotive attachment and less
didactive, moralist and theoretical style can be more efficient (Sandlin & Callahan
2009, Merrifield 2011). This is especially true if the disciplinary knowledge is
used in teaching young people (Cook et al. 2007:1116-8).
Marx’s exchange value and commodity fetishism
We produce, buy, sell, own, give, storage, get, borrow, steal, find and loose
things, but we also depend on things, believe in their durability, are amazed and
seduced by them, we posses them and they might posses us. Crang (2005: 174)
uses an example of his VW campervan, which is a symbolic object, experiencefull and a technological tool that “does things and we do things with it.” One
starting point in understanding human-thing-relations has been the idea of the
fetish, that of everyday objects possessing magical characteristics, meanings,
behaviour and power - lives of their own (Pels 2010). Historically the creation and
traffic of fetishism resulted in the trade between Europeans and Africans:
Europeans had to evaluate the value of non-capitalist commodities and the “true
value” of raw material (Pels 1998: 93–94). The principle idea then and now is to
acknowledge that commodities are not just things with predetermined physical
properties and material values. They are brought to life by their sensuous
experience (Harvey 2010), by their relation with all other commodities (Marx
1867/1999) and by the attachment that binds their users together (Cook &
Woodyer 2012; Shapton 2009). While some artefacts have always been seen as
magical, the problematic of embracing and disliking things is modern. This comes
across with the mix of wizardry and rationale in computers and consuming
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Christmas goods (Pels 2010). The “spirit” of things and value systems lay at the
heart of capitalism. When the products of labour are produced as commodities,
fetishism becomes “inseparable from the production” (Marx 1867/1999: 47).
With value and fetish, Marx’s (1867/1999) analyses of the value-labour dynamics
become useful. In the process of commodification, the use value of the product is
abstracted from it as it is turned into a commodity, a commercial exchange value.
Branding and marketing can actively fetishize a commodity (Pels 2010: 623) and
the hyper-reality of market symbols expose the immaterial side of commodities
(Nayak & Jeffrey 2011: 82, 213). In commodities such as Lewis jeans or Nike
trainers (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011 ch. 4), the status, ideology and branding create the
fashion product and its fetish. The magic, biography and sky-reaching exchange
value exceed commodities’ use and labour values, which can then create a circuit
of profit, greed and exploitation. Marxist geographies stirred discussions of class
struggle, alienation and inhumane working conditions. In Marx’s time the greatest
class division and exploitation occurred in the home country, but today the
divisions are between Global North and South. People in nonstop low wage
production are separated from the companies and the consumers alienate from the
production process. This creates a false consciousness and workers are unable to
realise their exploitation or ways to fight it (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011 ch.4).
Commodity geographies try to change these twisted perceptions, oppressive
master-narratives and the subtly-hidden reality of “out of sight, out of mind”
(Cook et al. 2002). To some extent the Marxist superstructure still exists, but it is
not seen as a monolith, unchangeable entity (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011 ch.4).
Likewise, materiality is not unquestionable reality, but socially produced (Buchli
2002: 15). Marx (1867/1999) stressed that capitalism is not an eternal and natural
power controlling us. Despite their long history, capitalist production and
exchange values are socio-historical products with possible alternatives. Marx’s
Capital (1867/1999) and Harvey’s (2010) companion encourage us to question the
modern value system and give space for revolutionary thoughts and transparency.
The root of capitalism is attacked by ideas such as fighting the 1% global elite in
the Occupy movement (Occupy Together 2012) or criticising politics in culture
jamming. This leads us back to research on the fetish - or to be more punctual, the
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reworked fetish and refetishization of consumption (Goodman 2004, Clarke et al.
2005) as well as the fetish in modern engagements with technology (Pels 2010).
Goodman et al. (2010) also remind us of the blurred making of fetishised
imaginaries through ethical deeds and development aids helping the far-away,
exotic Other. The ideals of aid, profits and corporate imago got shady also in a
debate on cocoa, child labour and a chocolate school campaign of the Finnish
company Fazer (Hirvonen 2012, a new ftt.com work on the case is discussed in
chapter 4). All in all, fetishism is a central theoretical concept to the FTT genre
and to Miller’s (2003) question ‘could the internet de-fetishise the commodity?’
Importantly, the development of web2.0 and media in the last decade has lead to a
wide range of new work from activists and artists to professors and students.
Material research and commodity networks in geography
Cultural geographers have long had material aspects in their scope, but the study
cases, methods and aims have notably developed. From the 1990’s on, material
culture studies have been more vivid: the interdisciplinary Journal of Material
Culture started in 1996 and diverse studies have appeared also in Progress in
Human Geography, Antipode, GeoForum, Political Geography and Cultural
Geographies. It seems that geography has not had, nor has it now, a coherent
approach to material geographies (Cook & Tolia-Kelly 2010). Since the 1990’s,
however, geography has been constantly adding its own ideas in order to have an
in-depth critical focus on stuff, their meanings and agency in cultural processes. I
find it useful to sort out the biggest of them. Firstly, Marxist geographers have
discussed the social and material conditions of capitalism. Especially influential
have been Harvey’s (2010) work on ‘lifting the veil’ of the market to expose and
deter commodity fetishism (Foster 2006:5). However, where the Marxist political
economy of the 1980’s represented capitalist economy as a rather allencompassing force, the cultural turn brought more behaviour- and culturecentred aspects. Economic geography has gradually become more nuanced (Silva
2011) and reinventing Marxist insights has revitalised de-fetishising studies.
Secondly, calls for more nuanced and ethnographic work has given birth to
postcolonial economic geography with critical aspects to globalization, world
trade and exploitation (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011 ch.11, Silva 2011). Consumption
studies have grasped for example food, clothing and recycling (Miller 2006) and
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the hegemonic discourse of capitalism is challenged by diverse economies and
local ideals of well-being (Fickey 2011).
One approach to understand trade networks and interdependent social relations is
through FTT that follows products, commodity chains and the ‘social lives of
things’ (Appadurai 1986; Cook et al. 2004). Stemming from structuralism, these
studies play with Marxist ideas and commodity fetishism. Some grasp world trade
through

creative

and

humorous

examples

from

culture

jamming;

followthethings.com (2012a) is a collection of that work. Researchers such as
Merrifield (2011) talk about magical Marxism to showcase the positive ideologies
and political movements’ fight for alternative futures. Negation and knowledge
are needed for powerful resistance, but many see strength in the action of magical
Marxism rather than in the negative realism. Thirdly, the field for more
environment-focused research questions that stem from Marxist approaches is
political ecology and oppressive environmental relations (Shaw 2012: 615).
Engagements with material agency and construction of human-nature divisions
are fruitful topics also in geographies of resources (Bakker & Bridge 2006).
Important aspects can be found also in indigenous geographies, which dive into
ontological pluralisms, resource management, sustainable agriculture, mining,
land ownership and difficulties in collaboration (De la Cadena 2010).
Fourthly, there have been profound discussions on ‘rematerializing’ cultural
geography as well as our social cyborg relations with the non-human parts of life.
Philo (2000: 33) sees that earlier geographers have been blind-eyed to material
dimensions in concentrating on “less-than-tangible, often-fleeting spaces of texts,
signs, symbols, psyches, desires, fears, and imaginings”. Ideas challenging textual
and representational approaches have suggested a turn to ‘materiality’, meaning a
more nuanced thinking of the material forms of things - their physical
characteristics, agency, effects and meanings (Hicks 2010: 74-75). Inspired
especially by Donna Haraway, cultural geographers are actively shaping the
terminologies of more-than-human-worlds, which include commodities, materials,
technology, machines, urban infrastructure and companion species (Fletcher
2010). Important is also to cope with issues such as genetic engineering and the
internet that transform our everyday being (Buchli 2002: 15). However, Lees
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(2000: 102) adds that geographers have witnessed several ‘turns’ and use the
terms material, immaterial, materiality, material culture and rematerialisation
interchangeably. Stabilising definitions need to be kept in mind, whether calls are
for studying the concrete, ‘bump-into-able’ matter in our lives (Philo 2000: 33) or
getting to the bottom of intriguing case studies that show tangled human-thing
relationships and complex global networks (Jackson 2000; Fuller 2006). Next I
will introduce the non-human dimensions and FTT cases in more thought.
Human-non-human divisions and Actor Network Theory
Materialisation has increased the extremely complex, but intellectually necessary
debates on the divisions between humans, things, nature, culture, materiality and
their agency. It seems that social sciences have been balancing between two
ontological standpoints: some have given too much weight on the culture and
existence of human beings as if it was a separate entity outside materials, others
have been short-sighted with the fetish and independency of objects, like in some
museum studies (Hicks 2010: 70). Shaw (2012: 615) states that a paradoxical
problem is how to stress productive human-nature relationships between without
reasserting the dichotomy. Interesting is to think if such divisions can and should
exist. If they do, how are they constructed, maintained, studied and challenged? Is
it important to categorise ‘cultural/social’ and ‘material’ and do they have a
dynamic relationship? According to Hicks (2010: 26), questions about relating
human and non-human worlds hold continued relevance. In geography these
questions are central in many themes, such as landscapes and commodity chains.
According to Miller (2005:17), people attempt to control the degrees of
materiality and define to which degree things or people are subjects or objects,
material or immaterial and more superficial or deep; an intriguing example is how
immaterial aspects of religion are reflected through material objects. Another
cursory element is to try to understand the dynamic human-non-human processes
where things become objects: how things are enlivened, how their meanings are
constructed and how their motion is like an event (Hicks 2010: 81-3). An
interesting example is Tilley’s (2002: 23) study on wala canoes that link multiple
social and gendered realms together. The material and the social are interpreted
through human-thing relations that become into being through the existence,
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meanings, use and art of the object. Things can act as material metaphors of
current system but also as reproducing or innovating agents. Hicks (2010: 84)
points out that instead of being passively received and seen as a reflection of
human behaviour, the commodity itself can create the context. On the other hand,
products can be deliberately used in order to change the current political context
or everyday space - this is extremely interesting for geographers. Historically it is
possible to investigate powerful products, such as cars and foreign food, as the
context that changed people’s ideologies, work and leisure time (see for example
Mintz 1985). From a postcolonial point of view, analyses of mimicking and
modifying western material culture in colonies has given space for alternative
history writing (Bhabha 1994). From last two decades the arrival of MP3s and
smart phones are powerful examples of changing everyday spaces in production
and consumption sites (Crang 2005). According to Åström (2008), ethnologically
interesting is the comparison between new and old: when innovative products
such as computers change home and identity assemblages, generation-persistent
products hold strong meanings of continuity. Moreover, the transformational life
and agency of things - the designing, exchange, user attachment, gift giving,
recycling and decaying - are as important.
This leads us to the ideas of agency, cyborg-depency and Actor Network Theory.
Jones & Boivin (2010) ask if material agency is non-sense or if our emotional
engagements to things actually tell about their agency? Previously, Gell (1998)
saw art as an ‘index’ of human agency; art is doing things, but only as an
extensional agency of humans. Later, Latour and others have developed Actor
Network Theory (ANT) that has been tremendously important in global network
analysis. Essential in ANT is to consider the non-human agents, cyborgs and
hybrid relations of life (Jackson 2000; Hicks 2010). Discussions of agency are
breaking human-nature-machine homogenisations. Boivin (2008: 226) notes that
mundane commodities gain our attention especially if they change spaces or stop
working. Many discuss agency as a process, where intelligence, act, successes and
failures are mutually constituted, whether the non-human part is a gun, smart
phone or a fridge magnet (Harper et al. 2008, Knappett 2008: 140). Myriad nonhuman agencies, whether in bodies, cities, commodities or trees, “also frequently
reconstitute the fabrics of day-to-day life and the places in which it is lived (Jones
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& Cloke 2008: 79).” This context-changing power has led recent geographies to
see artefacts even more multidimensionally. Rhizomatic and non-representational
geographies concentrate on things as events, difference and newness; the dumb
passiveness of material is rejected, because things forcefully affect each other and
the social world around them (Shaw 2012: 621). Buchli (2002:15) lists some
important factors that build the complex frames for studying things, late
capitalism and the immaterial nature of social world: fluid goods and capital,
quickly developing IT communication, intense consumption and waste. This has
also spurred new approaches to money, banking, economic recession and wealth
inequalities that take networks and place-contexts better into account (Hall 2011).
Discussion also inspires campaign groups such as Positive Money (Wood 2011)
that criticize the privatized bank system of money and debts.
Altogether, researchers try to ‘keep up’ with, criticise and change the contingent
human-thing relationships that change our social environment rapidly. The flux,
shared agency and endless webs of material relations can seem overly complex
and material semiotics ask where the agency is located (Law & Mol 2008: 58). To
shed light to interconnectedness, Angus et al. (2001) use a simple example of
making a cup of coffee. To produce and consume it, we need unbelievably many
connections: plants, chemicals, people, transport, grocery stores, electricity,
hydrological cycle, milk cows etc. I find it both fruitful and puzzling to
understand the human-machine relationships of consumptionscapes. This also
connects materiality and cyborg-relations to teaching of commodity geographies
and FTT. Agency, co-operation and mastery can be explored through case studies
that incorporate multiple commodities and international actors. We are all bound
to production networks and hence unable to function without a wide range of
machines, people and money (Gough 2004). Angus et al. (2001: 197) highlight
that “being ourselves is a huge collaborative effort.” The challenge is to think
about daily, obvious, boring actions by putting the ‘cyborg spectacles’ on (Angus
et al. 2001: 196). This act forces us to face the complex networks of human and
non-human nodes and gaze at production, consumption and justice (Cook et al.
2002; Foster 2006). This hopefully leads to awareness of our daily decisions, trade
justice and ethical responsibilities we are deeply attached to (Harvey 2010).
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Follow The Thing research examples
Commodity studies have been made on a wide range of things, for example
fashion, furniture, organic produce, chicken, sugar, coffee, tropical fruit, housing,
clothing, media and cars (for details see Miller 2006 and Goodman et al. 2010; for
further cases see ftt.com). To open up FTT work and networks, I summarise a few
excellent empirical examples: papaya, cotton, a cargo wreck, food and clothing.
After this I will point out some critiques and future aspects.
Life chain of papaya - Following papaya from Jamaica to the UK started Cook’s
(Cook et al. 2004) FTT work. Cook was got by the vast global networks the
commodity chain exposed. The first element was nature: trees, fruit species and
soil nutrition produced papayas of standard shape, size and taste far from
“natural.” The second revelation was the network of farm foremen, owners and
workers, product buyers and marketers, importers and consumers. Thirdly, the
study revealed the spaces, volumes and traffic: papayas move from a fifty-two
acre farm to air cargo and ripening rooms and western needs are satisfied with
1200 boxes in one shipment. The fourth element was the complexity of
commodities. Besides the fruit, industrial products from face-lift treatments to
canned meats contain papain, the enzyme that is commercially extracted from
unripe papaya’s peduncle. Temporal dimensions and injustice came clearly
across. Besides telling the historical context of colonial exploits and slavery, the
study unfolds the political economy of papaya: payments, competition, inflation,
squeeze and overproduction problems. Interviews reveal how a supplier could be
easily dropped if there was child labour, a below-the-breadline wage scandal or if
the exchange rates raised the market price too high. People’s living conditions
were alarming: workers had pressure and later burns, but no insurances or
unemployment benefits. Workers lived in ragged houses, dealing second quality
papayas and drugs. Horrifyingly, various middlemen see the poverty, but need to
stay in silence. Finally, the fetish and symbolism in papaya fascinated. The fruit
was exoticised in the UK marketing, but the fetish and fear for papaya was clear
also in Jamaica: local people had their own dreams and fears of working with it.
Geographies of clothing - Despite their mundanity, there is a lot more to political
economic geographies than the 'Made in' labels in our clothing (see the Fashion
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department of ftt.com). Fashion and production injustice of clothing is an
interesting part of commodity geographies and clearly linked to NGOs campaigns,
such as Clean Clothes (n.d.). In geography, Crewe (2008) calls for a more
relational and activist approach, where research on unequal geographies of fashion
links the complex connections between production, branding, retailing and
wearing, exposing our complicity as consumers. Luutonen’s (2008) interview of a
Finnish textile artist Sirkka Könönen also show how textile craft and emotion are
linked: the influence, usefulness, sustainability and Finnishness of Könönen’s
knitwear truly evoke emotion. The article explains craft as social relationships,
materials and design, production stages of garment and a symbol of culture and
identity. An interesting example in geographies of clothing is cotton and a recent
transmedia documentary project ‘Cotton Road,’ where anthropologist Laura
Kissel follows cotton’s global transformation from agricultural product to a
commodity in stores. The supply chain and environmental footprint of cotton are
made visible in a Sourcemap, which helps to convey the circular, multi-sited
nature of FTT. Kissel states that production transparency and the project are
relevant to contemporary research and visual ethnographic methods (Chio 2012).
I used a similar kind of interactive map in a study about global trade of human
kidneys (Kemppainen 2012 in ftt.com), though here each node gives stories about
the global connections of that place (figure 3).

Figure 3. A screenshot of my kidney trade map in ftt.com (Kemppainen 2012).
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Material geographies and the wreck of container ship Napoli - In their
intriguing case study of the wreck of container ship Napoli in the coastline of
English Channel, Cook & Tolia-Kelly (2010) work through multiple and diverse
material geographies. The Napoli event can be interpret in many ways, as: 1) a
rupture dislocating things and disconnecting the global production, hindering the
production of cars and wine, for example 2) a window-like event revealing
connections that are not easily presented together and confusing with the contents
of 50 containers washed ashore, varying from ready-to-use products to pivotal
components 3) a big scale material spectacle that attracted thousands of random
European s to a ‘no-man’s-land’ to scavenge commodities from L’Oreal makeup
and BMW motorcycles to bibles and families’ property, causing debates on
fetishism and legality 4) on the one hand, an intrusion of people and non-accepted
behaviour to the landscape, space and everyday life of the locals, on the other
hand an uplift for local business 5) a man-made disaster and its effect on nature
and animals 6) creative material inspiration through art work and exhibitions. I
also appreciate Cook & Tolia-Kelly’s (2010: 101) decision to open up material
geographies through a material event: what could give flesh around the theory
better than that? The ideas of commodification and fetishised imagination can be
better analysed and concreticised through people’s opinions, reactions and
consumer behaviour. The consequences of the ‘Napoli event’ reached both
abstract and concrete spaces - people’s imagination and commodity excitement
was clear, but the there was effect also on the geographical location. The shore
was an all-welcoming but fleeting stage of material culture as well as a heritage
landscape with unwritten local ownership. The event also increased knowledge of
global cargo linkages.
Geographies of food consumption and being ethical - On the level of an
individual, food is one of the most obvious and interesting issues in material
geographies and consumerist studies.

When we open our minds to global

connections, the trends, production, labour justice, marketing, exoticising, fairness
and healthiness of food become amazingly complex, as is seen in recent articles
(Cook et al. 2010, Goodman et al. 2010). Emma in Cook et al. (2010) emphasizes
that food brands have enormous potential to tackle exploitation. According to Paul
and Mike in Cook et al. (2010), messy food politics and identities are reproduced
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but also ways of reworking and understanding the categories that define us,
ethnicities and food aesthetics. Moreover, people change their shopping routines
regularly - consciously and spontaneously - which sparks debates on ethical food,
fair trade campaigns and the possibilities of FTT work(Cook et al. 2010). Ethical
consumption is seen as a care-giving practise, but it is also complicated and
controversial (Raghuram et al. 2009). In their GeoForum editorial, Goodman et al.
(2010) challenge the dualisms of ‘conventional’ vs.’ alternative’, ‘ethical/ local’
vs. ‘fair’ and ‘good’ vs. ‘bad’ food’. Food can show how consumption is playing a
big part in creating political, active and ecological citizenship and social
movements. Some researchers point out how mainly the better-off middle-class
can afford organic and local and how supermarkets can make a good profit (Julie
and Alison in Cook et al. 2010), whereas some have shown the same prioritising
in case of less wealthy consumers, despite the significantly bigger expenses
(Andrew in Cook et al. 2010). Nevertheless, Alison (in Cook et al. 2010)
summarises the study aims: get people to think about where things come from, to
get ‘embodied’ experiences and arouse emotion and responsibility.
Jackson et al. (2009) provide a useful aspect on the moral/ethical and rational/
profiting sides of markets, both of which are constituted mutually. Chicken and
sugar work as easily understandable examples about how meanings of products
are temporarily and spatially produced. The article opens up the complex ethical
concerns that producers and consumers negotiate at multiple scales: livelihood
memories, feeding the family, environmental sustainability, the distant workers,
living conditions of livestock and health. Hughes’ (2006) study on the UK food
and clothing retailers taking courses on ethical practices is one encouraging story
about awareness in commodity production. Even without fundamental changes,
the courses give advice on exercising ethical business, responsible citizenship and
softer capitalism (Thrift 2005). Clarke et al. (2007) discuss market politics,
campaign effects and consumer identities in their case study of ethical
campaigning in the UK. Consumerism is not a black-and-white process, in which
campaigns aim at converting consumers; ethical campaigns usually work as
political interventions and practical information for consumers that are already
concerned to act ‘beyond their everyday’. Lang (2010) explains that through
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research, value changes and pressure, the demand for ‘better’ food could and
should be translated into ethical standards in European food policy.
Future aspects and critiques - As I have discussed, one problem to be kept in
mind is the preoccupation with textuality and seeing the problematic of
materiality and its fetish (Buchli 2002:14). Difficult is also the interdisciplinarity
and the vast range of topics. According to Buchli (2002: 13), “the fragmentation
of such narratives that otherwise describe our so-called ‘postmodern’ condition
may in part explain material culture studies’ persistent and increasing
heterogeneity.” Some think the studies are too all-embracing, but on the other
hand simplifying homogenisations are deceptive (Jones & Cloke 2008: 79).
Interdisciplinarity is a matter of debate - I think that the strength lies exactly in the
ability to translate things between the social and physical. Nayak & Jeffrey (2011:
281) suggest that “research on post-colonial economic geographies remains
relatively undeveloped and a critical focus on the colonial interactions that may
surround transnational migration, trade, the global outsourcing of labour and the
circuits of particular commodity chains may develop more relational and
embedded accounts of the economy”. This can also offer new, alternative
histories, modernities and ways of doing human geography.
Gregson et al. (2010) argue that FTT work has successively tracked commodity
flows, but the spectrum has been too narrow, concentrating mainly on circulations
of stable things and from developing countries to the developed. Flows to the
opposite direction should be investigated in order to show how things are
reassembled even from waste, turning into something new to a totally different
consumer group. One response has been Brooks’ (2012) investigation on secondhand trade. Gazing at the power relations between charities, firms and people
extracting new value from second-hand things, Brooks sheds light on the flows
from Global North to Africa.
Hicks (2010: 79) points out two major themes: why and how should we study
‘messier’ things and why must we also consider the on-going developments and
the future? The ‘messier’ things could mean the not-so-evident objects, such as
computer hardware, gas, asphalt and medicine... not to mention the
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commodification of labour power, experiences, human bodies and services. Cook
et al. (2004) urges us to discuss what the de-fetishising of messy commodities
involves. Cook & Tolia-Kelly’s (2010) container wreck study brings forth the
legal contingency of products, such as lost and stolen commodities. Besides these,
non-representational theories connect us to the sensual and performative sides of
material culture, where space and materiality are explained through areas like art,
skating, parkour, clubbing and landscapes (for details see Nayak & Jeffrey 2011).
According to Buchli (2002: 11-12), feminist researchers have noticed that
material studies have strengthened the masculine ideas of production and
progress. Some gendered aspects of labour have been shown through voluntary
work and diverse economies, where the importance of women is great (GibsonGraham 2008). One aspect requiring further examination is that ethical
consumption and care lay strongly on women (Goodman et al. 2010). The
domestic sphere and women’s role in governing ethical foodscapes become
important because of ‘the (re)placement of house-holds, kitchens, and home
gardens in ethical food networks (Goodman et al. 2010)’. As my final point,
Goodman et al. (2010: 1792-3) say that issues of power in ethical foodscapes need
airing: where does the power reproduce socio-ecological inequalities? We need to
investigate the crude power of retailing TNCs and the ability of ‘foodies’ and
movements to direct ethical agendas with various media.
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CHAPTER 2 PRACTICE OF ACTIVISTS AND RADICAL GEOGRAPHERS
In chapter 1, I went through a vast literature that shows the historical development
of material culture studies and critical economic geographies. The focus of this
thesis is especially on commodity geographies, FTT and trade justice. In chapter
2, the focus is turned on the more practical sides of culture jammers and radical
geographers. Chapter 2 asks: how is commodity geographies linked to public
geographies and cultural activism, and how can these be developed for teaching?
The chapter begins to answer research question 1 by examining how the spheres
of conventional academia, critical commodity geographies and cultural activism
are interlinked. This includes presenting how commodity research and trade
justice education in Finland and England are being developed through joining up
the creative tactics of culture jammers, scholar activism of radical geographers
and global education projects of NGOs. I start by focusing on consumerism and
culture jamming. After this I will tell about innovative work in geography,
including the research database www.followthethings.com, public geographies
and art. Importantly, the theoretical baselines and public practise in chapters 1 and
2 will be referred back to in chapters 3 and 4.
CONSUMERISM, RADICAL GEOGRAPHIES AND CULTURE JAMMING
An extreme view of contemporary society is that of an overconsumptionist mass
culture saturated with modern commodities. At its worst the novelty of consumer
goods creates twisted obsolescence and a superficial pick n mix of personalised
iDevices and signature Coca-Cola. The consumers may lose control (for example
shopaholism and debt) and fashion stirs up skeletal thinness (Louise in Cook et al
2010). Simultaneously foot-loose TNCs mass-produce merchandise by exploiting
cheap labour, human capital and natural resources. Advertisements glorifying our
individuality and personhood are actually creating contagious elitism. Is trade
only about commodity fetishism, advertising, shopping and exploitation? Even
though we all have to consume, consumption has gradually been loaded with a lot
of negativity. This is perhaps because they have been viewed as fetishising
diseases and overconsumption (Miller 2006: 342). Commodity fetishism,
advertising and exploitation might be the most obvious concepts, but in reality
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there is a confusing complexity behind the “simple” frame of commodities.
Consumerism is a central part of material geographies, because it is linked to the
production and trade of things. Consumerism can also be interpreted as a stage of
values, everyday perceptions, bodily experiences and shaky self-identification.
Advertising uses these perceptions to “transform a purely commercial relationship
into a personal one (Korkiakangas 2008: 147);” a good example is the
commercialisation of Christmas. However, the value-base of consumers and
language of advertising is not only for markets: it is also an arena for critical
academic research, NGOs’ global education and cultural activism.
It is important to acknowledge that people’s relationship to artefacts, clothing and
food are constantly changing in personal life and at national level. Besides
rational decision making, researchers discuss how buying commodities is driven
by habits, sensations, ethical dilemmas and identity performances: places, social
relations, financial circumstances and power relations (Cook et al. 2007: 1116).
Change derives also from trends, new commodities and trade agreements as well
as the impact of the new media, research and activist art (Cook et al. 2010). By no
surprise, the human-thing relations are an interesting topic for research and
teaching. We use same type of things in every corner of the world, but they still
hold very versatile meanings between different countries, especially consumers
and producers (Miller 1987). Local and global contradictions are always
intertwined, which becomes clear in Miller's (2002) study on local
contextualisations of Coke, a symbolic global meta-product. There has been an
ongoing interest to study how Western people identify themselves through things,
colours, price, fashion and technology and how that identification can be changed
(Crang 2005). Group identification has been clear in motor vehicles (see Hebdige
1981/88 in Miller 2006) and is now inevitably visible with Apple haters and
“fanboys” (see Kemppainen et al. 2012 in ftt.com). Another critical point to study
is consumer awareness: “everybody knows about corporate rule, conflict minerals
and sweatshops...” Do they really? And if so, what are people able to do? This
discussion is very clear with many commodity chains, for example smart phones
(see Kemppainen et al. 2011 in ftt.com)
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The point of most geographical material culture studies is to become more
enlightened about the multiple aspects of consumerism. Research examples might
clarify labyrinthine and scary issues, especially trade justice. Whether the source
is an academic research or a popular blog, readers are encouraged to reconsider
what, where, how much, and, most importantly, why we consume. At its best, the
development of multiple understandings originates from the consumer himself
and different media fill in information gaps. Some overrule their obscurity
determinately by following news and research. But how to alert people that are
not interested in ethical issues? As experts discussed in our MoCC event,
suggestions vary from technological alerts and internet databases to events, school
teaching and culture jamming. The main thing is clear: the interest of the unaware
or self-centred has to be stirred up in intricate ways.
This is the point, where radical geographies and culture jamming step on stage.
Suggestiveness, creativity, emotion and narratives can possibly change consumer
understandings and cool down commodity novelty. Ignorance and emotional
distance can tremble by receiving postmodern playfulness: commodity
geographies’ critique can hauntingly grab us, brighten our everyday and enable us
to ‘get with the fetish’ (Cook & Woodyer 2011: 12). Conquering moral distress is
an important element because straightforward instructions and patronising talk
can turn learning to negative. Anxiety is far from the goals of radical geographies
and global education (Jääskeläinen 2011). Besides calls for more public
geographies, there have been suggestions about diverse writing styles that
stimulate debate, avoid preaching and support radical teaching (Waterstone and
Hague in Cook et al. 2004). Creative commodity studies avoid the road of ‘guilt,
blame and shame.’ Confusion and emotional responses, however, are hoped for
since they engender controversy (Sandlin & Callahan 2009). Radical pedagogies
include non-didactive education, discussion, humour and group creativity, which
can teach about global connectivity and cyborgs positively (Evans et al. 2007).
FTT is a good example of a field that can deepen our attachment this way; as Jean
tells in Cook et al. (2010) “I turn to the following as sources of comfort, not guilt
and ambivalence.”
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From the contemporary aspects to consumerism, pervasive media and creative defetishising are interesting to radical human geography. Activities that combine
these elements are cultural activism and creative trade justice education. I
introduce cultural activism because its visual social critique should be combined
with academic research and teaching, especially in commodity geographies. Here
the research question 1 starts to get answered by examining how the spheres of
conventional academia, critical commodity geographies and cultural activism are
interlinked.
According to Sandlin & Milam (2008: 327, 347), culture jamming has received
little attention among educational researchers, even though it provides “new ways
of understanding educational practice, both within and outside of schools”. Darts
(2004) emphasize the importance of teaching visual culture and political
edutainment because they are everywhere in our everyday lives. Sandlin & Milam
(2008: 326) argue that rupturing the everyday with critical public pedagogies can
“function as a powerful site of learning.” In commodity geographies culture
jamming can strengthen the understanding of theory, commodity fetishism and
activism. Darts (2004: 314, 319) emphasises that teaching the principles of social
justice and democracy should include the complex connections between culture
and politics: teachers need to evaluate if courses prepare students to proactively
live in contemporary socio-cultural sphere and to attend public debates as
thoughtful citizens. Several visual culture educators have called for implementing
the visual (especially popular culture and activism) into teaching, because it
exposes reproduced fundamental societal values and political struggles (Darts
2004: 318, 323). Reconsidering dominant ideologies, resisting oppression and
encouraging emancipatory transformation lay at the heart of critical pedagogies. If
students can ponder meanings from their own experiences and if the oppositional
power of art is analysed collaboratively in class, resistance can be a very
awareness-raising and future-oriented pedagogical strategy - it encourages
students’ media criticism, expressive communication and capabilities to transform
communities (Darts 2004: 317, 325).
Cultural activism is also linked to political science. Tuija Lattunen (University of
Helsinki) is preparing her doctoral thesis on the strategic means of aesthetic
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activism challenging our understandings of the political sphere and action.
According to Lattunen (n.d.), culture jamming is a contemporary phenomenon
within a wider transformation of protest culture that challenges traditional ways of
political participation and hence also its analysis: aesthetic politics operate outside
the formal political system and express demands for change culturally. Culture
jamming can be interpreted as critical intervention and wide societal commentary
in an artistic form (Lattunen 2013:26). However, Lattunen (n.d.) explains that
social and political research has often excluded artistic tools and culture jamming
from research, interpreting it only as escapist or an interesting substitute for real
political action. Lattunen (n.d.) argues that aesthetics is inherently in the logic of
action in societies today and therefore interfering symbolism, representations and
communication can be powerful. Darts (2004:321) sees that culture jamming has
recently revived because of strengthening IT communication, aggressive
commercialism and corporate control. Important is also how the internet has
united fragmented creative protests into a global social movement (Lattunen n.d.).
Roots and tactics of culture jamming
According to Lattunen (n.d.) activists especially in North America and Europe
have since the mid 1990’s increasingly participated in a political struggle over
aesthetics and imagination with their work that falls in between art, creativity,
resistance, culture and politics. One fundamental question has been the right to
respond to culture and media with creating own art (Darts 2004: 323). The
movement has been called with many names: aesthetic activism/politics, creative
resistance/protest, cultural activism and culture jamming. According to Darts
(2004:320), some roots of culture jamming are already in the avant-garde
movements of early 20th century, but growth was clearer in the 50-60’s and the
term itself was used first in the 80’s. The term culture jamming can be traced back
to radio jamming used in electronic warfare (Lattunen 2013:26). The Situationists
is an exemplar group that links culture jamming, public spaces and commodity
geographies: their work builded on Marxist commodity fetishism and attacked the
visual reproduction of capitalism (Darts 2004:320, Lattunen 2013:26) Spontaneity
and creative responses were developed with détournement, which roughly means
subverting the original context of visual data to create new meanings (Darts
2004:320). Practically this could be about modifying logos of well-known TNCs
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or spinning the familiar symbolism of existing advertisements, for example.
Important was also dérive, resisting the routinised ways of feeling urban spaces
and investigating the emotional reactions the city awakens (Lattunen 2013:26).
Principally cultural activism means messing with meaning systems and turning
around popular cultural forms to political ends. Many collectives want to bring an
issue into public discourse and to create more active popular culture, where
people criticise dominating values, consumerism and media (Sandlin & Milam
2008: 326). Countercultural guerilla work invades real and virtual public spaces
to change people’s aesthetic experience and destabilize daily consumerism. The
counter-knowledge is created through strategies that play with politics, culture,
media and consumerism and public space is occupied both legally and illegally.
The means for intelligent political action are multiple: culture jamming includes
things such as documentaries, billboard subvertisements, street art, one-minute
parody videos, photography, spoof company websites, installations, mobile
activism, flash mobs, “updated” theatrical performances, happenings, craft and
modifying commodities. Tamminen (2013:29) adds that the aesthetics of public
spaces, especially urban landscapes, are heavily designed by companies and many
jammers want to challenge their hegemony. Besides superficial commerciality,
Darts (2004: 323) point out such triggering aspects as resisting our categorising as
producers and consumers and questioning the link between immaterial needs and
material products. The message is commonly anti-corporate or anti-advertising,
but can also be questioning other hegemonic representations from sexist body
image and health to racism and war. Connection to ethical trade is clear and
Lattunen (n.d.) tells that culture jamming has been important especially for those
who want to change practices of consumption and fight against concerns such as
workers rights violations, animal cruelty, environmental destruction, food risks,
power of transnational corporations, pollution and climate change.
In his book compiling Finnish and foreign culture jamming, Tamminen (2013) has
categorised culture jamming in themes: occupied advertisement space,
intervention in public space, performance in business world, identity jamming, art
as brand parody, war and play, media jamming and product jamming. Culture
jamming has grown into an abundant field where the aims and ways of work are
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not uniform and some do not even identify themselves as jammers. This, however,
can be seen as richness and anonymity often turns the protest into something
greater than the thought bubble of its maker (Lattunen 2013:26). Besides, some
shared principles are discussed: cultural activists create dissensual spaces of
communication in order to critically discuss conflicting definitions of daily
realities and visions of the future (Lattunen n.d.). The activists focus on multiple
consciousnesses and “inspiring creativity” (Trapese Collective 2007: 5-9). Many
aim at disturbing societal power relations and turning us into more critical citizens
(Tamminen 2013). Some work unravels the magic and pleasure of consumerism
rather that the addiction and lure and guides with bitter-sweeter texts and
accessible DIY-advice (Trapese Collective 2007).
Feelings motivate and stir up awareness so activists use a wide range of emotional
reactions, dark humour, exaggeration and narrative. Commodity geographies and
culture jamming together can make people share their feelings, whether they are
feelings of controversy, confusion, shock, numbness and disgust or feelings of
inspiration, fascination, solidarity, sympathy and hunger for knowledge.
According to Sandlin & Callahan (2009), culture jammers’ use of emotional
appeals can most effectively destabilize everyday life worlds, raise moral shock
and encourage consumer resistance. The excellence of parody dominates the
popular culture scene. Our materialist obsessions and trade injustice can be drawn
nearer to us through ludicrous geographies and “should-I-be-laughing-at-this”
kind of positivity. As is stated the Finnish subvertisement blog Mainoskupla
(Anon 2010), subvertisements do not blatantly and unconstructively oppose but
shake, provoke thoughts and take stance on societal flaws - these issues can best
be highlighted through parody that uses the same universal language and powerful
emotion as advertising. Subverting purposely steals the messages, design and
persuasion used by mass media and advertisers (figure 4).
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Figure 4. On the left, a photograph taken of a page in the Helsingin Sanomat
newspaper in 2012. The b2b advertisement says “cheer yourself up, buy
something new,” telling a lot about advertising and pleasure in consumption... and
shoes? ...and the values culture jammers try to shake? On the right, AdBusters’
(2009) subvertisement of Nike’s Why do I run? campaign from the 1990s.
Community activist groups use impressive tactics. Reverend Billy and the Church
of Stop Shopping is a performance activism group making parody of church
services and organising events like shop interventions and the Buy Nothing Day
parade. Their critical film ‘What Would Jesus Buy?’(Billy Talen 2012) is political
edutainment. Adbusters is a network of activists with non-profit magazine and
website doing subvertisements (spoof ads), artwork, memes, articles and changing
the iconography of global brands. Another internationally known example is the
activist group The Yes Men. Their project the Yes Lab (2012) organizes lectures,
workshops and think spaces for universities and local communities, helps
organizations with submitting ideas and interviews artist. All this is done in order
to teach “techniques for causing trouble” and “strategizing and accomplishing
funny media-getting actions”. They also do demonstrations, such as the Hijink act
in Tampere, Finland, where the activists pretended to be WTO representatives in
the "Textiles of the Future" conference (The Yes Men 2001).
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Besides groups, there are informative activist handbooks (figure 5). Two that are
being used in Ian’s GMC course are Do it Yourself (Trapese Collective 2007) and
Beautiful Trouble (Boyd 2012), that share principles and theories, DIY-advice and
tested case studies to a wide range of practitioners. Adbusters’ has linked their
action to teaching in their new book ‘Meme Wars: the Creative Destruction of
Neoclassical Economies’ that aims at inspiring new generations and fighting
conventional economics teaching (Kingsley 2012). There are many internet
platforms that explore and strengthen connections between social activism and
artistic practice, for example The Center for Artistic Activism (n.d.) wants to
make more creative and effective activist artists.
Some marvellous geographical jamming examples in ftt.com are MolleIndustria’s
cheesy anti-smartphone game app (Kemppainen et al. 2012) and the Yes Men’s
spoof website and event for a conflict-free iPhone 4 (Parkin 2011) (figure 6).
Graffiti artist Banksy’s sweatshop version of the Simpsons animation intro has
become well-known (Davies et al. 2011). One example of skilled storytelling is
‘The Agony and the Ecstasy of Steve Jobs’ by Mike Daisey (2012). In the critical
theatre performance Daisey tells about his addiction to electronics and how he
understood that his iDevices were not made by machines but real people (see
Cook et al. 2002). Many music videos make fun of modern materialist lifestyles,
for example PSY’s world-famous Gangnam Style video (officialpsy 2012; see
also a hilarious Lego re-creation by Occupy Legoland 2012). In social networking
sites, such as Facebook, people spread an unbelievable amount of links; videos
and their spawning spin-offs, spoof videos, photographs, satirical memes, reaction
GIFs and other media could be creatively used in education. The ways in which
Ian, university students and teachers have used culture jamming is discussed in
chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 5. Photographs of the activist handbooks Beautiful Trouble and Häiriköt.

Figure 6. Photographs of the Yes Men’s conflict-free iPhone 4 spoof website and
the Phone Story game by MolleIndustria.
Culture jamming in NGOs and Finland
Interestingly, also NGOs use jamming tactics (figure 7). Some of my favourites
are Amnesty International’s teleshop-style cinema advert about AK-47 assault
rifles (Livingston 2011 in ftt.com), Unicef’s child labour “brand logos” and Plastic
Pollution Coalition’s video Plastic seduction about plastic waste in seas
(PlasticPollution 2012). Friends of the Earth has used digital guerrilla activism in
the MakeITBetter campaign: a speech bubble “Is my phone trashing tropical
forests?” appeared on people’s smart phone screens (Baker 2013). The sarcastic
prizes of the Public Eye awards (2013) are NGOs’ critical counterpoint to the
annual meeting of the World Economic Forum. The campaign has a home page,
press releases, voting and an award media conference and thousand of Facebook
followers. It is also notable how some culture jamming has caused political and
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legal battles. Greenpeace has some powerful cases. Their nestespoil.com spoof
website about Neste Oil and palm oil won in Neste Oil’s appeal for World
Intellectual Property Organization (Anon 2012a) and their parody-filled
campaign, in which Ken leaves Barbie because of she supports toy companies’
deforestation acts, made companies such as Lego change their production chains
(Tamminen 2013: 107).

Figure 7. Screenshots of the Neste Spoil site, Amnesty’s AK-47 advert and
Unicef’s fake brand logos.
Funnily enough, companies and journalists have also started to mimic culture
jammers’ ideas. Tamminen (2013: 29) thinks that marketing should not be called
culture jamming and more importantly, it can never soften its political critique.
Also the risks of strengthening neoliberalism, brand profiles and negativity
towards trade justice activism need to be kept in mind (Sandlin & Callahan 2009).
Littler (2005:227) emphasises the importance for anti-consumerists to move
beyond boycotting to reflecting how politically effective their action is.
Culture jamming is well known in many countries, but not that much in Finland.
There are some strong Finnish activist groups, but they work mainly through
didactive messages, for example animal activism is often very shocking. There are
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no known or popular groups that are more humorous, creative or messy. The
stealing of Ronald McDonald is a rare example of an act that reached the news
(Tamminen 2013:150). However, there are some Finnish platforms for culture
jamming, such as Mainoskupla (Adbubble) subvertisement blog. Mainoskupla and
Voima magazine are the only main forums for culture jamming and
subvertisements in Finland. In their Fifi webpage Voima has collected Finnish
parody culture and subverts produced since 2000 and Mainoskupla blog has had
small subvertisement competitions. From the events related to culture jamming it
is central to mention at least Lens Politica, a festival for film and art, which is
works as a discussion opener and has brought several activist artist to Finland,
such as Billy Talen (Reverend Billy) and Mike Bonannon (The Yes Men).
Journalist Jari Tamminen (2013) from Voima magazine has compiled an easily
approachable and illustrative new book of both Finnish and international culture
jamming. Häiriköt (jammers) is the first bigger publication about this topic in
Finnish. Its core theoretical ideas and interesting artist introductions are adaptable
in class, which has been recognised also by Eetti, a Finnish ethical trade NGO.
Together with Voima, Eetti has started a new global education project called
Kehitysmaat

mainosten

takana

(development

countries

behind

the

advertisements), which grasps issues of world economy, trade justice and the
power of advertisements (see Eetti ry n.d.). The school visits that start in autumn
2013 discuss the real life of the producers behind the advertising world and how
global trade affects the societies and environments of Global South. Young people
are encouraged to consumer criticism and active citizenship with discussion and
subvertisements. To engage young people creatively, there will also be a
subvertisements competition online with the best work exhibited outdoors in the
city center of Helsinki. As Darts (2004: 324) states, meaningful engagement does
not require Billboard liberation, but can use for example brainstorming with
photography, drawing and image manipulation. Eetti’s initiative is a good project
example, in which academic and popular ideologies of trade, commodities and
activism get intertwined. In this kind of trade justice education the separate
spheres of academia, education, NGOs and cultural activists clearly collide.
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CREATIVE WRITING AND PUBLIC RESEARCH
I have now examined the theoretical basis and interesting case studies of
commodity geographies and culture jamming. Before moving on to the fieldwork,
I present what kinds of creative writing and academic work material geographers
have generated. First I discuss researchers’ political involvement, then combining
public geographies, diverse writing styles and art with research and learning. I
will also introduce Ian Cook’s ftt.com webpage and shopping bags as well as the
creative acts of ladybugging and Legoing. This section relates to research question
1 by showing import topics and collaboration on trade justice education.
Research and political involvement
After diving into the literature of care, global responsibilities and resistance
movements, I stumbled upon a self-reflective edition by Fuller & Duncan (2004).
‘Radical theory/Critical praxis’ ponders researchers’ involvement, disengagement
and making a difference beyond academy (Sibley 2004). Human geographers
have been accused of ignoring social policy, poverty and social inequalities
(Wilbert & Hoskyns 2004: 58) and university institutions of being unable
effectively help those who need it (Sibley 2004: 56). Researchers should fight
human geography’s ‘irrelevance’ and distancing from ‘real world’ policy
engagement (Wilbert & Hoskyns 2004: 57-60) and see the fluidity of
academy/non-academy,

professional/personal,

research/everyday

life

differentiations (Cloke 2004: 93). To get there, geographers need to move into
contact spaces, which enable researches to apply, protest and disrupt the status
quo as well as enable reflections of otherness and being (Cloke 2004; Moss 2004:
103). Some examples of the book are homelessness research, a church community
partnership between Bristol and Cape Town and a housing support group for
women (Cloke 2004; Moss 2004).
Moreover, there has been vivid argumentation over geographers’ objectivity and
moral. Besides introducing both sides of study cases, should the researcher bring
out morally justifiable judgments and take stands in global trade, conflicts and
state politics (Megoran 2008)? Personally I find this discussion extremely
important for human geography. Post-structural ‘left wing’ geographies also hope
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for co-operation between theorists and activists, which hopefully encourages
people with very slight chances without help (Dempsey & Rowe 2008, Nayak &
Jeffrey 2011 ch. 4). Co-operation can become profitable if activist groups are able
to turn from narrow state-imaginings and opposition to the processes of
negotiation (Gill 2010). Chatterton & Pickerill’s (2010) study supports this by
showing how the political identities are not in a static form but constituted
through the everyday practices of activist projects.
I wanted to bring these discussions up because of their political grasp. I see
commodity geographies as this kind of intellectual space and action-oriented
research. Many studies aim at generating conversation, especially amongst nonacademics, students, young people and voters. FTT can increase awareness of
hidden social relations and the narratives of the producers’ everyday realities.
Research and active pressuring should trigger companies to questions their trade
actions, corporate responsibility and transparency in production. Consumer wise it
hopefully increases ethical argumentation and respect. Trade education can also
create counter-idealisms such as consumer resistance, charity and vintage
shopping, ethical food, ecological lifestyle and appreciation of recycling.
Diverse writing styles
An interesting element emerging in recent human geographical work has been
new writing styles. The dry, uninspiring style of standardised writing, the weak
level of debate-stimulation in specialist work and the lack of practical politics in
class have been pointed out by many researchers (see for example Hague,
Waterstone and Heyman cited in Cook et al. 2007). As Griffiths (2009:55-6)
discusses, poor quality of writing and introversion in work has jammed geography
and the wider academia; instead of engagement, audiences such as geography
teachers might not make it past the articles abstracts. Luckily, some academics
have responded with multifaceted styles: some are easygoing, humorous and less
official. Some might be playful with storytelling and layout. Some encourage
reflecting personal life examples and styles to express things lively, fiction-like or
poetic even (Crang 2005; Cook et al. 2004, 2010; Cook & Woodyer 2011; Nayak
& Jeffrey 2011). Some articles are formed like a multi-person open discussion and
have an exceptional layout, for example the last part of a food article series from
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Cook et al. (2010) is “an experimental, blog-based, collaborative, co-authored
affair” of 26 researchers (figure 8). According to Anderson & Harrison (2010),
non-representational geographies and performative modes of writing invite to do
and think geographic accounts differently - research moves also to events and
research practices in-action that give birth to new meanings, emotion, values and
politics.
This experimentalism does not suite all science, respectively, but should be
regarded in geography, especially in commodity geographies - already Marx
wrote about commodities and their fetish in a mysterious, emotive and playful
way (Harvey 2010). Narrating suits hybrid network geographies, as well, because
there has been a move from human individuality to acknowledging other living
subjects and non-living objects (Wylie 2010:102). The experimental idea of
combining opinions and emotions into scientific writing has been perceived as
unholy, speculating and non-scientific. However, researchers’ background and
positionality have been rethought in human geography, which has derived
especially from feminist and postmodern aspects, ethnographic work and
creativity (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011: 142, 224). In some cases subjectivity has been
turned on its head, letting author’s emotional reactions, opinions and learning
process in. Rendering the context and power relations visible is to acknowledge
the subjectivity and selectivity in the act of research and in a way this might even
help to achieve as objective knowledge production as possible (Haraway 1988).
Sometimes subjectivity can be an asset that makes it easier to draw attention to
written work, making it more attractive and memorable. Opinionated or emotional
texts might convey the information and engage the public more efficiently. Cook
& Woodyer (2011: 12) conclude that “affective geography does not diminish the
significance or authority of our work on commodity connections and activism. Its
credibility is assured by its basis in thorough, critical, committed research.”
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Figure 8. A screenshot showing the layout of the article by Cook et al. (2010).
Cameron (2012) unpacks storytelling, which has got a notable amount of interest
across human geography. Story can be seen as an object of research and
knowledge production or as a form of practice and academic expression. A
longstanding research concern has been how the particularity and personal
experience of stories express broader ideological contexts and (re)produce
collectivities. In the 1990’s stories were seen as important indexes if they
illuminate systemic societal structures or perpetuating injustice. From the 2000’s,
Cameron (2012) opens up three strands that trouble ‘scaling up’ and the
insufficiency of charmed ‘storylines’ (seen for example in many colonial studies).
They reveal heterogeneity of discursive formations and balance between the
particular and the general. ‘Small stories’ have an intellectual emphasis on the
unique, revelatory and traceable in the small. For example follow-the-things and
human-non-human stories link the personal, the mundane and the local into recent
debates on materiality, relationality and scale. Foster (2006: 5, 9-10) sees
constructing hybrid actor networks as a way of narrating a story that shows how
networks of people, things, power and institutions as well as politics of knowledge
are structured, re-structured and destructed, emphasising the users active and
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unpredictable creation of meanings and political participation. Researchers debate
also the need for a critical edge of commodity chain analyses that can effect
progressive change (Foster 2006: 10). This leads to Cameron’s second strand,
storying as ‘performative ontological politics’ that discusses the alternative
subjectivities, moral politics and ethicality of stories and traces relations between
people, places and things. Research on diverse economies and cyborgs, for
example, think how stories and political mobilization in the conflicted world
could build more permanent oppositional alternatives among marginalized. Third,
narrating

suits

also

(post)phenomenological

storytelling

and

affective,

experiential, non-representational geographies.
There are some interesting risks and critique, as well. Firstly, the relations
between discourse, story and narrative should be defined more clearly. Secondly,
the style, place and terms of storytelling need to be strategic, otherwise stories can
strengthen dualistic world views and the status quo. Thirdly, creative writing and
emotional learning have been awkwardly critiqued by more traditional
geographers, who call storying self-centred, uninformed and wholly unappealing.
Wylie (2010: 111) discusses the ‘subject’ in first-person writing and the
controversial opinions it arouses: are new styles merely expressing self-centred,
subjective feelings, beliefs and values or giving new ways in which place-,
landscape- and history-writing can be more reflective, creative and compelling to
a wider audience? Cameron’s (2012) article shows interesting debate that
controversy generates: some think storytelling abandons ‘real’ political work and
overlooks persistent structural injustice, some think it radically intervenes
geographical discourses and non-didactically provokes politics of becoming.
Hope itself creates attachment and unease: change in politics will not come
without the wilful optimism of affective stories, but naively hope alone will not
reach change. Playful academic expression of geographic thought gets resistance,
but Cameron (2012) thinks geographers should see the possible transformative
power of creative writing and, above all, improve critique on each others’ stories.
Narrating, imagination and emotion are in connection with geography education,
as well. According to Wright (2011), the living and discursive interaction between
teachers and students is vital for geographical imagination. He believes that
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'imaginative discourse' with narrative has been undervalued, even though it
enlivens geography so that it can engage with deep-seated existential questions
and inspire. Connecting education and neuroscience, Imordino-Yang & Damasio
(2007) say we learn because we feel; our emotional reactions towards objects and
situations makes us prioritise actions, which explains our process of
understanding and motivation to learn. The use of emotive, imaginative and
storying approaches in commodity geographies is discussed more in chapter 3.
Followthethings.com and public geographies
Geographer Ian Cook’s followthethings.com (2012a) (ftt.com) research website is
humorously disguised by the look of an online-shop that has departments and
consumer products (figure 9). Ftt.com is a freely accessible database that contains
critical narrative studies on producer-consumer relations, cultural activism, the
ethical issues of world trade and “the hidden ingredients in our coffee, t-shirts, or
iPads (followthethings.com 2012a).” It creates discussion through compilation
studies on public consumer debates and diverse activist work, such as films,
writing, art and culture jamming. Some of the case studies follow commodity
chains and hidden stories of labour, others examine the creative techniques that
activists have used to engage people. These techniques are supposed to make the
audience feel guilty, shocked, appreciative, awkward and involved in other
people’s lives.
The tangible work aims at making commodity fetishism visible, understanding
consumer behaviour, moving to act politically and inspiring to make new
commodity activism. FTT stories about people’s lives and global trade are one
field of creative academic writing. They are not perfect and neat but more often
messy and complex. According to Cook they need to be appreciated in this way
(RGS 2012). In the RGS homepage Cook explains how occasionally traditionalist
readers feel that his work is not proper research. His take on it, however, is that
playing around helps if it is difficult to describe things in a straightforward way. It
is also helpful if the aim is not merely to deliver information but to 1) create a
reaction 2) leave the reader thinking about it afterwards 3) bring out geographical
issues in everyday conversations 4) make people see connections and put
themselves in different people's shoes.
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Figure 9. Screenshots of the start page and the Grocery department of ftt.com.
At the same time Cook’s website is an incisive example of more public
geographies that reach for publics beyond academia. It links scientific writing to
the media, public debates and artistic work as well as appreciates student-based
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research. The stories are gathered collaboratively by Ian, his students and interns
but edited and managed by Ian. Ftt.com lives and is maintained in the research
space and social media of web2.0. The site has its supporting pages on Facebook
(followthethings.com 2012b), blog (I want to discuss that 2012), Twitter
(followthethings.com 2012c) and Flickr (followthethings 2012). Besides the
individual rethinking of our everyday products, readers are encouraged to leave
comments, suggest new work, share links and follow things themselves.
The same invitation is open for readers of many open blogs and journals that are
supplementing traditional scholarly media. In the 21st century science, discussions
on ethics and more public research are taking place in many journals, social sites,
institutions, organizations. There are also calls for sensitivity for defining what the
ethic practices are, who the public is and how normative demands can be
implemented (Ward 2006; Raghuram et al. 2009). Also Ward (2006) gives
constructive aspects on public geographies, different definitions of relevant
research as well as the division of policy and public geographies in dialogues and
policy interventions. Public geographies and open access publishing were
acknowledged also in RGS-IBG conference 2013 about new geographical
frontiers; a panel discussion addressed the need for universities and geography to
respond by adapting to changes and negotiating the ethical terrain. This is relevant
because e-publishing is evolving, journals create new alternatives, academics
establish their own sites and many research funders, such as the UK Research
Councils, UK’s Department for International Development and European
Commission ask for openly available publications (Anon 2013).

Style and

openness are linked to the debate on publicly orientated geographies that prosper
with possibilities and clear, jargon-free and entertaining academic language
(Fuller 2008: 838). Most important are the research ‘outcomes’ of public
geography (Fuller & Askins 2010: 663) and “politics based upon democratic
public dialogue” (Fuller 2008:836). Also a discursive article by Kinpaisby (2008)
seeks for changes through community identity, participatory geography and the
idea of ‘communiversity’. The discursive, on-going nature of blogs, clear
language and free virtual publications are greatly valued in recent writings in
economics and radical geography. Open access issues are deeply discussed in
Political Geography Issue (31):5 and GeoForum Issue (43):4 (both in June 2012).
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Among other things, open access increases text down-loads and might generate
future investigations (Anon 2012a). Simultaneously, readers’ comments
“demonstrate the significance of the radical geographical imagination for
understanding and explaining the world we find ourselves in” (Anon 2012b).
Kye (in Hawkins et al. 2012: 923) supports diversifying representation in
academic work, but notes that such work has and is already been done in outputs
oriented in the process rather than an article. One interesting example is an article
that tells about a project called “Making the connection:” the “messy” and
discursive text is co-written by 23 participants, who contributed the work before,
during and after the project. The outcome, however, is not just the academic
article, but also the “organic” public geographies. The text allows the reader to
make connections by explaining the project through the threads, people and
processes that connect research and teaching. Interesting is also that at first the
article got rejected from Antipode as non-academic and irritating. Changes were
made, but the authors also pondered that “writers, readers, academics and
collaborators should be able - allowed - to do things differently. Could those
criticisms be recognized, however, while preserving the piece’s “nature”
(Hawkins et al. 2012: 910)?” Goodman et al. (2010) also suggest that both
televised and virtual media, such as websites, blogs ‘foodie’ lifestyle shows and
investigative documentaries of inhumane food production are an increasingly
important sticking force. Cook & Tolia-Kelly’s (2010) ‘Napoli case’ delivers the
importance of media in commodity geographies especially well. Local and global
news started accumulating and an emotional and addictive geographical
commodity narrative took shape, was told and retold (Cook & Tolia-Kelly 2010:
103).” Essential is also the Internet as a weapon (Kneip 2009). For research, the
new media ecology of web2.0 has given unprecedented co-research opportunities
(Dovey 2008, Fuller 2008). Internet is often the most important medium for
spreading information also in demonstrations (like Occupy Together 2011) and a
tool of networking for activist movements, such as anti-war groups (Pickerill &
Webster 2006). Van Laer & Van Aelst (2010: 1150, 1164) argue that internetbased actions have not made social movements significantly stronger or replaced
old action forms, but rather enabled combining actions, following the transitions
of economical power and operating more globally.
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Combining art with research and learning
Academia, media, art and activism are often seen as separate spheres of
knowledge and action, but their crossovers are increasingly recognised. Art can be
studied and used in research in many ways and this varies greatly between
different

disciplines.

Archaeology

and

anthropology

have

traditionally

concentrated on historical aspects or art of indigenous peoples, such as painting,
rituals and ceremony masks. They have tried to analyse their materials, design,
aesthetics and semiotics as well as reconnect the art to the context of the society
(Morphy 2010). New approaches in human geography are challenging and
expanding the tool set of cultural studies. Some research the meanings of art itself,
others use art as a tool to activate and think outside the box. Geography is a visual
discipline and has had a special relationship with art since the interpretation of
17th century landscape painting (Tolia-Kelly 2012: 135). In her progress report,
Tolia-Kelly (2012: 135-6) states that a drive towards visual culture,
collaborations, participatory research and engagement represents “almost a new
orthodoxy.” Tolia-Kelly (2012) opens up the visual as an accessible mode of
communication and reviews mutual benefits of geographer-artist-collaborations:
crossing the aesthetics, politics and sites of dialogue is about using things such as
the page, map, diagram, vision and walk. Currently geographers are actively
developing personal geographies and discourse with the public (Tolia-Kelly 2012:
136) Whether the dialogue happens in an art gallery, school room or mundane
everyday spaces, artists and activists create spaces of imagination (Cook et al.
2007). Even though artistic work might feel natural to embrace, Tolia-Kelly
(2012) wishes for carefulness in engagements and defining art and visual culture.
Hawkins (2012) maps the places and practices of creative aesthetic geographies,
tells how geographers have worked as/with non-academics and lists innovative
work from multisensory exhibitions to sculpturing. New geographical frontiers
and artistic approaches were discussed also in RGS-IBG conference 2013 in a
session exploring creative methods and arts practice in delivering geography’s
‘impact.’ One example was Ian Cook’s trade justice pedagogy and student work
(Cook 2013). Banfield (2013) explains that geographical research has progressed
to generating knowledge from within practices and question which methods are
most appropriate for academic inquiry. Many researchers are intrigued by
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disrupting commonly assumed distinctions, such as those between researcher and
participant. All in all, obvious artistic and activist crossovers should be taken
advantage of. Commodity geographies benefits especially from the wide spectrum
of contemporary art and political symbolism, which include modern street art,
advertisements and subvertisements, memes, performance, exhibitions, interactive
mapping, games, animations and documentaries. Morphy (2010) highlights the
need to join the discourse of art with research, whether the context is centuries old
hunter art or contemporary graffiti. He sees “art as a particular way of acting in
the world that requires an interdisciplinary approach (2010: 290).”
I believe performative art and visualisations have fascinating possibilities to
deliver something extra aside the otherwise serious or lengthy work. Creative
work can focus attention onto the writing and change cultural views. It is
important to think about the ‘how’ in learning and effect of art. According to
Morphy (2010), “representations that take into account the ways they will be
interpreted and the effect they will have in context is what makes art a powerful
resource for action”. This is true in all art that contribute written work, whether
academic or popular. The hook of the art can be in its sheer beauty, adorability,
weirdness, satire or shock-value as far as it makes people surprised, critical and
emotionally engaged. Dr. Harriet Hawkins’ (2013) blog Creative geographies
gives a good view of artistic and public geographies.
Also Cook & Tolia-Kelly (2010: 119-120) describe multisensory, collaborative
projects that reach beyond text and academy. Academics create spaces where
connections can be seen, touched, rethought, enlivened and embodied. Cook &
Tolia-Kelly (2010: 118) discuss the Napoli case exhibition called The
Undesirables and give other artistic examples: a play about migration, home and
memory with the theatre group London Bubble (Blunt et al. 2007) and a coastal
erosion project with Johanna Berger, in which beach pebbles were marked with
copper cores (to be found with metal detectors) and romantic messages in order to
follow coastal processes, inspire imaginations and draw attention to academic
work (Williams et al. 2005). Exchange Values was an audio-visual gallery by
artist Shelley Sacks where students learned about banana farming by shopping
with headphones and listening to the grower’s voices (Cook et al. 2002). Shelley
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aimed at increasing consciousness: “social sculpture...is as much about relational
seeing and new modes of thought as it is about participatory, transformative social
process (Hawkins et al. 2012: 910).” In addition, there are creative exhibitions
that discuss our material relations and social engagement. Fejős’s (2008) article
‘Exhibiting plastic: ways of touching modern material culture’ opens up an
exhibition in The Museum of Ethnography, Budapest 2006. Plastic commodities
from past decades revealed banal and high-tech sides of our material culture. The
items varied from clothing and Lego to storage containers and street furniture.
The visitors and the press showed contradictory reactions and fascination. All in
all, creative changes can be interpreted as a supportive and illuminating thing.
Experimentation respectively shakes exclusionary views and restrictive profilings
of hard sciences. Entertaining academic blogging and art can strengthen
communication. As Lisa discusses in Cook et al. (2010), “I can also see how art
may be a useful tool for social scientists...It seems that both disciplines reach a
limited audience and have a tough time affecting real change. Perhaps together we
can change that?”
Creativity in ftt.com - The website ftt.com consists of creative work, but also
encourages making new commodity activism. This has lead Ian Cook, his students
and interns to do visualisations and creative work about the studies on the site.
Vivid examples of this are Lego re-creations, ftt.com shopping bags and
“ladybugging.” Lego’s popularity and re-creations as interesting cultural activism
inspired. We found political re-creations on ‘War on Terror’ in Legofesto Blog
(2012), Zbigniew Libera (Tamminen 2013:170), idea of ‘Occupy Wall Street: The
Lego Set’ on Complex Art+Design website (Schonberger 2011) and Occupy Lego
Land Facebook account (2012). Toys meet geopolitics also in the Lego-scale
hardcore weaponry by BrickArms (Woodyer 2012c). Legoing for ftt.com started
in the LegoLab of 2012 research internship. We were building, storifying and
tweeting about the Lego ship and the ladybird was linked to the Napoli case and
the shipping of the shopping bags. The Lego re-creations came into being after
doing research for ftt.com and enjoying non-hierarchical experimenting (figure
10). The pictures give a visual twist, make curiously amused and seemed to
double the reach of ftt.com in Facebook.
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Geographer Tara Woodyer visited our LegoLab and collected our comments in
her blog materialsensibilities (Woodyer 2012a). I wrote that making things with
hands and taking photographs give space to discuss the uneasy sides of
commodity production. “I see our Lego recreations as an interesting and
humorous visualisation of written work (academic and artistic combined is
actually an intriguing and out-of-the-box thing to do itself)...I would appreciate if
our work – text and pictures together – would increase multisided discussion and
get a critical message across to young people, especially.” Legoing inspired
Woodyer (2012b) two write a five-part series of “Lego: just imagine…I-V.” She
states that the link between Lego and art is important: “this activity emphasises
the role of toys and the toy industry in the shaping of culture and society. At a
time when increasing attention is being paid to geographies of craft, art and
creativity, Lego deserves attention because of the boundaries it repeatedly blurs.”
The Legoing continued in my thesis visualisations and a Lego mission on the
Geography Collective’s game site Mission:Explore (2013).

Collaboration in

chapter 4 reveals plans for having an all-day LegoLab in the GA conference 2014.
The idea behind inventing the FTT shopping bags was to learn by designing,
making and following own items (Hawkins 2012). It was designed with interns to
be a subvertisement of and a companion to the blue Tesco shopping bag with
ladybirds. Ftt.com includes a research about their production and trafficking from
China. The bag design has a ladybird figure, which has become an avatar for the
website. The curious FTT ladybug knows about world trade because she has
witnessed FTT networks first hand (figure 11). The act of “ladybugging” means
placing the insect on something, taking a photo and writing a caption of its
thoughts. Teaching wise the ladybird is a storytelling vehicle and a way to get
inside difficult topics: what does she know notice and think? The ladybug is a
sympathetic cut-out character that enables impact through imagination,
participation and craft geographies (nicolajthomas 2012). Chapter 4 tells how
some of the teacher used the ftt.com ladybird in class.
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Figure 10. My black-humoured Lego re-creation of a meat production scene from
the documentary film Our Daily Bread.

Figure 11. On the left, the ftt.com ladybird is thinking about money. On the right,
a Lego minifigure reads an ftt.com ladybird’s mind.
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CHAPTER 3 TEACHING COMMODITY GEOGRAPHIES
Together chapters 1 and 2 were an in-depth examination on the literature and
creative work in material geographies. Besides academic research, one of my aims
is to encourage creative contextual education in England and Finland. In England,
trade justice education has been developed more extensively. In the Finnish
context, commodity topics and creative critical pedagogies seem to be stronger in
NGOs’ global education and rather scarce at school level. This thesis tries to show
that approaching world trade through commodity geographies is an inspiring
alternative, especially if the teaching combines FTT stories, cultural activism and
creative pedagogies. I find it important to justify (human) geography’s status and
funding in times of competition and recession when humane subjects, art,
innovative content and radical pedagogies tend to get cut off (Lambert 2011).
Chapters 3 and 4 study the practise and teaching materials that combine the
research and ideologies of parts 1 and 2. These chapters address all three research
questions by studying important educational projects, interviewing people about
teaching experiences and co-creating new collaborative work.
Chapter 3 concentrates on the first two research questions by studying: how has
research been translated to school and university teaching? What kinds of student
and teacher experiences are there from teaching commodity geographies and trade
justice? What kinds of curriculum renewals and educational projects have already
been completed and debated? The chapter starts by outlining the collaborative
fieldwork methods, interviews and key informants of this network-based thesis.
Studying the collaboration on trade justice education in England started by
reading and interviewing about three educational projects. These case studies link
commodity geographies, creative pedagogies and young people’s geographies
together and present boundary-crossing work that has bridged the schooluniversity gap. After this, the themes of curriculum change, geographical
knowledge, radical pedagogies and challenges of commodity geographies are
examined in more depth. These aspects reveal important teaching experiences and
advice for new collaborations, but also give a deeper understanding of teaching
and enthusiasm in the network. Discussing curricula and the knowledge in
teaching answers better to the question “why to teach commodity geographies?”
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METHODOLOGIES
I started my work by doing analysing literature and participating in the MoCC
trade justice event. The event helped me to frame my topic and gave important
points especially to identifying challenges in trade justice education. Framing the
literature and data collection was challenging. My interviewee Helen Griffiths
observed that only a thesis reveals, how wide the concept of material culture in
academia is. Having an in-depth literature review would be needed, but she
advised to focus on one branch - commodity geographies and FTT. Further
research on the literature led me to study theory and case studies in radical
pedagogies and young people’s geographies (YPG). The student-led pedagogical
standpoints of YPG are especially well connected to the ideas of how commodity
research could be taught best. There are also some professors teaching commodity
geographies with YPG aspects (especially Ian Cook, Michael Goodman and
Trevor Barnes). In England, these themes have been discussed at all stages: most
YPG projects have been undartaken on secondary school and teaching commodity
geographies vary from secondary to university level.
After reading about two YPG case studies in Griffiths’ (2009) PhD, I saw the
importance of networking and interviewing on the aims, content and pedagogies
of trade justice education. I wanted to do a small scale interview research about
teaching materials, inspirational learning experiences, challenges and networks.
The idea was to study how and why the approach seems to be working. The
background work included reading academic publications, project homepages and
blogs. Work with Ian and emailing lead me to plan interviews with geography
education developers, teachers and university students. Fieldwork in England was
central because commodity and young people’s geographies have been
extensively developed there in school projects, university teaching and theses.
Additionally, collaboration and media are extremely central to the ways in which
the ideologies and projects get shared in this field of research and education. Also
passion for this type of education seemed to be an important element for the
people involved. The public geographies described in chapter 2 include a network
of innovative people, who teach and collaborate by having projects, events, blogs,
articles, emails, etc. In chapter 3, I will try to convey the research expertise and
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work in this network. Networking was essential also for my research. Instead of a
well-framed project, my thesis sows together several threads. I have been
constantly trying to make my research accessible so that I would not just study
public geographies but actually do it (as in Griffiths 2009). Besides doing
network-based research in England, chapters 3, 4 and the Conclusion tell about
the new projects I have enrolled in through making my thesis public in Finland.
Besides analysing a wide literature and gathering information at the GA
conference lectures, the systematic practise of my work includes planning and
having semi-structured interviews, a careful transcribing process of the interviews
and a systematic transcript analysis (figure 12). Through following up leads I
found myself having many meetings at multiple sites at Exeter, Nottingham,
Derby and Helsinki, which reminds of Griffiths’ (2009) ‘rhizomatic ethnography.’
The direction of my work was formed as the research went on and the nature of
ethnographic research inevitably involved messier things like networking, firsthand experiences, rushed note-taking, peculiar conversations, photography and
web-research (Cook & Crang 2007: 132-3). Being in an unfamiliar zone raised
anxious questions about problems and successes. I had never done networking and
interview research before - do I get the material that I need? What if there are
technical problems? Is autoethnography legit only for experienced researchers?
What if I do not get support in Finland? Luckily, I had Ian’s guidance, time and
flexibility to travel and see where things lead. Interviewing about YPG projects
and curriculum seemed necessary. As Helen said, there are “things going on
without it ever been reported...having a chat might not give a conclusion, but tide
up the few loose ends.” Talking to teachers and students could give important
knowledge on teaching experiences and if their outlook on education has changed.
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Figure 12. On the left, a photograph of me at the conference entrance. On the
right, a photograph of my interview code map.
Interviews and collaboration
My thesis is only a partial view, but as my interviewee Helen pointed out, having
‘more of a representation than measurable outcomes’ is part of ethnographies.
Instead of statistics or grand claims, my overview is based on literature, setting a
few case studies in context and co-creating new material through collaboration.
My fieldwork consists of focus groups, personal interviews and collaboration with
people that have been central characters in the network and projects of trade
justice education and YPG. In chapter 3, I contribute with the English experience
by having three educational case studies that are important for answering the
research questions: a university undergraduate course called ‘Geographies of
Material Culture’, a curriculum development project called ‘Young People’s
Geographies’ and an experimental geography school curriculum called the ‘Pilot
GCSE’. The first case study includes interview analysis of the successes,
challenges, innovative work and powerful learning that university students have
experienced in trade justice education. It also examines how commodity
geographies and trade justice are linked to public geographies and cultural
activism in scholar activist teaching. For an exemplar YPG case study, I studied
what kinds of teaching projects have been already undertaken. The thesis
examines two inspiring case studies about experimental projects in England. The
‘Pilot GCSE’ and the ‘YPG project’ got chosen through preliminary research on
literature: they are inspirational collaboration projects that linked commodity
geographies, radical pedagogies and YPG together. Understanding the buzz,
challenges and context behind them required firsthand accounts from the
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participants. My fieldwork also included collaboration with new geography
teachers, but the nature and outcomes of that are written as a story in chapter 4.
The interviews were done in February and March 2013 and transcribing during
the summer. All the interviews were fixed via email discussions. The accurate
information can be found in the appendix. All the interviews were fixed via email
discussions. The GMC interviews were organised as three focus groups. I
interviewed Helen Griffiths and David Lambert alone and at Mary Biddulph’s
interview Ian was present. A group interview meeting with new geography
teachers (PGCE students) was straight after Mary’s interview. There are several
reasons for having these specific interviewees. Firstly, the GMC module has been
rather successful so Ian was asked to write a paper about creative learning to the
RGS conference. He thought it could be co-authored with the students; the class
of 2012-13 was especially successful in terms of the mark scale spreading wider
and the amount of First marks growing exceptionally big. The English university
mark scale is divided from a whole of 100 (%) so that the best mark, First, is 70+,
Upper Second is 60–69, Lower Second is 50–59, Third is 45–49 and Pass is 40–
44. Focus group interviews for the First mark students were organised to analyse
the learning process behind this development. Secor (2010: 199) explains that
focus groups suit ethnographic study, where the aim is to decentre the researcher
and generate in-depth interchange between participants about a certain context or
event. Ian invited the best 21 students via email. From them 13 were able to
participate and three groups were formed according to their timetables. Larger
feedback and interviews would have been very difficult to get. Firstly, University
of Exeter is very strict with anonymity and student work. I will also call the
students only by their first names. Secondly, there is an online system for written
feedback, MACE, but that information is unreachable. Ian also knows that it
would give statistically weak results and usually contains negative tension
because the marks have not been given back when it is filled.
The expert interviews and the collaboration with the PGCE students were based
on already existing networks. My interviewees have been the main figures in the
YPG projects, became strongly influenced by them and continued working in the
networks. Also the Geographical Association (GA) has been influential. As Secor
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(2010: 199) points out, individual interviews can reveal the life histories of my
expert participants, who know how certain knowledges and institutions work.
Helen has worked as a Honorary University Fellow at the Graduate School of
Education, University of Exeter, and has been developing geography education in
several projects. She took Ian’s module some years ago and wrote her PhD about
radical pilot GCSE modules, on which they both worked. Ian had networked with
Mary and David through the GA and the YPG project. Mary is a lecturer in
Geography Education at the University of Nottingham and she has done loads on
the YPG approach. She was also educating the PGCE students we worked with.
The PGCE year class 2012-13 was small and our Classroom project is not an
official curriculum project; these were the students that had the practise
opportunity and personal will to teach with ftt.com. Age wise it is a matter of luck
that my data covers secondary, upper secondary and university levels. We knew
the university students are 20-21 years old, but the year levels of the PGCE
students teaching practise was revealed not before the start of the Classroom
project. Our GA workshop had been booked in advance and the aim was to cocreate content for the students’ teaching practise and the workshop.
Ian’s advice and the curriculum readings lead to David. David is a Professor of
Geography Education at the University of London and has worked as a Chief
Executive of the Geographical Association. Without asking, Mary mentioned
about our project to David and he was willing to meet me in person. He was also
going to have a talk at the GA conference. In addition to all this it is important to
mention that the network includes Alan Parkinson and other well-known
geographers, but a personal meeting could not be arranged during the spring.
However, Ian and I had a meeting with Alan at the conference about new ftt.com
teaching materials and he attended our conference workshop. This way Alan was
informed about our Classroom project and continued to develop the materials in
summer 2013. All in all, the interviews gave me significant information, contacts
and support. Doing fieldwork in a network of collaborative and passionate people
has affected my writing style, enthusiasm and personal networking. The messy
nature of my research process felt surprisingly natural and the project will not
reach a closure with finishing the thesis. I learned to trust the circuits of people
and in my writing I refer to my interviewees by their first names. I also noted how
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success in research is partly a matter of luck. I could not know my thesis content
before seeing how people and things are connected, but I tried to prepare
questions by reading and interviewing. Helen emphasised that research has to go
with the flow and a good topic gets things interlinked.
The flow of the interviews - For all the interviews I prepared questions for semistructured interview by reading articles and discussing with Ian. In the beginning
of my interview meetings I explained my background and aims. Having a more
participatory way of interviewing was based on reading about participant
observation and discursive collaboration with interviewees in Allsop et al. (n.d.).
The discussions with experts were quite informal and I encouraged them to share
opinions and comment my work. In order to grasp recent developments, I needed
to discuss how to frame the YPG projects and explain some “outcomes”, since Ian
or the key figures had written only about some formal outcomes and evaluation
reports revealed some personal experiences. I needed to ask how to link YPG
together with commodity geographies and how to argue for increasing both. I also
wanted to hear about the processes or networking, follow-up collaborations and
ideas “behind the scenes.” All experts gave valuable insights, even though Helen,
for example, has not been able to follow the GCSE developments because her
PhD led to a new busy job. I also got advice on what to focus on and who to
contact next. All in all, discussion enabled me to grasp how the educational
climate, experts’ everyday occupancies, political ideologies and funding problems
partly determine the chances of introducing sphere-crossing, creative projects.
Also English and international blogs have been irreplaceable resources of
controversial argumentation. Many education developers are active in social
media and contribute to curriculum debate via tweeting and blogging their views.
Hence I have drawn on blogs by people such as David Lambert, Alan Parkinson
and Pasi Sahlberg. Altogether, David and Mary explained that only in couple of
years’ retrospect it is possible to make a reconnecting report like my thesis. A
thorough explanation is not my point, but the experts encouraged me to build up a
context and critical discussion. David thought detail is important in telling a story
of the YPG and the curriculum questions - deciding the relevance and irrelevance
of interview points would be wrong. However, detailing has made my work long.
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In the beginning of the student interviews, the aims, transcribing process and
collaborative nature of work were explained. I have done the GMC module, as
well, so this was interesting personally, comparatively and for developing my
work. Ian and I tried to create a relaxed atmosphere so that the students feel they
are the experts on the module, its successes and challenges. The transcriptions
show that the nature of the interviews was really discursive and laughing at jokes
lightened the conversation. I used transcription codes [laughter] [giggle] and [all
talk at the same time]. The participants were able to freely add to the
conversation, express their feelings and share their personal experiences about the
topic discussed. In general the flow in both expert and student interviews was
excellent and the participants said to have enjoyed sharing their memories and
current knowledge. The ways in which Ian, his students and the PGCE students
used material culture theories and culture jamming are revealed in the data
analysis. Especially the students described the academic content of Ian’s module,
their expanded understanding and which ideas they used in their creative work.
This way the data refers back to the theoretical baselines of disciplinary research,
connecting chapters 3 and 4 back to chapters 1 and 2.
Coding and critique
Actual code mapping and a separate data section I did only for the GMC interview
data. I decided this after several re-readings of the primary materials (Cook &
Crang 2007: 134). The content of the expert interviews were more discursive and
different: they opened up the challenging questions of the YPG projects,
knowledge and curriculum-making I raised from the literature. In addition, even
though one interview always transforms the following, here the changes and
emphasises were quite personal and strong, so I decided to transcribe and analyse
them individually. Instead of separate data sections, the core arguments are
written discursively inside several sections of the thesis. Coding is usually done if
the data consists of several participatory interviews about similar issues. Data
coding and systematic transcript analysis counters accusations of woolly
subjectivity and enables more concrete content and convincing argumentation.
Unintentionally I had already done a preliminary coding process for the GMC
interviews quickly after the fieldwork. I partly listened to the long interview
recordings and divided the most obvious themes, which helped me to understand a
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general order and importance of things from the messy discussions (Cook &
Crang 2007: 132). However, I had not done transcribing from word to word and
usually coding has to be done twice as early themes and codes need revisiting.
During a month I typed up all interview recordings (about 250 pages). As a nonnative speaker transcribing as carefully as I could and mostly the quality of sound
was excellent. In the first GMC interview we had technical ruptures with the
recorder and the PGCE meeting after the GA conference suffered from loud
noises of the cafeteria. Writing was followed by inserting line numbers, title and
date for the separate transcripts. A wide right hand margin in formatting enabled
writing code notes (Cook & Crang 2007: 144). I started to categorise the
discussion topics and bracketed codes indicated what the discussion is about on
the lines, for example pedagogy, media or culture jamming. Categorising was
complicated, because simultaneous talk about several topics resulted in messy
notes and overlapping bracketing. Categorising created ‘nested codes’ with megacodes and their sub-codes. I also had blank pieces of paper where I wrote down
my codes under ‘nest’ headlines and start mapping their relationships to each
other. The one week thinking process of ‘code mapping’ started off as an unclear
set of codes, but gradually started to reveal research results: quantitatively the
repetition of certain codes showed the essentiality of some themes and invalidity
of others. Already at this point I could also start to see the strength of certain
qualitative interview comments. The systematic dive into the interview materials
was exhausting, but educative and by the end of the process I knew my data in
depth. Coding eventually produced a map that formed the basis of my analytical
narrative (Cook & Crang 2007: 133). The codes gave the structure for writing as
mega-codes and sub-codes formed ideal section headings and some subheadings
(see a list of the most commonly used codes below). However, in order to actually
decide my writing content, I needed scissors and a big floor space: I cut out the
bracketed sections from the transcripts, marked which interviews the pieces were
taken from and divided them in nested piles. I copied and cut overlapping bits
multiply unless the codes were very similar and going under the same megacategory. After finding a logical order for the piles and a story of research
findings, I recreated the code map in a diagram and started to write. The idea of
theoretical saturation (Cook & Crang 2007: 14-15) was a thinking process and a
writing method; pile by pile I picked up the main arguments and summarised
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repeated codes from each the section. After seeing the big picture, I chose the
most affective quotations to inform and move the reader. Coding helped to write
in a summary form, but I also decided to use individual quotes to show a shared
narrative of the three discussion groups (Secor 2010: 202). Editing and analysing
were done last. Code map analysis helped writing, but also gave stronger basis for
the main arguments of my thesis. On the one hand, the essentiality and invalidity
of themes were quantitatively revealed by the repetition of certain codes. On the
other hand, the importance of certain arguments was qualitatively shown by the
strength of quotations and emotional commentary.
A list of the mega-categories and the most commonly used codes can be found in
the appendix. Besides the interviews, I refer to a GA conference panel discussion,
lectures by David Lambert and Margaret Roberts (figure 13) as well as to a talk
by James Marriot in Exeter. This information can be found in the appendix.

Figure 13. A photograph of my Lego-recreation about Margaret Roberts’ keynote
lecture ‘Teaching controversial issues’ at the GA Conference. Besides Margaret,
the picture includes David Lambert in a blue shirt, the opening speaker of the
conference Dame Ellen McArthur in a black shirt and me in an orange shirt.
A critique I am prepared to confront is that the thesis covers many topics and is
very large. However, there are several reasons for this. My work started two years
ago and does not end in this thesis. My work is also different because it is a
networking project in public geographies - it has grown bigger than a normal
thesis and requires in-depth explanation and many visualisations. Theory wise all
topics I include are essential in the multidimensional work of commodity
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geographers. Too much simplification would be unjust and I want to generate
discussion on multiple issues. Another interesting question is to choose between
one type of visual data and multiple sources. My interviewee Mary put it nicely in
words - is there not something dodgy about choosing just one sort of data? That is
what gives a rich context in order to see the complexity of commodity
geographies rather than reaching a conclusion. Ian explained that ftt.com is
flexible, but also vague to some extent because it is not designed for a specific
public or for including just a specific type of sources. Data wise the interviews
were about radical teaching, YPG and the curriculum, all of which need
clarification. Writing in a non-native language affects, too, and the thesis is a
report also for my project participants - details and photos were hoped for, but
make my work slightly exhausting for one reading. This is why I will make my
work more concise and public through a blog later on.
Interestingly, I do not have a pedagogical degree so I have been warned about
studying pedagogical issues and making any major claims about geography
education. Even though I cannot make in-depth curriculum comparisons between
England and Finland, joining points and inspirations can be indisputably found.
The topics of the thesis have been clearly debated in multidisciplinary articles and
at the GA conference. In England, teaching debate is not as strongly divided into
the seemingly separate spheres of research, education and the school world and
there are interesting crossover projects. This thesis is also done in collaboration
with pedagogical researchers, educationalists, teachers and students. It partly
stems from personal interests, but responds straightforwardly to research and
argues through literature and systematic interview analysis. For helping the
readers, the English and Finnish education systems are explained in the appendix.
LEARNING EXPERIENCES OF UNIVERSITY GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS
It is challenging to change the traditional ways of research and teaching in
economic geographies. The reason might lie in time, interest and money or
suspicions of the approach. New approaches are challenging and external pressure
easily pushes teachers to dutiful pedagogies. If students are used to soak up thick
notes in high speed, divergent teaching materials can lead to stress and
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disappointment, which has become apparent rather aggressively at the university
level, too (Fielding 2004: 308-9). Reluctance might originate also from a negative
image, in which traditional science lecturing excludes group discussion,
multiform writing styles, creative activism and art. The elements and critical
pedagogies might be perceived as unscientific or confusing or too political.
This thesis is an invitation to think differently. Literature and my data give strong
supportive arguments of the learning outcomes that well-planned teaching
delivers. My interviewee Mary explained that one problem with flexibility is that
teachers need to be invited to take a risk and do something radical and challenging
- something that pushes them and kids out of the comfort zone. Mary thinks a lot
of the pedagogy is about making kids feel comfortable, even though discomfort
can enable real learning and innovative imagining. This idea goes along with the
GMC module, which forces students out of the certain trained ways of studying
and stretches many to produce better work than ever before. In Mary’s words,
“it’s that revisiting, rethinking, re... that “re”-bit... let’s revisit this way of working
because actually there might be something to question about it, let’s revisit this
way of assessing.” Tani (2011: 34-5) explains that in the Finnish comprehensive
school tradition the emphasis has been on nature, and textbooks with regional
approaches do not invite to try YPG: “the close connection of geography to
biology has kept the idea alive of geography as one of the natural sciences, while
the social and cultural aspects of the subject have stayed relatively weak. From
this background it is easy to understand how it has been a complicated matter to
integrate students’ emotional spatial experiences seriously into teaching. This is
an obvious problem in the subject.”
Another aim of my work is also to encourage developing teaching practise. Mary
told that in England some commodity topics are popular, but simplistic
representation of phenomena creates bias and students miss the commodity chain,
webs of connection and complexities of consumption. Facilitative and discursive
pedagogies can fail if they are delivered without appropriate materials and critical
questioning. Also at the university level some difficulties persist. Even in the 21st
century economic geography, students expect precise answers and authoritative
teachers are stuck with one approach. Barnes (2006) thinks this iron cage shackles
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intellectual thought, teaching styles and disciplinary boundaries. He sees that the
pedagogical task for teachers is to disrupt the orderliness and increase
interdisciplinary thinking, especially in post-Marxism. Luckily some have done
this and economic geography is gradually altering. Especially FTT research is
interesting because it concentrates also on why and how the research gets taught.
Ian Cook is one of these developers. In a paper for RGS-IBG conference, Cook
(2013) explains that teaching trade justice issues such as child labour in cocoa
farming or factory fires in garment industry can provoke numbing shock and/or
stir students into action. Protecting students from too much anxiousness
(Jääskeläinen 2011) and encouraging their curiosity can work through a creative
and collaborative approach where students are learning about cultural activism
and doing it, too. I will start this part of my thesis by examining Cook’s module
that connects the theory of my thesis to the classroom practise. Focus group
interviews with his students give interesting learning experiences.
Geographies of Material Culture course
'Geographies of Material Culture' (GMC) is a third year, first-term module at the
University of Exeter. It is available to any student in geography programme and
occasionally taken by non-geographers and exchange students. In 2011/12 the
module had 65 students and in 2012/13 the biggest amount ever, 79. The course
is led by Ian Cook in lessons and through a blog that contains all the course
materials. There is also a teaching assistant and in the beginning a student from
the previous year comes to share advice. The basic ideas and expectations are
explained in the first lectures and all students have the opportunity to drop out
from the module during the first two weeks. In the first lectures Ian tells that the
module critically examines material cultural geographies. It brings together
material culture as everyday consumerism, traffic of things and justice. The
module’s theoretical task is to introduce commodity fetishism and the emerging
work of material culture geographies: ‘more than human’ geographies, critical
economic geographies, activist geographies, ‘magical’ Marxism and FTT. The
course opens up the strands of work that ‘de-fetishise’ and ‘get with the fetish’.
Marx’s critique of capitalism does not seem to imply that we should only unveil
and push aside commodity fetishism; in order to critique capitalism we need to
develop a complex understanding of the lively materialities of commodities, ‘get
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with’ their fetishism and channel the power in creative ways. The course explores
ways in which publics can become affected by these geographies. The course
follows a 4 set formula: introducing theoretical baselines, doing a compilation
group work, doing an activist group work and students’ own work and writing.
The first 2 weeks have lectures and the last 10 weeks are learning in small project
groups with about six students. The non-assessed group work is done in drop-in
session twice a week, presented in class and discussed in the blog and journals.
The group work topics for the 2012-13 class were: The dark side of chocolate
(documentary), forced labour in the UK food industry (research report), The Salt
March (march in India in 1930), The Song of the Shirt (poem), Playfair 2012
(Olympic sweatshop campaign), Sims Sweatshop (online game), Girl Model
(documentary), Ahava Stolen Beauty (boycotting campaign), Kanye West’s
‘Diamonds are from Sierra Leone’ (music video), The Oil Road (book), Inside Job
(documentary), Down the mine (an essay) and The Forgotten Space
(documentary). The second work is an activist FTT work that gives something the
students can do about their issues and the frustrations. This year, Ian gave words
such as escape, comfort and laugh for a starting point to think about commodities
and decide what they want to follow and do activist work on. The word generated
course work on commodities such as laughing gas, duvets and paracetamol. The
module is assessed by 4 concise pieces of written coursework that have a strict
1000 word limit and marking criteria. Ian gives feedback and a mark in
anonymous BART sheets and 10 % of them are moderated. The journals 1a, 2a,
2b and 2c are handed in every 2-3 weeks and each of them forms 25 % of the final
mark. The students get a big written feedback from 1a, but the rest is given back
at once after the module has ended. 1a is titled ‘Explain this module’s theoretical
baselines.’ 2a and 2b are without titles, but they are expected to combine theory,
the group work and personal reflection. 2c is titled ‘What has this module been
about for me?’ Feedback is given in many ways: Ian gives a personal written
feedback on the first journal, the blog has a strong interaction of questions and
answers and personal talk at Ian’s office hours twice a week become very popular.
In 2012, ftt.com and its role in undergraduate teaching were showcased as part of
the Exeter CASCADE project in digital scholarship and curriculum development.
Students gave feedback about their experiences publicly in class and in groups to
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an interviewer. According to the study, geography students tend to be taught in
similar ways in majority of modules, usually by a lecture series, one essay and
examination. The lack of variety drives to one-sided learning so this module was
designed to new ways of learning and course layout. A key thing is also to
produce public student work for ftt.com. Having several assessed journals, nonassessed group work and no exam is very distinctive. Different is also the
creativity and critical pedagogy. Students are asked to think 'out of the box' and
critically discuss many topics: geography as a subject, educational experiences
and collaborative learning as well as the academic issues of the module, such as
commodity culture, production chains and activism. The pedagogical readings are
revealed to the students at the last journal. The CASCADE report points out
several challenges and successes from year 2011/12. There was a sense of risk
during the first weeks because the module is so different. Engaging with the
reading, assessing by course work and unfamiliar writing styles were experienced
as challenging. The module also depends on the enthusiasm and commitment of
Ian. On the other hand the students appreciated new ways of writing and
expressing academic ideas and group work was enjoyable. Several described the
course as the best studying experience so far and it made engaging links between
politics, personal life and study. Digital abilities were essential: using media
effectively to analyse and present information is useful and skills such as creating
a web or blog page can be added to CV. Besides this feedback Ian was shortlisted
for the University of Exeter Student Guild‘s ‘Innovative teaching’ award in 2010,
2011 and 2012 and won it in 2012. The Watson Institute and University of Exeter
have also provided funds to employ interns to develop the website.
Focus groups with students
My work is a continuum to FTT articles and the short CASCADE report. One of
my aims was to study students’ learning experiences. The three focus groups form
a small case study with subjective experiences. The 2012-13 class produced
exceptionally good course work so we aimed at inquiring valuable descriptions of
the students’ creativity and learning experience. This was a perfect opportunity to
hear about the inspirations and successes behind this year and ask critical
questions about the challenges, possibly uncomfortable or stressful sides of the
pedagogy or the global themes. This was also an irreplaceable chance to see the
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students’ creative writing and coursework that would normally be out of the reach
because of confidentiality issues. Even though the students told that pedagogical
processes are hard to describe and that outsiders can never fully understand their
community feeling, the interviews helped to put the main ideas of the course into
words. The interviews revealed, which concepts and learning techniques were
considered the best and which themes are mentioned the most as appealing or
motivating. Systematic coding and a diagram (figure 14) helped analysing the
positive and negative key elements in the field of commodity geographies. The
data analysis and headings are based on the mega-categories and the most used
codes of the interviews. These 13 students succeeded in the module and told
vividly about its successes, but they were also able to describe the challenges very
critically. They had their own struggles with writing and group work and many of
their friends told about their reasons for scare, dropping out or giving up. The
interviews were semi-structured and very discursive. The main questions to
examine were:
1) How is the course like? What kinds of topics does it include and what kinds of
interesting FTT examples were there?
2) What is the pedagogical core of the course? What kind of writing style does it
teach and what kinds of learning outcomes does it generate?
3) What kind of course work did the students do and why? Why did the 2012-3
course have exceptionally lot of good work? This includes group work, personal
journals and the creative extra work.
4) How did the ideas develop and how did the creative process go? In which order
did theory, discussion, group work, ideas, writing and making visual extra come?
5) What are the successes and challenges of the course and commodity
geographies in general?
In the next chapter I go through my research findings that answer to the questions.
The themes are written discursively with the comments and names of my
interviewees: Katie 1 & 2, Rachel 1 & 2, Sophie, Jack, Josh, Jo, Nancy, Elaine,
Tommy, Lowenna and Tom (+ Ian’s colleague Keith). I present different sections
that discuss the course and Ian’s work in it, the content and inspirations of the
compilation and activism group work. There are also sections for interesting
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examples of Follow The Thing research, culture jamming and activism and the
elements of enjoying the humour and creativity in activism. Using media and the
course blog, writing with a new style and having creativity and enjoyment in
writing were discussed. In the end, pedagogical components, learning outcomes
and challenges of the course are examined.

Figure 14. A diagram recreation of my code map and the dynamics between the
different elements of Ian’s course.
The course and Ian’s work
In the interviews, the students gave many general and useful descriptions of the
GMC module. Katie (K1) described that the course “sounded so interesting, it was
going to be a challenge. But then if you worked hard, you could like get, you
could do well, you could get something out of it. And plus it was really, seemed
really relevant topic, like trade justice is really relevant obviously, like seems
more interesting than other modules.” The course was seen also as seizing a
unique opportunity in the final year and missing a rare chance to enjoy education
would be regretted. Ian has waved the module up over ten years and it has become
really complicated. Tom said “it was such a huge subject range we were talking
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about and so many examples to think of.” Sophie described the module to be like
a jigsaw of many individual important pieces that collide together in the end to get
a bigger picture. All four journals are short and different, which is seen mostly as
refreshing and enjoyable. The students wrote about many core ideas in commodity
geographies. For Katie (K1), at first the course brought thoughts of guilt and
boycotting and most students were confused with “what am I meant to think and
do about this?” Many studies show the complexity of consumerism and
difficulties to act on it. Rachel (R1) realised that working conditions are often
terrible, but also boycotting deprives, and Jack wrote about setting into somebody
else’s shoes. Jo discussed seeing through the fetish and demonstrated the
importance of everyday stuff: we use certain commodities every day so also the
people behind their making are important. In his third journal Jo explained the
power of children as consumers. Rachel (R2) wrote about chemical elements and
things we take for granted, such as plastic, and how people have become more
apathetic. Discussing the complex networks behind laughing gas (one of the items
followed in the module) made Keith ask interesting questions: “how deep should
we be looking? And should we look, should we stop when we see something close
and focus our activist energy on that or should we kind of be spreading out and be
more aware of everywhere?”
One core idea seemed to be that as a normal lecture course the module would be
incredibly depressing. As the course went on, the students realised that guilt and
negativity was not Ian’s aim. Finding a balance is challenging: the issues are
severe and engraving, but the idea is to tackle them creatively and move from
guilty ethical tripping to a bigger picture and action. Another interesting thing is
that Ian does not present solid answers but provokes thought. The stickiness of
cyborg and commodity geographies generated a massive amount of discussion
both in and out of the class, which was simultaneously consuming and inspiring.
Lowenna pointed out that “everything that we did was emotional. You got
attached to even like Barracetamol [one group work in the module] and the ideas
behind it. Then telling other people and then actually doing the course.” Elenor
told that students got obsessed with things around them and Tommy wrote that
being a cyborg makes him related to distant others. Jo described that “it’s kind of
sobering...It’s kind of like everywhere I look...something’s been exploited. How
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do you get beyond that sort of and actually make a difference, I think that’s one of
the questions I’ve been left with.” In Rachel’s (R1) opinion the module was not
about giving solutions; it is more of a springboard with raising questions and
giving tools to do something about them.
Ian’s work in the course was discussed in the interviews. Ian knows his research
and teaching is a bit weird and controversial, but it has been given credit by
publishing, getting the support from the university and winning a teaching award.
He has not got threatened reactions from colleagues since the work is very
different and his students show their love of the subject. From students Ian get
feedback in the last session and through the MACE form feedback system. Ian
loves the yearly remake and the intense involvement of the module even though it
is very time-consuming. The students said that the atmosphere Ian gives off in
then lectures and the blog was essential. Ian recognises his role: “I can’t leave this
alone...I got to keep involved...‘cause if I just strolled in and did nothing...you
guys wouldn’t probably work so hard.” The marking process is simultaneously
enjoyable and heavy. Ian tries to teach so that everyone could reach a First, but
naturally some get a weaker mark. Students hand in the 1a really quickly so that
Ian can give detailed personal feedback. This appeared crucial, for instance Katie
(K1) re-read her journal and avoided falling into the same traps again. The
Wordpress blog is very interactive. Ian answers the students’ questions online and
is “desperately trying to be consistent all the time.” He encourages coming to
meet regularly at his weekly office hours and the succeeded students did. Talk is a
key element for the course and the students felt the need to share ideas and get an
approval for maybe the best one from five insecure suggestions. Ian says “keep on
talking and something comes out of it.” Ian helps in group work, too. As an
experienced FTT researcher, Ian co-develops ideas and help in searching
information, especially if the students get stuck. Before making the student work
public Ian also re-researches and expands the compilation studies so that they are
properly detailed and politically correct.
Compilation and activism group work
Group work in Ian’s module is about following commodities with geographical
detective work. In the beginning Ian gives the study cases for the first work, a
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compilation for ftt.com. Ian said the work is about “a case study, some facts,
people and things like that, some flesh on the bones.” All the examples illustrate
the arguments of the theoretical baselines so the students start to actually
understand the arguments and ideas start to click. According to Katie (K1) the
compilation opens your mind and gives both knowledge and guilt about what is
behind commodities. The students thought that finding things out with FTT is
exciting and very personal. Not knowing what you will find is really engaging:
according to Elenor, “you’re just so shocked...you’re trying to find more stuff
about it, whether it comes out as a good or really bad thing, but then I think,
because it’s so interesting, because you’re the one uncovering it...you literally are
just bringing something completely new and one that no one has really done much
on.” The students also appreciated the surprise element of the commodities: a
thing that seems boring or “rubbish”, like windows and paracetamol, might tell
interesting stories. As Lowenna said, sometimes you are not even able to find
exploitation: it is interesting to realise the social relations and “being aware of all
the different things that make something.” Katie (K2) saw that “this module is all
about the hands behind the objects and giving the material culture objects a
voice.” Ian and the students shared the view that readings and a textbook would
have not stuck in the same way. Jack added that the compilation is necessary for
being able to do activism. The module is also about looking at the examples of
how academics, artists and activists are trying to shake people’s perceptions; as
Ian says, “if you’ve got, you know how to get.” This way the students found their
favourite activists to follow, learned tactics and got inspired to create their own
work.. For a starting point Ian gave words such as escape, comfort and laugh to
make the students think about commodities through emotion and let them focus
on what they are interested in. In the activist group work the students researched a
thing from their everyday lives and raised awareness with the knowledge learned.
This way the second work gives something the students can do about the issues
and frustrations learn through the compilation cases. Even most of the students
who do not embrace the politics of the course find the activism work fun.
Examples of Follow The Thing, culture jamming and activism
The course included dozens examples of commodities, FTT stories and culture
jamming so it is useful to open up some of them. From the commodity examples
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of the course, mobiles and conflicts interested. In her work, Elenor discussed the
materiality of her phone and the use of phones for social media and activism sites.
Group work sparked Katie’s (K1) idea of conflict on commodities and Nancy
discussed conflict minerals. Josh was captured by the conflicts behind Ahava
moisturiser. Some other case studies were more about the people and networks.
Jo’s group studied how girl models are sold like commodities. Lowenna’s group
followed windows and created a No Windows Day. Cruelty in duvets made Josh
go to shops of Exeter in a duck costume. Jack’s group played an epic and
extremely frustrated Sims sweatshop game where you actually work by dragging
shoe pieces together; you never get the shoe or salary in time and you get
messages about extra living expenses. Also the themes of objectifying,
connection, similarity and humanising became important for understanding the
course. Instead of seeing stock footage of guarded factory workers and giving a
superficial gaze, Rachel (R1) was struck by our connectivity and agency. A
documentary about factory workers living their everyday lives with laundry and
grocery shopping woke her up from objectification. The women were very real,
normal people doing same things as her, only on the other end of the chain. Jack
linked his emotions to the module materials by playing the Sweatshop game and
linking his thoughts to the letters from Chinese factories that Ian had linked in the
blog. The students told how the letters got them: the insights of people lonely and
trapped feelings are stronger in written form.
After the compilation, group discussions gave birth to a wide range of creative
activist work - here are some to give an idea: paracetamol was perceived as a very
uninteresting commodity so the group decided to humanise it the same way as in
culture jamming and ladybugging by creating a very specific hand-drawn
character. Katie (K2) explained that “this module is all about the hands behind the
objects and giving the material culture objects a voice so why not humanise the
paracetamol by calling it Barry, Barracetamol, and turning it into a thing that
could talk.” The smiley paracetamol tablet is dressed up like a doctor and tells a
FTT story about its origins in a little note book (figure 15). Barry raises awareness
about his global network of “family and friends” i.e. how other commodities like
Costa coffee cups and shampoo share his ingredients and their making.
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Figure 15. A photograph of the Barracetamol character.
Other interesting cases are duvets, laughing gas and Ahava. The group that
decided to follow the materials in duvets found out about animal cruelty and took
activist photographs of a group member in a duck costume. The laughing gas
group engaged other students with a familiar situation of having a house party:
scenes on a Storyboard representation included laughing gas or its ingredients.
Interestingly, following laughing gas did not reveal sweatshops but a peculiar
chemical process and workers suffering from diseases. Following Ahava was a
complex but interesting work of conflict on commodity production. Katie (K1)
described how the group work helped understanding conflict in commodities and
gave a spark for her second essay. The group work led also to interesting
individual work that opened up the theoretical ideas. Elenor’s made sunglasses
with people’s photos on the other side and paracetamol tablets on the other: this
showed how she now sees all the people we are involved with through the
medicine, the people behind it. Rachel (R2) told how the long distance to the
people and places in their laughing gas work got some outsiders thinking it was
useless. However, the point was to reveal the network and a complex chemical
process with many distant others. Nancy had tantalum capacitors on her globe art
work to show global networks and where her phone comes from. She also told
how it shocked her that the capacitors looked like real little people. Katie (K2)
also thought that humanising things like iPhones is awfully amazing: she was
stopped by a news story of an Apple worker trying to commit suicide twice.
Rachel (R2) told that her visualisation, a periodic table with human faces and rape
statistics of Congo, exposed the human face of elements and war on resources.
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Humour and creativity in activism
Learning through laughter, funny things, enjoyment, humour and creativity was
one of the strongest themes in the interviews. The students told that even though
the issues are far from funny, the creative group work was fun and funny joking
was needed. Katie (K1) said that the activist work was all about creative ideas and
seeing other groups’ presentations: the activism tackles negative things, but
“dressing up like a duck or just creating Barracetamol” was a great way of being
creative about it, channel energy and show the potential changes. The students
appreciated especially the idea of not preaching. Josh described this as a fun way
of doing creative work that makes the issues more easily digestible.
The story of creating Barracetamol is probably the most illuminating example of
using humour. The paracetamol group started off with a serious route: they
tweeted negative messages with their Twitter account ‘Behind your pills’ and got
attacked by people in the medicine. Getting suspended made the group realise the
error of being unappealing to the society. They had to develop something that
interested themselves first and they wanted to humanise paracetamol.
Brainstorming created relaxed laughter and the cheeky Barracetamol kicked all
off. The student got into the character and life of Barry, who says something witty
and funny: it is a humorous way to stimulate conversation amongst consumers.
The group members got attached to Barry and laughed at the ridiculousness of
sending each other new pictures. Also other people got captivated by Barry: little
quotes about other products on a notepad made people feel amused rather than
guilty. Humour creates laughter about FTT, but also makes aware and stimulates
discussion. Nancy said that laughter as the initial reaction make people interested
and so Katie (K2) stated that “humour was our most powerful weapon.” All in all,
the students explained that activism and art were seen as inspiring resources for
academic writing and visual work. Culture jamming inspired and the students
followed their own favourites, such as The Yes Men, Reverend Billy and the
Intruders. Rachel (R1) made her own culture jamming and said that “if you take
something that works and things that are so coughed up in your lives and twist it
slightly, so culture jamming it really makes impact...it’s weird, but quite cool at
the same time.” Jo thought it is important to find ways around guilt and preaching.
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Creativity and humour engage people: “it’s just a way to twist the mock from an
issue so it’s surely fun education, it’s kind of where I ended up with all of it.”
Secondary sources helped also with theory and understanding geography as
subject. Especially the Beautiful Trouble book was seen as an excellent resource
combining academic theory and activism. Theories like Haraway’s cyborgs can be
hard to grasp, but in the book they are short and punchy. The book supported the
visual pedagogies and the journals as well: photographs and a clear layout were
helpful. Katie (K1) linked the Beautiful trouble website and guerrilla geography
also to her toolbox for geography. There students found it refreshing to realise that
there are pockets of unorganised cultural activism everywhere. Another
interesting point in the changed stereotypes of masked, anarchist and aggressive
activism; a big part of activism and social movements is actually about being
enjoyable, mind-opening and discursive. Many overcame feelings of depression
or inability. Nancy, for example, got an activism book for Christmas, took a quote
“if you think you are too small to be effective, you have never been in a bed with
a mosquito” and explained how she has become a mosquito. The activism work
empowered and gave tools to act. Rachel (R1) realised her sense of agency and
that she can intervene. It was mentioned in all interviews that everyone can make
a difference or something little, like a writing a thought-provoking song, creating
a campaign in social media or researching commodities and emailing companies.
Some mentioned that they feel like becoming a creative activist or that in the
future this group of people can be sharing experiences and act. As his individual
course work, Tommy wrote a song about “new ways of thinking, new ways of
fighting, expanding my horizon, so really get inside it.” His lyrics contained
important ideas: “some make websites, others write songs, everyone can do
something even if it’s little.” The song inspiringly ends with words “can’t just
leave what I’ve learnt behind, I think it’s here to stay.”
Pedagogy and learning outcomes: group work, talk and sharing - Tom said it
takes about four weeks to get into the course topics and then you never stop it.
The ongoing nature of work is one core element in the course pedagogy; group
work becomes a strong and time-consuming element and the two-way
engagement between Ian and the students creates co-learning. The course
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encourages sharing ideas, which rarely succeeds in university modules. The
interviews revealed that group work is usually not liked or previous presentations
have been very tiny. With this module all the students considered the group work
to be essential and discussions helped everyone’s performance. Sharing might be
one of the explanations for this year’s successful course work. The difference to
normal was that the students got really involved and spent much more time
working than in previous modules. The students told that group work “just felt
different this time” and Elenor named it “team work”. Even though the FTT items
were very different, seeing other groups’ work inspired. Rachel stated that
“everyone is going to write something completely different, it’s just the nature of
the course, and so sharing is extremely useful.”
The group work is non-assessed, but Ian argues for a more indirect process: the
group work generates co-learning, which reflects into the personal journals. Group
work created strong engagement and Elenor thought “you’ve bonded with the
people taking the module even if you weren’t like in a group with them.” The
students did an immense amount of talk and work in the course. Group work
sessions were meant for brainstorming, but the interviews also revealed an
incredible amount of work outside Ian’s sight: the students had more support,
lunch meetings and Facebook discussions than in other modules. The vagueness
of the course forced to talk about the writing: no one would judge for asking and
everybody was keen to share ideas. Journals 2a and 2b have no title, which
according to Jack “freed just to talk about it, not necessarily gave an idea, but put
you on your way to creating your own thing.” Even though it was scary at first,
Katie (K1) pondered that maybe the freedom of not answering a specific question
made their journals different and better. Some described the course even stronger
as a module of bonding and survival. Lowenna said that the unique way of
learning included shared confusion: “you don’t know what the hell you were
doing...you need to help each other.” Towards the end a “community feeling”
arouse. Sophie wrote about a GMC class community, where everyone understood
what the others are doing. This was a very positive feeling; Tommy explained
how their group went to a pub after presentations, not wanting to stop.
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Besides the class, there was also a great amount of talking to people outside the
course: family, housemates and friends. Talk to outsiders mixed learning and
teaching; or as Ian puts it, “you become the teacher and everyone’s the student.”
Explaining the ideas and points to other was difficult because some people just
simply did not understand. Katie (K1) was also frustrated that her housemates
could not be bothered about the issues, such as the conflict free mineral Exeter.
However, explaining things helped the process of writing and after a suspicious
start many outsiders started to understand the idea of moving from guilty ethical
tripping to a bigger picture. The inspiration of the module shows. Lowenna
thought that “this module has sneaked into everybody’s lives more than any other
module would have.” Katie (K2) told it was a great dinner party conversation and
Lowenna told her family members liked learning about and proofreading their
coursework: “they research so much, and they find that really cool, so they’re
kind of getting it.” Nancy continued by saying that “my aunt, my cousin, they all
know what Marx’s commodity fetishism is.” Ian added that some parents have
come to thank him because their children finally were motivated about something.
Media and the course blog
Multimedia was an emerging theme in the interviews and the course developed
useful skills: the students learned to use pervasive media, which also led to an
increased interest and awareness of media. The students had not used this many
media in any other module and Elenor described them as “new sources of
information, a lot more interesting way to find things out.” Using Twitter for the
first time, Lowenna “had fun learning something new. A new way of looking
about things.” Media is essential also in geographical detective work: the ‘Follow
It Yourself’ list in ftt.com, the news paper database Nexis and controversial
consumer debates in the Internet were useful. Also most compilation presentations
included innovative media use, for example the Storyboard of the laughing gas
group was almost like a fictional film with scenes. One group imagined and made
a trailer for a movie about The Oil Road book. Media was also a place for sharing:
there is an incredible amount of work Ian does not see. The course includes
readings about social media, but the students also learn by using it. Josh said “the
course wasn’t just about connections, it was a connection. So it brought all the
groups together and we could sort of feed off each other rather than just sort of
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burying heads in the sand and going at on yourself.” The students actively shared
photos and pages in Flickr, Facebook and email, followed other groups’ work and
liked each other’s pages in social media. Students appreciated each other’s
activism photos, such as Josh in a duck costume. Twitter became important. The
groups created new accounts and liked each other’s pages. Many followed the
ftt.com twitter and contacted international agents to get the most relevant updates
for group work and journals. The Barracetamol case is illuminating: Elenor told
that “Barracetamol was born and literally everyone was on Facebook writing
things about it.” The group send fun emails and went around shops to take cool
Instagram photos of Barry. Barry also had Twitter and Facebook accounts, where
all shared updates and ideas. The cafe chain Costa loved and retweeted a message,
where Barry reveals that their cups share his ingredients. Besides group work,
media was a core element in the journals and visual extra, for example Elenor
discussed the use of phones for social media and activism sites and Lowenna
attached twitter extracts in her journal. Tommy put his song to the public domain
by uploading it to SoundCloud and Katie (K2) created a Barracetaworld website.
In the interviews, the students talked about ftt.com and the Wordpress course blog.
In the beginning, work in ftt.com was found as good advice for understanding the
writing style. All of the students thought that getting their compilation work
published is exceptional and cool public geographies. Later on the students used
ftt.com more as good reference for theory and getting inspiration discussion,
activism and art. Jo described the site as a really useful teaching tool, especially
for getting younger students involved. He also mentioned that it one of the first
things in the RGS ambassador scheme. The students praised the Wordpress course
blog. Except for embarrassing issues, Ian tells to write all questions on the blog to
turn it into an effective platform for sharing questions and answers. Tommy
described that “there were loads...just a lot of engagement.” Elenor said that
“you’re doing this module where everyone’s not really sure what they’re doing so
you already feel like a bit of closeted community, so you kind of felt like you can
say everything, because no one would judge you for not really understanding
what’s going on kind of thing. There’s like a nice community feeling.” Rachel
thinks she is usually not good with blogging, but now it was really useful to have
all the information in one interactive place and to get into a certain mindset while
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revision. As Jo and Tommy described “the blog was so regularly updated and
there was such a good respond”, “It makes you feel comfortable to post.” Katie
(K1) said it was useful to see Ian’s recommended readings and answers made
realise the diverse angles everyone had. Jack added that it enabled contacting
people he would not normally speak with. Furthermore, the more casual and
informal atmosphere was seen nicer than normal circumstances. Jo explained that
email enquiries are often very formally structured, whereas here all could
comment on blog posts and Ian commented back: “it’s just much more, sort of
less rigid way... informal...which is nice.” The university’s learning environment
ELE and wikis were not appreciated and a friendly dialogue was seen as
impossible in the ELE forum. Wordpress performs a central argument about social
media in a creative course by being friendly, somewhat creative and visual.
Writing style
Critical and experimenting style - The course is about encouraging trying new
styles and going a bit “wacky” even. He expects for an academically informed
piece of work that is interesting and has a flow. Ian guides to break from the
conventional way of serious writing. In standard work the students not creating
anything new or personal; essay is a compilation of the right quotes. Some said
they even try to copy the module teacher’s academic style in order to please, agree
with everything or try simple answers, such as “buy Fair Trade”. Essay was seen
as a careful text where they are not allowed to put any emotion or opinions in. In
Elenor’s view, “you’re only meant to be critical, but you’re only really critical
with one person’s opinion against another person’s opinions. It’s not really your
criticism.” Katie (K1) added that in a long essay they are constantly reading and
writing the same thing, which can make it boring and forgettable. Jack said that in
this course “each journal entry was so different to the next and it’s quite nice
and...quite refreshing that you go from one thing to another.” Rachel pointed out
that to a certain extent it was like writing an essay, but she did not struggle as
usually: the enjoyment made her writing better and interesting. Katie (K1)
emphasised how changing emotions fired up and provoked interesting pieces of
work. The students saw that playful and strange work makes the point equally
well and all of them certainly have academic references. Jo thought that a
conservative approach could be harmful for learning and marking. The students
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were skilled in writing, but some also tried experimental writing styles. Nancy, for
example, had a conversation with Barracetamol, who helped her see after being
been blinded by scientific jargon. Elenor mimicked Shapton (2009) and explained
her experiences with the module through auction slots. Tommy mixed his
informative lyrics with the journal. The interviews gave interesting insights into
the student’s working style. Many of the students read the theory early, thought
about the module constantly and hoped for a good idea. Looking for a random
chance included loads of talk, trying different things and being observant. First
you force it, but then gets easier and several ideas might work. All comes together
in “a light bulb moment” and thoughts get “word-vomited” on paper at a rather
late stage. Jack said he just wrote what came into his mind really quickly; the first
version was done in a few hours, then he re-read it and added more theory.
Personal experiences, reflection and student voice - Ian is looking for student
voice, opinionated arguments and personal experiences. The students did this in
many ways, as is seen from their journals and artistic work. The writing is in first
person or otherwise personal. For Tom this was a gradual approach of relaxing,
where he realised that “if it’s so vague and open, you have to engage with it in
order to come with a personal relevant answer or thought process.” Rachel (R2)
added that you cannot force and fake it. In the journal Jack described his
frustration and setting into somebody else’s shoes. He appreciated not having to
pretend: “everyone could have their own voice, especially you were allowed to
put your opinion...so that makes it so much fun, even if you talk about something
that’s horrible...it’s ok, because this is how you feel and you feel until you’ve
done something about it. You’re allowed to be true.” Ian asks for self-reflective
text. Group work and discussion bring content into the journals and should hence
produce better journals. An interesting example is Katie’s (K1) visual extra: she
provided a magnifying glass to “learn to like look at things deeper and then I think
it was about turning the magnifying glass on my own actions, analysing myself.”
Also Tom repeated several times that he was bringing his own reflections on the
course. He criticised his altruism and egoism and said that the course has made
him emphatic and aware, but in the end has not changed his consumer habits.
Thus he was also confident enough to say things he thought Ian might not like.
Rachel (R1) thought that all opinions and the barriers to engagement were
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valuable if they were expressed and justified well. Opinions and own insights
gave a sense of ownership over the work. According to Tom “there definitely is a
sense of ownership over these three pieces of work that haven’t followed the four
set formula.” Rachel told she has always found it difficult to write in the
conventional essay style, which is more like a literature review: “I don’t respond
to that, and I’ve, that’s why I enjoyed this module...what I thought was important,
I felt more respected.” Breaking from traditional geography, one of Katie’s (K1)
new tools was her voice that was finally worthy in any group. Nancy explained
that “you’re never really allowed to put your opinion in so it never really feels like
your own piece of work, but with this it like every time I felt reasonably proud of
it. It’s the ownership, that I handed it in and that was the best I could do.”
Development of ideas - In the interviews we wanted to hear how the students’
ideas and writing developed. In the first journal entry people were extremely coy
about their ideas so that the others will not steal them. This is normal in all
courses. From the compilation on they understood that even if they are using the
same sources, the writing will be completely different; the journals could not be
the same, you could not really copy and steal from anyone. Katie (K1) said that
comparing ideas did scare her at first, but then she realised everyone took
different angles: “it’s amazing how many different ideas come up from doing the
same.” For example in the ‘Forgotten Space’ group three students made totally
unique final works with a container box. There was no need to feel threatened,
hide ideas and compete: sharing was not harmful but productive for all. The
students hoovered things up from the surrounding environment and the idea might
have come two nights before the deadline. Ideas popped up very weirdly and
randomly so most of them had notes on their phone or a notepad by the bed. They
also actively shared questions in groups in order to branch out and have an overall
appreciation of the work. Jo added that sharing could give a spark and show a new
way to go. In groups as well as individual work, the students found many ideas
unique and bizarre, but in a good way. Getting a reassurance from Ian or friends
felt good, in Sophie’s words “oh my God that’s brilliant, I completely get that.”
Some ideas struck, engaged and snowballed in groups. Barracetamol is an
excellent example of this phenomenon: the paracetamol group randomly started to
think about having their own FTT ladybird type of avatar with products sharing
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the ingredients of paracetamol. The group members tailored some designs
together and an original hand-drawn character was born. Soon all students loved it
and shared updates online. One student got really attached to Barry and carried it
everywhere, another one went a bit crazy with creating dozens of Barry
visualisations. Rachel (R1) thought that Barry shows how a good idea can
snowball and turn even into a global phenomenon.
The interviews gave interesting information about how the creative process
develops. The students seemed to have a strange sort of confidence that at some
point the idea “just comes to you” and you know what to write about. Josh
explained that you have done your preparation and are in the zone waiting for the
idea to click and feel good. The confidence develops with time and effort: “the
longer you think about things the more sort of intertwined with them you get and
the more you get from it. And it’s all about what you get from the course.” Most
students got ‘a light bulb moment’ at the end of 1a or 2a. At the light bulb
moment all the reading, discussions and creative original work collided. Lowenna
told that “you truly understood what something was about, like the academic stuff,
‘cause then you can think “oh how can I do that with something?”, like a cereal
box, I talked about magical Marxism and stuff... But I don’t think I could have
done that had I not understood it.” Tommy said he felt the pressure in the first
journal: “I was like “Oh God I’ve got to try and do something cool or different or
weird”, but then after that you just set into it easier.” Jo told that at first you are
trying to force an idea, as when he wanted to do a rhizome and was plain bored of
having ideas that were not working. However, generating a light bulb moment
could be accelerated with a lot of “bad study habits”, such as looking at videos,
playing the guitar, gazing out of the window, talking to people and daydreaming.
Tommy thought it’s perfect that finding your own way of working works for the
module. Blind alleys and an element of chance were embraced and Elenor and
Lowenna emphasized conversations as the big point. Jo tried different things and
believed that making something will work. On a break, an origami YouTube
video came across at him. He had never done origami before, but thought “why
not try it?,” gave a little practise and enjoyed making it. He also highlighted the
need to bravely try several things: “I could’ve seen maybe something completely
different and they would have still, I would’ve found a way to make it work.”
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Pedagogy and learning outcomes: writing style and letting go - The writing
style and student voice are essential in critical pedagogies. Pushing the students
out of their comfort zone also give useful skills, some of which are to write
concise work under pressure, to take risks, to try multiple styles, to be selfreflective and to deal with uncomfortable feelings. The students felt that other
people should have a module like this, as well, because it was a significant
experience. Jo described that “it takes off and the whole like critical pedagogy
thing begins to get supplemented and it’d be cool to say that you’d been able to
sort of fight for different ways of teaching, you know.” Ian also notified that some
struggling students have got much higher marks than before because they got an
alternative way to express themselves. Here Rachel referred to the metaphor from
Albert Einstein: “Everybody is a genius. But, if you judge a fish by its ability to
climb a tree, it’ll spend its whole life believing that it is stupid.” In addition, the
balancing between seriousness and adventurousness is an interesting pedagogical
question. Even if the issues are depressing, the students agreed that laughter
played a big part and the creative approach in education and activism can have a
strong effect on people. Besides writing, the course is strong in visual learning
and introduces many different examples. Being allowed to make creative visual
extra was challenging, but Lowenna described it also as “a unique way of
learning...And also how we’ve showed we’ve learned.” Also ‘letting go’ was an
interesting interview theme. According to Elenor, everyone knew that the module
is void and Nancy felt that she ended up staying with students that are slightly
brave. Tension was strong for all, but relaxation evolved with time: after the first
two journals the students got more comfortable with expressing themselves and
the activism made the work a lot of fun. In their writing process, most of the
students got into a quite strange position: they got a bit braver and stopped caring
about the mark too much. Lowenna thought that “I’m really worried, but...I don’t
care anymore, you know, it’s just about enjoying the module and what it
represents and everything... That’s when I was like “just go for it”. Before I was
like “mmmhhhh don’t do anything”, you know, that’d be feet in the cold water,
then I’ll said “screw it, jump.” Taking a risk was mentioned repeatedly: the lack
of personal written feedback and the ongoing nature of the module were necessary
mental tricks for “letting go.” Jo described that “the best thing is to take a risk, if
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something goes wrong, oh well, you tried it”. Sophie thought that this kind of
“being on edge is scary, but also an interesting way of learning.”
Creativity and enjoyment in writing
Fun work - The students have not experienced creative work in previous
modules, because creativity and humour are usually excluded from academic
work. Nancy was denied art already at GCSEs because of being scientifically
smart, but this module combined both: it “brought out the creative side that I had
not been able to access for so long”. In Ian’s module sharing in the creative
environment pushes the students and creativity becomes easier as the module goes
on. The students did a lot of work, but told that it did not like conventional
laborious work. Group work was creative in many ways, but creativity was
encouraged to the journal writing, as well. Everyone told they were engaged and
wrote creatively. In the interviews the creative process seemed to be hard to
describe, but the key things were personal reflection, fun and emotiveness. Many
of the students described their work as wacky or strange and some told being
obsessed with the journals. Creating visual extra is not an expectation, but Ian
invites to do it. Rachel (R1) had creativity in her naturally and commented that “I
see myself as quite creative and I’ve always enjoyed that side of things, so being
able to thin up a way of presenting my ideas or getting across my idea in a
creative way, I found that really enjoyable.” Jo was cautious at first, but simply
started to try different ideas; he had never done origami before, but decided to
experiment. All students felt the pressure for handing in something “wacky” in
3D, but Tom, Jack and Rachel (R2) handed in only text and some visualisations.
Jack felt a bit insecure with creative ideas and Rachel (R2) told she “didn’t want it
to become gimmicky and being creative for the sake of being creative.” However,
creative writing and visualisations are already much more than in most research.
Visual extra - Activism and art were seen as inspiring resources for academic
writing and DIY work. Most of the students created something creative extra to
support their academic analysis. The work is not straightforwardly about the
theoretical baselines but built on them. The students explained how the artwork,
culture jamming, songs and visualisations visually jump out, help explaining the
writing and make the viewer to think. Additionally, they could give a personal
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touch to the work. Tommy wrote a song, because “if you want to be original and
not have a work that could be anybody’s, writing a song and singing or speaking
is almost as personal as it can get.” The creative process was a fun and strong way
of learning and Elenor concluded that “the making the thing said more than the
actual essay would.” Jo enjoyed trying new things and Lowenna “enjoyed the
thrill of it”. Rachel (R1) and Katie (K2) emphasized how much fun they had.
Rachel (R2) got intrigued but distressed by her visualisations. Also Ian found the
extra work incredibly eccentric and was fascinated by the things to see and do.
For example Jo’s origami was fun because he did not immediately know what it
was for and Tommy’s song really got him “...and that’s the point of it.” In the
interviews the students saw each others’ final work for the first time. The cool and
inspiring work created a lot of “wow” comments: they could see the imagination
flowing, the variety of approaches and surprising things they would never imagine
themselves. They also praised each other for being brave. These reactions
strengthened positive learning experiences and the powerful outcomes of sharing.
Some extra work represented the core ideas of the module. Especially
visualisations, crafting and music were found inspirational. Rachel (R1) made a
‘Harry Potter and the chamber of material culture’ book cover subvert and a
“Pandora’s container box” with hidden people (figure 16). Jack subverted an
Ahava box with activist information. Katie (K2) made subverts with Barracetamol
(an animated figure) and created a Barracetaworld website with Barry fan
products. Nancy’s second journal was about paracetamol, as well, and she altered
a paracetamol medicine box to be the house of Barry and his paracetamol tablet
children (figure 16). Another topic of Nancy’s was conflict minerals so she made
an artwork out of a huge board. She crafted a globe with a gun made from
electronics coming out of it. She also used tantalum capacitors to show the
locations of her phone’s origins and places for activism. Tommy is a musician,
who expresses his thoughts most efficiently through writing a song. For the final
work he wrote and recorded a blues song in a disk and uploaded it online and the
lyrics were mixed in the essay. He found the song as the most exciting part and
thought that performing would bring the information across more efficiently. Jo
really pushed what one can do on paper. The people behind the making are
important, so he wrote with an extremely small font and supplied a magnifying
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glass: the reader needs a material thing to be able to read the journal. In the second
he worked in the girl model group and had a watermark picture of one exploited
girl staring at the background of the journal. Also his third journal was colourful.
In the final text he discussed the idea of war machine by Guattari. In order to
make his point more interesting and clear he made a war tank origami.
Some extra work was connected to the different course topics. Elenor talked about
her close relationship to her phone and did a daily diary on her phone. In the
journal she made peculiar sunglasses with people’s photos on the other side and
paracetamol tablets on the other: she now sees all the people we are involved with
through the medicine (figure 17). Lowenna made a container cereal box with her
own fake label and photographed them in shops for the journal. Her next FTT
group work was glass so she submitted her journal in a clip frame saying ‘break
the glass here’, including finger prints and twitter extracts. She enjoyed especially
her last work, a scrap book with drawings. Rachel (R2) created a periodic table
with human faces and rape statistics of Congo, which showed the human face of
elements and war on resources. The picture was also her personal solution to the
dilemmas of the module. Sophie made a jigsaw to represent the unique parts of
the module pedagogy. Katie (K1) explained how the course was not traditional
geography: it required thinking differently on writing styles and working in all
courses. She symbolically broke coloured pencils and made a new toolbox for
geography, including new tools such as her tongue (worthy voice), a magnifying
glass (analysing things and herself deeper), the Beautiful trouble website, a smart
phone and a picture of a giant gorilla toy with a banner (guerrilla geographies).

Figure 16. Photographs of Katie’s (K2) and Nancy’s Barracetamol work and
Rachel’s (R1) container box.
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Figure 17. Photographs of Elenor’s Paracetamol sunglasses.
Pedagogy and learning outcomes
FTT research is interesting because it concentrates not only on traditional
investigation but also how the research gets taught. Ian’s module is known for
being different and Tom said the module is unique in its content and format
compared to the rest of the geography department. Ian has contributed to teaching
with critical pedagogies and so the learning experiences were an essential part of
our interviews. Ian gives the pedagogical readings for the final journal and
students reflect on their learning. Most students found this order of reading the
articles mind-opening and understood the module better. The students were
excited to recognise the pedagogical elements Ian used, but Rachel (R1) hoped
she could have analysed them earlier in her journals. Rachel (R2) felt almost
manipulated to realise Ian’s orchestrated plan, because she thought she was really
going off on her own organic way of real learning. Tom pointed out that reading
about Paolo Freire’s breakdown of mechanised banking system enabled him to
articulate his thoughts. Discursive pedagogy seems more effective than a normal
authoritative one because the understanding feels more self-generated. All in all,
the learning was described as “just so different.” In the journals the students make
complicated arguments about their learning process and the diverse themes of the
module. Even though for example Sophie described the module as a complex
jigsaw, some strong themes are interesting to discuss. The course and its
pedagogy had many learning outcomes. The course topics and ideas struck many
of the students. Intense learning and ambition were part of the students’ progress.
Katie (K2) expressed that “you feel like you’ve done all this work for that you
wanna make it great, so that’s why you keep going.” The course themes are now
continuously spinning in the students’ heads. Rachel (R2) told “I felt like I
deserve a good mark because I, I’ve learned and whatever mark I got I felt, I felt
like I really, genuinely learned something.” She also added that she remembers
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these issues better: from another module “I actually can’t remember what the
question was, what my arguments were, and I got a 2:1, like, it was all fine, but
this, I really I really do, it’s really stuck in my head.” Change in awareness is
simultaneously confusing and sobering. Elenor said “we’re always gonna think
about it, it’s kind of like an ongoing module, ‘cause once you sort of know things
you can’t unknow it.” Change could be seen also as ethical shopping decisions,
sending email enquiries to companies and spreading the information to others.
One of Nancy’s journals was about conflict minerals and how she would need
activism to change things. Lowenna discussed how her shopping has changed and
she found a commodity tracking website. Katie (K2) said she investigates
commodities alone and with friends. The course gave also new skills. The biggest
of these are skills in social media, research, group work and new writing styles.
Challenges
Even though the learning experiences from the course are clearly inspirational,
there are several challenges that were discussed. Challenges help seeing the
possible tensions that teachers need to be prepared for. The biggest of them were
related to expectations and mark tension, the course in general, students dropping
out, group work and writing. I will go these through individually.
Expectations and mark tension - The expectations of the course are a real
challenge because Ian does not tell straight away in detail what he is looking for.
It takes time to understand what Ian expects from the journals and the students
were desperately trying to work out “what does he really want? What do I have to
do to get this mark?” The insecurity felt frustrating at first, but also lead people to
talk and help each other. A student from last year came to talk in the beginning of
the course, which helped a lot. He told that the start would be time-consuming,
wobbly and difficult. He had started off with a bad mark and did not sale the
module through without problems, but succeeded in the end. He said the writing
needs to be creative yet academic. According to Jo, “the defining thing was he
said that if just you wanna have a 2:1 this is not the module to do.” There is no
expectation of being creative by nature and art work is not a requirement for
getting a First. However, Ian invited to do it and so some students worried about
not handing in anything in 3D. Ian says that there is always a lot of anxiety about
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the marks: people are “really excited and shitting themselves.” Most had a
presumption that the course is a gamble, where they will do really badly or well.
Rachel (R2) told about the controversy of being “really nervous of getting the
marks, especially because they came as three at once, but at the same time I kind
of had a confidence where I didn’t really mind what mark I got.” Ian told that
some students always claim that there is not enough guidance, but these students
saw it as a vital pedagogical trick for letting go. In defence Tom said that Ian
constantly gave oral feedback and the engagement in the blog has never been on
the same level in other modules. Marking work with a personal touch always get
some students offended if they crash and burn more. Ian’s colleague Keith
questioned the personal writing style and Ian’s marking. In normal essays there is
a safe, impersonal distance to the work and you can “be fake” by trying to write
what the teacher wants, whereas in this course there is a possibility of being
unappreciated: “yes ok I see that you’ve put yourself in... I don’t really like you.”
However, Ian follows strict marking criteria and especially in the third year the
professors are asked to stretch the marks from the safe and supportive 55-65%.
The mark moderator was astonished by the best work he had ever seen, but could
still compare and mark them like Ian. We discussed that also a thorough dive into
the theoretical basis can give a good mark - sometimes the work is personal, but
lacks academic argumentation. Also in every course there might be people that
put more effort or are more skilled in writing or creativity than you.
The course in general, dropping out and giving up - Some students dropped out
after the introduction lecture because of being scared. For example Katie’s (K1)
housemate dropped out, because she is very statistic and was on defence with the
different style of the course. The students told that some students “gave up” in
time and exhaustion; some worked really hard, but tailed off after realising they
have many other things, modules and essays to do. Ian heard that some would
have kept up the tempo on working if the pedagogy behind Ian’s style would have
been revealed earlier. The course in general generated some frustration and worry.
The topics of the module are severe and depressing; Lowenna felt that “at times it
was like “what kind of world do we live in?” Rachel was frustrated because even
radical actions might not succeed. Sometimes the students worried about the
ongoing and time-consuming nature of the module and not getting regular written
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feedback felt nerve-wrecking. Tom thought the openness of the course was
difficult especially at the start. There was a continuous tension with achievements:
Elenor said “you’re panicking all the way through, but in the end you’re glad that
you did it.” Being on edge is controversial: it felt scary, but accelerated learning.
Most of the students acknowledged this as a central pedagogical element.
Group work and writing - The interviews revealed that working in groups is
usually not liked or feels heavy. Jo said that in some projects there can be
dominant people and I told how my compilation group members cared only about
their own responsibility. This year, however, it was seen mainly as successful and
almost every group seamed see a lot of effort together. Start struggle and getting a
catchy idea were probably the biggest issues. Katie (K1) told she was really
nervous at the beginning with the group work and Jack did not get any good ideas
in the first brainstorming sessions. In the paracetamol case the big size of the
group was difficult and they had to push ideas for a long time. Their first Twitter
account got banned, they hit the wall and could not “continue bombarding
people”. “Nothing was kicking off” before Barry was created. The ethical glasses
group could not decide which idea is the best. Rachel also (R1) mentioned that
searching information was difficult because some agents hide it from the public
domain.
Josh described that because of all this the students had to rely on each other more
in order to progress; this is partly good, but it can be new and challenging in some
groups. In addition, the interviews showed that the first group work was more
challenging both individually and group wise. In the interviews, some interesting
questions and suggestions were raised. The group work is not marked so the
students suggested that even some percentage of the assessment could come from
it. However, institutional difficulties occur: a new element would cut down the
standard word amount. The students saw that as an unwise thing and Ian thinks it
would prevent the students to stretch their performance. Ian’s other argument is
that the group work generates co-learning and better writing. The timing of the
module was discussed, as well. Most thought it is definitely best in the autumn so
that it is not at the same time with the dissertation. Some thought it could be
earlier on in the degree or there should be a “taster” in one of the second year core
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modules. Jo thought it should stay as a third year module because it is useful to
understand how the discipline, “weird” concepts and theories such as
performative argumentation have developed.
Another challenge for the students was to break from the conservative writing
style and essay layout. This was difficult at first because the university degree
train students into that format. Also writing in first person is done only in couple
of modules and feels extremely difficult at first. 2a and 2b had no title, which was
scary, and not giving feedback on them really added to the pressure. Ian says that
an essay and an exam at the end of the course is “a completely different kettle of
fish” compared to this module. Also the constant deadlines and journals felt
controversial; on the one hand the deadlines are hectic and you are working all the
time, on the other the changing topics refresh, keep on track and show the
development of thought. Ian added that only by reading the 2a, b and c together
can he see the “warming up” progression and the tension keeps people coming to
the lectures. The 1000 word limit is tight and making the text concise is difficult.
However, the students said that it would have been impossible to put all learning
in one piece. Jack thought “it’s a better way of doing it, having the 1000 words
every two weeks rather than having 3000 words just after the Christmas or in the
end of the term.” Rachel (R2) told she was constantly nervous, but not having
feedback encouraged the sense of integrity. The students highlighted that it takes a
while to see what the module is about, realise how to write creatively and find the
tricky balance between humorous and academic. According to Ian, the majority
struggles in the first journal. This happens partly because people keep their ideas
and questions to themselves in the first journal.
A hard part is also to explain the ideas to others. For Rachel (R1) the writing
clicked straight from the first journal, but the others struggled. Generating a light
bulb moment worked out for most students, but was frustrating at first. For
instance Lowenna had a long blackout and Jo was trying to force ideas. Jack
explained that because the first one is about the theoretical baselines, “it’s hard to
try and be creative with something so set and we’d just learned about and still
spins our head around.” However, the students were really critical and corrected
their errors with the help of Ian’s feedback. Josh said he tried to please Ian with
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his style whilst in reality it the journal lacked critical self-reflection and was stuck
in between a journal and an essay. Katie (K1) was trying to be too humorous and
lacked in academic discussion. Sophie did an overview of the module she had not
yet taken. Jack was really lost with how to write and felt a bit insecure with
creative ideas and linking emotions to the course material. Jo told he was cautious
with adventurousness.
The students explained that being conservative, not taking a risk and not trying
different things create problems. Everyone in the interviews pondered that the
unsuccessful students gave up, stuck with standards, forced ideas or “faked it”.
They were probably not pushing themselves to engage with the module, setting
into other people’s position and trying out personal styles. Tom thought some
people probably tried, but “it didn’t make sense so they got lost in, in just too
much.” According to Ian some refuse breaking away from the formal essay style
or talking about the people behind commodities. These obviously are the core
themes of the module and introduced in the first lecture so Ian sees avoiding them
as ‘a significant gap’ in the marking criteria. Ian emphasizes that the writing also
has to include convincing theoretical understanding; the personal reflections have
to be linked to the research and pedagogies of the course. Good examples of this
are when Lowenna linked her cereal box activism to Magical Marxism and
Tommy wrote a song that combined cyborg theory and action. Essay writing after
the module was an interesting issue. Tommy told he was confused when the
leader of another course wanted a reflective journal. Then again, Tom said that the
conventional style of “serious modules” is easily triggered back by reading couple
of old essays. Intriguingly, most of the students told about their reluctance to
switch back. As Elaine told: “I’m just like, just wanna write my opinions, I’m like
no, I have to stick to sort of the way we have always been taught.”
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COMMODITY GEOGRAPHIES AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S GEOGRAPHIES
In the last section I have described Ian’s material culture module and opened up
interesting successes, challenges and group work that his students shared. I hope
the information and course work presented raises interest on creative trade
education and make critical ideas flow. In the next two sections I will be setting
the context for creative teaching, curriculum changes and the school-university
gap. My thesis links several strands together in order to illuminate the debates on
progress in geography and the educational atmosphere. After getting familiar with
material geographies, I found a connection to young people’s geographies (YPG)
that I could not dismiss. YPG is one of the strands that collide with radical
pedagogies and commodity geographies.YPG is a subfield in geography that can
be seen as a research field or an approach of teaching. Similarly commodity
geographies (FTT in particular) is a field, where researchers do not only research,
but discuss its critical topics and pedagogies at all school levels. These researchers
dive into interesting debates: selecting teaching content, defining geographical
knowledge, defending geography’s status, narrowing school-university-gap and
making the curriculum. Many researchers think that young people’s aspects can
be easily taken into account especially in geography (Tani 2011) and that the
methodological thinking between geography and children studies can be well
negotiated (Kallio 2009). The Manifesto by Geographical Association (2009:15)
states that teachers should help students to realise that geography can be ‘about
them’ and “find ways to challenge and excite them with content that might be
beyond their immediate horizon.” Many think that the curriculum should be
owned by teachers as well as young people (Lambert & Morgan 2010c: 164).
In England there have also been pioneering research projects in cultural politics,
geography education and pedagogies that are linked to the past and future work of
my key informants: Ian, Helen, Mary, David, Alan and the whole GA. The most
remarkable of these YPG examples are the Pilot GCSE and the Young People’s
Geographies project. Helen and Mary agreed that there are clear links between
YPG, everyday geographies and material culture teaching. The first connection
could be found in the innovative teaching ideas and the participatory pedagogical
standpoints. Geographers have debated how commodity research could be taught
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best and they share a common ground with the YPG ideology. In other parts of
my thesis I also explain how and why some professors are teaching commodity
geographies in this way (especially Ian Cook, Michael Goodman and Trevor
Barnes) and what kinds of learning outcomes their students have. The second link
to commodity geographies is in the Pilot GCSE modules: mobile phone
geographies in ‘Making the Connection’ project and teaching ideas in one of the
pilots were basically FTT (Griffiths 2009). A shared element of these project and
FTT is that they are parts of innovative public geographies, or as Duncan in
Hawkins et al. (2012: 921) states: “academics, teachers, families, all of us
crossing borders to help create meaningful, contemporary, exciting geography that
travels far beyond petty concerns about which river is longest.”
This section of my thesis has several aims. First I will go through the main ideas
of YPG. After a short introduction to the YPG research and education, I will
introduce the Young People’s Geographies project and the Pilot GCSE. These
projects can be seen as relevant and inspiring case studies that share many
principles with commodity geographies. Academic literature and my interviews
also reveal interesting political contexts and outcomes of these projects. The
successes and failures of them work as critical examples for new projects.
Beneath this chapter lies my aim to generate discussion on geography education
and its importance. Besides this, Kallio (2009) points out that despite its growth,
YPG has stayed disappointingly narrow and it is rather difficult to become a
children’s geographer or to develop discursive links with other geographers. I
think the whole discipline would benefit if these topics were discussed more. The
research should not be only in geographical publications and pedagogical degrees,
but spread out into school and university geography, whether physical or cultural.
Young people’s geographies
Rising with feminist methodologies during the late 1980s and early 1990s, YPG
was also a part of the more ‘local’ geographies of the ’postmodern’ and ‘cultural
turns’ (Cook & Griffiths n.d.; Lambert & Morgan 2012; Kallio 2009). The
research field has usually been called young people’s geographies or geographies
of childhood and youth (Kallio 2009: 42). A rare comment on the age range of
children’s geographies can be found in the editorial of Geography magazine in
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autumn 2012: the research includes the experiences of young people up to
approximately 25-year-old. Most research is done in primary and secondary
school geography, but the debates also cover high school and post-school. Ian and
some university professors have written articles that describe their teaching and
defend this kind of pedagogy. However, Helen asked if they are actually calling it
YPG and calling their students young people. Children have been overlooked in
mainstream geography. Firth & Biddulph (2009: 50) argue that the social, spatial
and environmental aspects of young people’s lives have been largely ignored,
especially in curriculum making, even though they form a significant section of
society. One critique in YPG is that childhood is usually defined and determined
by adults, families and the society and children are often seen mainly as
institutional categories or “becoming” subjects to be developed. Curriculum is one
of these mechanisms (Kallio 2009). According to Biddulph (2011), until recent
years, English students have had little or no opportunity to have agency over the
curriculum and actually express their study interests. In YPG childhood is not
naturalised but seen as a societal construction that changes in time and space.
Children are seen as active builders of their social realities, physical spaces and
futures (Raittila 2009; Salo 2010). Young people also want to take part in
negotiating political knowledge and Salo (2010: 419) notifies that their self-lead
active citizenship can surprise.
Young people are at the centre of the research, which is manifested by an
increasing attempt to study with and for them instead of on them. This was clear
also in the YPG project’s collaborative curriculum making. Researchers and
teachers are developing creative methodologies to capture young people’s worlds
with their own voice and agency, spaces and experiences, institutional contexts
and imbalanced power relations (Cook & Griffiths n.d.; Kallio 2009; Schäfer
2012). In the same way with feminists and radical geographers, children’s
geographers seek to empower to change the society and these places (Yarwood &
Tyrrell 2012: 124). Kesby (2007) emphasises that YPG research does little to
improve young people’s lives or empower to act unless more participatory
research is developed. In Helen’s interview we discussed radical pedagogies and
the notion of everyday geographies that takes students’ lived everyday
experiences, different backgrounds, places and meanings into account. Helen
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thought it includes the material culture teaching, as well, because it tackles our
everyday, incorporates wider aspects on world economy and traces objects, people
and meanings. She also pointed out the idea of drawing on students as experts.
The special issues such as Terra 2012 and Geography 2012 try to provide
deepened insights to the 21st century youth, YPG themes and methodologies.
They include the academic debate of the emerging subdiscipline, but also some
wider policy concerns (Yarwood & Tyrrell 2012). Special issues, YPG books
(such as Hopkins 2010) and the Children’s Geographies magazine (Kallio 2009;
Yarwood & Tyrrell 2012) show how YPG research is very diverse. Central to all
is the appreciation of young people’s own perspectives as well as participatory
and creative methodologies in both research and teaching practice. The YPG work
is also very interdisciplinary and pluralist in thinking (Kallio 2009). The research
themes in YPG vary from young people’s spaces and experiences to their agency
and citizenship. It is now realized that young people experience space differently
from the scope and understanding of adults (Kallio 2009; Yarwood & Tyrrell
2012: 123). Young people have their own living worlds and spaces to “hang out”
(Kuusisto-Arponen & Tani 2009) and they actively transform spaces such as
consumer spaces and monitored adult spaces (Biddulph 2012: 155). Yarwood &
Tyrrell (2012: 123) emphasise how these spaces are real, imagined and reimagined. Also electronic media enhances the development of these worlds.
Young people’s participation and agency are studied in diverse themes such as
migration, distant places and transferring spaces, experiencing power, inequalities,
leisure time, art, films, advertisements, literature. Some recent studies have been
made on rural childhoods and youth in developing areas, safety, protection and
fear, environment and sustainability, social inclusions and exclusions, education
and school journeys (Griffiths and Cook n.d.). YPG is a big debate also in TCI
(Roberts 2013) and moral themes such as good citizenship, global education,
meaning of places and imagining alternative futures. Pykett et al. (2010) ask
whether citizenship should be taught in geography or as a separate school subject
like in England; this YPG issue is controversial, but Pykett et al. see citizenship
and identities as particularly relevant to geography education. The approaches and
methods in YPG are diverse and the researchers discuss also the ethical challenges
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in studying of/with children (see Griffiths 2009: 18). Woodyer (2008) explains
that hybrid geographies and practical approaches can offer a useful framework for
children’s geographies; empirical work can be more informed through embodied
research practice and ‘non-representational’ ideas. Both the research and teaching
in YPG have combined creative approaches such as play, group discussion,
presentations and creative coursework (Griffiths 2009). The study cases of my
thesis, the Pilot GSCE, Making the connection, GMC and PGCE students, have
utilised many of these. Roberts (2013) emphasised the power of role-play and
discussion in geography. Woodyer (2012) reminds us that play not just for
children: it is embedded also in the everyday life and politics of adults. She sees
play as a significant geographical concern; playful geographies can mark the
critical potential of play and see it as a form of coming to consciousness.
Young People’s Geographies project and the Pilot GCSE
The YPG project and the Pilot GCSE are good YPG approach examples for many
reasons. Both projects are exemplar YPG of recent years and give a hint of the
buzz and potential of YPG and commodity geographies (Griffiths 2009; Biddulph
2012). They are examples of pioneering research in cultural politics, geography
education and pedagogies and linked to the past and future work and networks of
my key informants (Winter 2012: 259). The YPG project was trying to bridge the
growing gap between school geography and university research and the debate on
subject relevance (Biddulph 2011: 382). Also the Pilot GCSE was developed with
school-university collaboration. Both projects worked as reminders for school
geography and teachers not to stagnate and drift away from academic research.
Mary described them as rare opportunities to reconnect with the discipline. The
projects worked also through networking and public geographies. The YPG
project had an active project homepage with public teaching materials and
Griffiths (2009) shared her PhD and the ‘Making the Connection’ materials
online. Finally, the projects shared principles that Ian and I find important in
teaching GC. These projects had student-led activities, collaborative curriculum
making, co-creating teaching, creativity and emphasis on the geographical lives of
students. There are two essential ideas that deserve attention: the idea of linking
research and public geographies into young people’s lived geographies more
effectively and the idea of inviting, encouraging and inspiring to teach in new
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ways (Cook & Griffiths n.d.). Biddulph (2012: 158) says that “the students shared
a strong desire to study things of direct relevance to them, which might have been
strengthened by having an open invitation to express their learning interests and
values”. The same idea of encouragement was central for all my interviewees: an
invitation seems to be essential in developing teaching content and experimenting
more radical teaching. Relevant lived geographies is another core element. Guy in
Cook et al. (2011:921-22) states that “we need to emphasize topics that children
can relate to more readily - crime, conflict, inequality, hunger, poverty, tourism,
how cities work, indigenous peoples. We need new forms of engagement especially film and the internet - and greater engagement with classroom activities
in schools, helping to get students into the field (wading in rivers; making-up
tourist trails; following products from source to processing to sale; recording,
observing and measuring people’s daily lives and environmental changes) and
learning about the world of work (what jobs do geographers do?).” In Välimaa’s
(2012) opinion the connection between lifeworlds, the everyday environments of
young people and school subjects is essential because it enhances both the
students’ motivation to learn and their understanding of the surrounding society.
Also Martin (2006) argues that everyday and local geographies greatly contribute
to geographical thinking and can engage young children from the earliest ages, as
well. I have now explained and argued for YPG - next I will showcase the YPG
project and the Pilot GCSE separately, telling about their core ideas.
The Pilot GCSE - In England, there have been several challenging periods, when
the status, relevance and popularity of school geography have been stuck and
struggling (Lambert 2011: 244, 259). By 2003 the enrolment in GCSE geography
courses had fallen by a third in less than ten years and school geography had been
criticised for several issues: an era of statutory school geography was heavily
monitored and teachings was based on fragmented, depoliticized geographical
facts and the rule of textbook series (Griffiths 2009: 80-6, 94; Winter 2009;
Lambert 2011:247). Griffiths (2009: 86-88) describe that the educational climate
of performance indicators and tested formulas had suffocated meaningful
dialogue, geography had been stuck and teachers ‘teaching skills’ had been wiped
out. The situation culminated in crisis of school geography and the response to
this was to design and implement a new ‘pilot’ GCSE course. In following years
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school geography was heatedly debated and the more creative and radical
geography pilots seemed to be at the centre of it. Griffiths (2009) examined how
the teaching, learning and assessing of the GCSE’s were applied in practice and
what should be learnt from them. The three core themes of the GCSE were ‘My
Place: Living in the UK today’, ‘People as Consumers: the impact of our
decisions’ and ‘Extreme Environments’. All of them drew on cutting-edge
research in academia and the teachers were excited to access the work at a
research frontier (Hawkins et al. 2012: 913). The pilot tried out alternative ways
of teaching. The essential idea was that instead of giving students information to
memorize and repeat ‘parot fashion’ in exams, the lessons gave materials to think
with (Rawling in Griffiths 2009: 33). Hawkins et al. (2012: 913) explain that the
modules concentrated on issues affecting pupil’s own lives, such as the changing
geography of their communities and the hazards they see on TV. They also used
the new developments in the discipline, such as cultural geography, change in
physical and human environments as well as the unseen global relationships
between consumers and producers.
In addition, the pilot modules had a new approach to learning; to make the subject
much more exciting and relevant to pupils it was using student-centred learning.
According to Griffiths (2009: 26) the pilot included ‘border pedagogy’ by Freire,
meaning education where students have a more equal voice in the classroom.
Alice in Hawkins et al. (2012: 917) describes that co-learning felt liberating and
the students were not regurgitating a textbook. In Griffiths’ (2009: 34) view,
especially the ‘People as Consumers’ pilot had a critical and situated approach to
teaching, learning and assessing and hence it shared many things with Ian’s GMC
module and the Exchange Values art project. The school-university link was
especially clear in ‘Making the Connection’ study case that brought together the
parallel modules of the ‘People as Consumers’ GCSE and Ian’s GMC in
Birmingham. It was done “in response to growing concerns that school and
university geography were becoming ‘distant relatives’ and the call for critical,
creative, curriculum materials that engaged with young people (Griffiths 2009:
147).” The project included banana and mobile phone geographies and getting
school and university students together in a common presentation day on campus.
Helen also told me how one teacher used a journal one of Ian’s students wrote
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about cyborg pedagogies and making a cup of coffee to teach material culture and
an Arnold Schwarzenegger film to think more-than-human aspects. Helen added
that research tracing the chains of commodities and people provide useful terms
that many schools are introducing by using things like the Banana Game (see
Griffiths 2009: 170). In the end, VoxPops videos worked like a “big brother diary
room” that gave pupils a chance to tell what they valued and wanted in education;
the comments were showed in the 2006 RGS-IBG annual conference and all
project materials are shared online (Making the connection n.d.). All in all, the
project had positive buzz and inspiring learning outcomes. Jacky in Hawkins et al.
(2012: 916) describes how the students “worked exuberantly. Even those
normally work-shy responded positively. A highlight was visiting the
university...” The impacts went beyond classroom as well: “On top of
coursework, they did their presentation in school assemblies, wrote articles for the
school newsletter, displayed photos of their university visit, sent letters and emails
to their local MP and councillors, campaigned for fair trade bananas in school,
and told geographers at an academic conference what they could do to make
school geography more interesting. The head teacher wanted to establish a more
permanent link with the university (Hawkins et al. 2012: 917).” The project was
also the beginnings of ftt.com, its Electrical department and students work
(Making the connection n.d.).
The Young People’s Geographies project - Another project that responded to
the calls of relevant teaching and YPG was a project called Young People’s
Geographies (the YPG project). The YPG project was a unique and loosely
structured collaboration between school students, teachers, university academic
researchers and geography teacher educators from the Geographical Association
and the University of Nottingham. The project was funded by Action Plan for
Geography (APG), a joint initiative between the GA and RGS-IBG in 2006-11
that developed the curriculum and new geographies. The project was set up in
2006 by several educationalists, such as Roger Firth, Mary Biddulph, David
Balderstone and Diane Swift (Griffiths 2009: 273-7). Also my key informants Ian
Cook and David Lambert and researchers such as Eleanor Rawling, John Morgan
and Duncan Fuller were involved. The school participants were teachers and
students (Year 9, 10 and 12) from seven schools across England (Biddulph 2011).
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The project had four one-day meetings and a presentation day with structured
activities (see Biddulph 2012: 157, 160). The collaboration gave birth to three
innovative projects: ‘Our Place’, which included taking photos of the school
spaces, ‘New Places’, which contested places in the local town and ‘What If’,
which had imaginary scenarios of cutting off gas and oil. According to Biddulph
(2012: 159), one of the main ideas was also to have an active homepage: current
developments, ideas and materials as well as evaluation reports would be passed
on in a virtual space for sharing (Young people’s geographies n.d.) (figure 8).
According to Biddulph (2011:381), young people’s voice in the UK has been
strengthened in activities such as student councils, but in until recent years,
students have had little chance of curriculum agency or expressing study interests.
The YPG project was a chance to achieve more inclusive curriculum
development. According to David, the ultimate question was young people’s
ownership in the curriculum: to what extent should young people have a
controlling influence on what they are been taught. The project had following
aims: establishing conversations, embedding lived experiences into the teaching
content and collaboratively developing the pedagogies used in class (Biddulph
2011: 382-3). The project promoted a change from traditional knowledge
transmission to a more equal student-teacher-academic dialogue and a process of
co-creating teaching (Biddulph 2012: 160). Conversation and different types of
talk amongst teachers and students was essential. David explained how the YPG
project was a starting point for collaboration that tried to listen to teachers and
students’ answering the question “what do you want to gain from the project?”
and consequently democratising knowledge production. The project included
unique student-led activities for empowering young people’s geographical
understandings (Biddulph 2012: 115). Especially student-led pedagogies and
collaborative curriculum making were central (Cook & Griffiths n.d.). The YPG
project did not endorse ‘careless’, mushy or undisciplined geography (Lambert &
Morgan 2010c: 161; Biddulph 2011: 383-4); essential was to embrace and respect
the diversity of geographical ideas the young people already bring into the
classroom, but also take responsibility of critically discussing and improving
them. The videos at the project homepage demonstrate how the project supported
students to think about their own personal ideas of geography and the contexts
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affecting them. Overall, students shared a strong desire to study things of direct
relevance (Biddulph 2012: 158).

Figure 18. A screenshot of the YPG project homepage.
Challenges and possibilities of the projects
Here I will point out the YPG challenges in order to have a critical gaze at the
possibilities of it. The themes include things such as assessment, deepness of the
content, the practical context of the projects and classrooms, pedagogies, student
voice and articulating the learning. Besides teaching content, I include the general
educational language about geography. Terms such as the vocabulary and
grammar of geography and the difference between core and powerful knowledge
become useful in articulating teaching materials and learning processes taking
place. If there are teachers in England or in Finland who were interested in trying
this kind of theme and approach, they would have enough material and concepts
to see the different sides of it - not just the positive inspirations, but also the
challenges experienced and the language developed. We need to discuss and have
reports about the successful and challenging things so that:
1) The adaptation to different contexts improves (classroom space, school staff,
more or less active pupils, different ages and knowledge levels). We should have
knowledgeable discussion if the approach fits only into certain contexts, age
groups and places or if it is adaptable to all. Participants in new pilot projects
would learn from previous mistakes and critique educationalists have identified
2) Teachers get feedback from the teachers’ approaches and students’ coursework
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3) There are useful data and examples shared in the public domain. Teachers do
not need to use time for starting from a scratch or worry about the lack of
knowledge or resources to create new
There are many YPG critiques identified in academic research. Biddulph
(2011:160) and Fielding (2004: 309) informatively list some of these. Firstly,
there has been no physical or metaphorical spaces, where staff and students meet
as genuine, equal partners - opportunities for dialogic encounter are needed. YPG
responded to this as a practical project ‘out there’, but in general Fielding and
David say much YPG work is dishonest. Some point out that students’ varying
backgrounds and power relations affect teaching; it can be questioned if YPG is
actually inclusive or strengthens already existing power relations. According to
Fielding (2004), the difficulty is to avoid the polar opposites that either exclude
the speech of the marginalized or treat the inclusion of student voice
unproblematically liberating. The sudden nature of YPG projects and researcher
involvement can also create an inauthentic situation that has no chance of
sustainability. Fielding (2004: 306) emphasises that only a will to retain discursive
roles and taking problems critically into account can lead to a joyful dialogic
research and genuine educative partnership. Reaching this could encourage both
participants to become the agents of transformation in the research process at hand
as well as in their own lives more widely. In engaging YPG, the teaching practise
in class requires challenging but necessary steps. Griffiths and Cook (n.d.) explain
that classrooms with co-learning are likely to be lively and noisy and teachers
might need to convince colleagues that real learning is taking place. Other
challenges are to create confidence for young people’s own opinions and to
rethink if traditional forms of teaching, learning and assessment are appropriate
for YPG. Biddulph (2012: 159) tells that letting go was not easy and required
preparation; however, the engagement and evaluation reports indicated that if the
right structural advice and invitation are given YPG can be a success (2012: 1612). One YPG project teacher stated that “it’s been challenging, but the rewards are
immense” (quoted in Biddulph 2012: 160).
Biddulph (2011: 158) lists challenges the YPG project had. At first there was an
obscurity of what an academic geographer is and conversations were stilted.
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Creating “student voice” took time and older students were more independent. In
the interview Mary told that A-level kids dominated, perhaps because they are
older and more confident and in the beginning some students decided to leave the
project. There were also institutional and practical constraints that created
variance across schools. Selecting student participants was done by lottery in
some school and school success in others. Some schools participated with one
class, whereas in some school the project spread to the whole school. Leicester
was considered to be an accessible and neutral territory, but the changed location
and school space was tricky. In the interview Mary added that the facilitation of
final presentations should be better planned because in this project mostly
teachers were presenting. One surprising challenge was the difficulties in
articulating the learning content and process (Biddulph 2011). David confirmed
this challenge: articulating the distinctiveness between everyday experiences,
subject knowledge and what the children wish to learn was a struggle in the YPG
project. Here again the language of learning become important. Assessment is
probably the biggest worry in YPG and radical pedagogies, which comes across
already in the videos of YPG homepage: how to embed YPG in the curriculum
and still meet criteria? Curriculum specifications prohibit the teachers to bring
themselves to the curriculum in order to own and develop it (Biddulph 2012: 160).
Simultaneously the pressure of teacher evaluations and grade outcomes make the
YPG approach and curriculum development difficult (Biddulph 2012: 156).
In the interview, Mary described the atmosphere and innovation as challenging
because everything is under the high pressure of controlled assessment. Emphasis
has been on correct answers, examinations and syllabus control instead of
teaching for learning (Lambert & Morgan 2010c: 60). The pedagogical approach
is up to the teachers to decide and Ofsted is looking for student engagement so in
this sense FTT topics and radical pedagogies could work. However, teachers are
not really invited to innovate and they have so much to get through in class. Mary
explained that the schools are obsessed with inspections because the stakes are so
high in the school and teacher evaluations. Fielding (2004) believes in the
transformational possibilities of student voice, but recognises performativity and
surveillance as core obstacles. The kind of external control and hyper-examined
curriculum that has been dominant in the UK after 2000 leads to the unpromising
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situation of pressure; as Fielding (2004: 308-9) tells, students need to soak up
information in higher speed and quantity, which consequently push teachers to
“the dull and the dutiful” pedagogy and delivering thick notes. Divergent teaching
materials and pedagogy can lead to stress and disappointment, which has been
aggressively apparent at the university level, as well (Fielding 2004: 308-9).
After the projects
I have introduced the Pilot GCSE and the YPG project as vivid case studies as
well as the aims and challenges in the YPG approach. However, academic
literature tells very little about the political context and funding of these projects.
Most reports have been written before 2010 and the key figures have not “listed”
the outcomes. I have collected this information through reading and interviewing.
Helen agreed with me that the projects are illustrative case studies of teaching
experimentation , but might seem like stand-alone projects that happened ones
long time ago; I need to know what happened next to be able to show some
outcomes and new developments. Helen said that during the Pilot it was tricky to
weave things together. Only after her PhD have YPG issues been written about
more and the participants have done crossover projects. Some developments are
impossible to find in articles. David told me these topics are difficult and even his
thinking has developed radically. In 2009 he could not have told these
observations. Mary told many things revealed only after transcribing and writing
articles.
David emphasised that the timing and the context is quite significant to
understand. In terms of education, the background of the projects was in the
particular socio-cultural-economic period that was characterised by enormous
pressure on schools to decrease attachment to ‘traditional’ subjects such as
geography and raise the prominence of skills, learning power and competence
based curricula. Both YPG projects were part of a development that a new Labour
government and booming economy made possible: there was money to fund
projects and optimism for curriculum development. The YPG project was one
element the major APG project, whose funding ended in 2011. Both the funding
and the atmosphere had a turning point already when the projects ended in 20089. The economic consequences of Lehman brothers’ collapse and the end of the
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Labour government rule stopped the funding of the projects. However, what is
outside the record is how difficult the YPG project was to get funded. David told
that the APG was funded half by the GA and half by the RGS. The latter was
continuously questioning and criticising the project as if being stuck in the very
traditional mindset and having difficulties in imagining new approaches and
values. This counter-attitude was clear also with some teachers, who gave the
impression that YPG was only asking what the students want to learn. This is too
simplistic, however, since the aim and ways of working were much more
sophisticated. The YPG brought geography academics, teachers, educationalists
and students into a setting, where all pondered what should be taught and learned
in schools. At the time, neither the participants nor the funders had the language to
articulate it, but imagining a curriculum of new future geographies was in mind.
Curriculum and pedagogy - My interview aim was to hear, where the YPG
projects and approach stand in 2013. I knew the answer could be that curriculum
change is long and political, often it is difficult to see what is happening. Helen
explained that English education is so closely connected to politics that getting the
full picture is impossible - research balances between result tables, newspapers
and the actual classroom practise. Listing curriculum change and project
outcomes are challenging, discursive and changing, and governmental reports are
often very officially and vaguely written. For this reason Helen told she usually
has the same questions: “curriculum stuff is always up in the air until the new
government comes in and they can take quite a while to decide what they’re
gonna to do with the curriculum.” It might take a long time for teachers to know if
collaboration projects are going to be embedded as a more permanent curriculum
choice. However, Mary thought that trying to understand the shifting policy
context is a core thing. The projects have been individual experiments that have
created permanent curriculum options in some schools, but they can work also as
national advice. Mary knew that one of the Nottingham schools continued YPG as
a curriculum opportunity, one had rolled YPG approaches out in the humanities
faculty. Helen agreed with my perception that the feedback from the YPG projects
has been very positive, but changing the NC regulations is extremely difficult.
Helen told that long-career educators are making little inroads all their life and
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grasp sudden opportunities for change, like the Pilot. Ian explained that the Pilot
GCSE collaboration was absolutely fantastic when it was working.
Problematic is, however, that it might seem unsuccessful. Conservative
government’s changed policies made the project basically disappear and recently
politicians such as Michael Gove want to revert back to very traditional, “pub
quiz” type of education. Mary explained that the Pilot is an example of relatively
recent history, but no longer exists in that form. Its objectives of geography
students’ engagement, student-led enquiry, alternative forms of assessment and
more radical pedagogies did not last very long because all have to conform to
strict national standards. Now everything is under controlled assessment, where
learning has to be written up or examined conditions. Helen recalled that some
new modules had drawn on some topics of the Pilot GCSE, which can be seen on
the OCR website’s geography specifications. Mary added that since 2007 the Key
Stage 3 geography curriculum has been wide open and during the spring a
consultation was running online. The proposals and long-running curriculum
struggle were on the stage also in the GA conference.
However, Mary emphasised that I not get red-herringed to the curriculum politics
too strongly. Deciding the pedagogy is very much up to the teachers, who can
look how geography is interpreted and broken down in different specifications
and choose how to teach it. New work such as my thesis, the Classroom project,
the GA workshop and Alan improving ftt.com are interesting new collaborations
(more in chapter). Helen thought that our PGCE project shows the stickiness of
YPG and commodity geographies: “it’s obviously not going away, they’re still
doing it.” Mary and Helen added that enthusiastic teachers will sneak it in.
However, the main problem with flexibility and choices lies in the lack of
invitation. The specifications no longer invite to the kind of open-ended, radical
approach that the YPG projects achieved. Mary had told her exam board
colleagues that “if you don’t put something in the spec they [teachers] don’t feel
invited to do something, they feel restricted by what is there, they don’t look for
what isn’t there.” Teachers really need to be invited to think differently and take
the risk to do something different and challenging. She also described how
assessment drives everything and teachers have too much to get through. Schools
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are obsessed with Ofsted inspections. Even though student engagement and
creativity are hoped for, new approaches feel challenging. The stakes are high in
terms of school reputation and teachers’ self-perception as they might receive a
label such as ‘satisfactory’ and ‘underperforming.’ Besides curriculum, this is
part of the complexity around decisions English teachers make about pedagogies.
Experiences and networks - Even though the curriculum and pedagogical
changes seem challenging, there are many very positive developments. One of the
biggest but also messiest end results for the project was how densely people were
networking, sharing online materials and creating relevant content for the YPG
debate. Mary told about teachers’ support networks for sharing knowledge and her
personal contact still with two of the YPG schools in Nottingham. Some outcomes
are not clearly visible or measurable, especially how the teachers discussed with
each other and are now networked. Ian told that the participants’ irreplaceable
experiences gave new tools and ways of working. Helen emphasized that new
teaching projects can start very little, but spread outwards, like the Pilot: it started
in schools with well-known confident teachers, like Alan Parkinson, who had
trialled YPG ideas before. Some teachers were really enthusiastic, tried subtly to
engage colleagues within the school and roll it out to other schools. Helen
emphasised that you have to be inspirational, but also subtle: one teacher next
door had commented on how noisy the class was and got inquisitive. In Helen’s
words, “I think a subtle approach, not “this is the way you should teach”, that’s
not what critical pedagogies is about, it’s finding the way that works for you and
for the people.” The project experiences resulted also in feedback reports that
acknowledge pupils’ opinions about what they enjoyed, disliked, learned and wish
to learn. For example in the YPG project 1) the range of talk and encounters that
the project pedagogies elicited give hint of the significance of such curriculum
deliberation 2) student–teacher conversation and students' own language codes
challenged elements of classroom and identity talk.
Writings - The YPG projects also developed diverse written outcomes: blogs,
articles, books and online materials. Mary, David, Ian and Helen have written
several articles and Helen’s PhD was both a network and a thesis. David was
involved in writing different view of teaching in 2009 to the GA Manifesto and
Teaching Geography 11-18 book; looking back we can see them as written
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outcomes responding to the projects and the educational climate. Reactions
reached the internet, as well, and Helen told blogs were big then and most are still
blogging. Blogs such as Geographypods and GeographySuperhoops gave ideas
and support to the Pilot journey. Alan Parkinson’s (2013) blog Living Geography
is followed worldwide (with over 4700 posts and 800 000 views). There are also
many valuable online materials, like the homepages of the YPG project and the
Making the Connection. Also the Mission:Explore geography game website and
Ian’s ftt.com page are outcomes of the particular period. I had a discussion with
Helen about teachers lacking the time or the resources to create new materials and
this she notified also in her research (2009: 149). These examples were created so
that any teacher in the UK or elsewhere could find and use them in class.
Change in careers, thinking and YPG language - The projects have resulted
also in the participants’ careers taking off, for example Alan Parkinson and Dan
Raven-Ellison have moved on and created Mission:Explore. David told how
Alan’s career first from a school teacher to a GA networking person and then to a
self-employed international geography education developer is part of the
historical timeline. In 2008-2011 Alan participated in online networks and had
face-to-face meetings. His work gained a footprint nationally and internationally
and established a prominent reputation. Helen thought that this kind project
impacts are big and far-reaching: own experiences made Alan educate and engage
with many more teachers. After the interviews, Alan has worked with Ian to
improve the teaching resources of ftt.com, which also has grown as a result of the
YPG projects. Mary said it has been professionally interesting to see these
processes: “you invite teachers to be involved in that kind of project, because you
think they’ll be up for it. They then actually go off and do other things.” Besides
careers, Mary and Helen emphasised how the projects involvement resulted in
fundamental changes in teachers’ way of thinking about how they teach. Mary
said this consequence is the hardest thing to see even though it comes into the
surface regularly. She told about a recent meeting with one YPG project teacher
and talking about judging kids’ learning. The teacher suggested setting up a diary
room and using maps of experience - approaches from the YPG project, which
shows how parts of an older project feed into other projects. Having YPG it in
their consciousness tells about the significance of the projects - the change is not
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just about the factual content but the atmosphere and ideas that stuck. Even if it
seems to be almost impossible to persuade more permanent and wide curriculum
change, it has been crucial to have these projects and the GA conference in order
to have the time and space for sharing ideas, creating materials and networking
bottom-up. Helen highlighted that even the fact that YPG has stayed in
educational debates and as a starting point for new projects is satisfactory.
A development intertwined with the new ways of thinking is clarifying the YPG
language and principles. One struggle in the YPG project was articulating the
distinctiveness of everyday experiences, subject knowledge and future scenarios.
In my interviews, David and Mary discussed how the educational language has
been clearer only later on. Another challenge was the ultimate question of to what
extent should young people have influence and ownership in the curriculum - the
children were not able to properly articulate what they had learned and wish to
learn in the future. Here the language of education is important: terms such as the
vocabulary and grammar of geography and the difference between core and
powerful knowledge become useful in articulating the content of teaching
materials and the learning process taking place (see next section of the chapter).
The future - Biddulph (2012: 396) predicts that in curriculum making the
teachers’ role will strengthen, but young people’s agency through YPG probably
not. Theoretically YPG seems current and important, but technically and
assessment wise it is not brought into reality, which happened with the Pilot
GCSE, as well. Basing his comments on Michael Fielding’s work, David said that
a big part of the work in the name of student voice is dishonest - educators ‘tick
boxes’ with important YPG project ideas, but they do not develop into a
mainstream option. Also Helen told how the ideology has been important for two
decades, but steps into the next level of actual realisation are minor. The Pilot and
the YPG project aimed at taking those steps and enjoyed a great buzz, but
afterwards they got dragged back. In the conference panel, Kinder argued that in
the GA’s curriculum consultation teachers characterised children’s geographies as
exciting but with no endurance. The literature and data of my work, however,
shows the stickiness commodity geographies and YPG can have if they are
adequately in-depth and linked to core knowledge, as well. All in all, all the
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positive outcomes could encourage reconfiguring the projects. However, it seems
that there is no money to realise that. David told that sustaining the projects and
developing new outcomes since 2009 has been incredibly difficult - even if there
is the will, there is no way to have these kind of innovations and gatherings
without money. The other thing is politics. All the interviewees stated that the
Pilot GCSE does not exist in the same content and radicalism as they started off
with. David confirmed that the Pilot GCSE is effectively been “thrown away as
we speak” because 2013 has a completely different political climate. The YPG
projects had their goals and they have produced final reports and articles, but in
their nature they were very open-ended and full of hope for future developments.
It seems that permanent change and impermanent projects face the never-ending
battle: the learning- and knowledge-centred critical academics and teachers versus
the competency-centred and conservative government decision-makers.
CURRICULUM DEBATE AND SCHOOL-UNIVERSITY GAP
At this point I have examined teaching in commodity and young people’s
geographies. An interesting add to the academic literature is that it does not
concentrate solely on research - it participates in the debates on teaching,
curriculum making and the wide school-university gap. This became clear when I
read articles, where geographers and educationalists together discuss the
fundamental questions of education: what to teach and why, to whom and in
which way? In this section I include a discussion on what geography education is
for and how it should be improved. This study was done in order to build a
convincing understanding, see where commodity geographies is situated and
promote more radical pedagogies. In the spring 2013, I interviewed
educationalists to get personal expert accounts and to see which arguments
emerge the most. Additionally, my interviewees agreed that it is important to
understand the political context of the more radical YPG projects and the English
educational climate of recent years. This section includes discussion on selecting
teaching content, defending geography’s status, narrowing the school-universitygap, making the curriculum and positioning commodity geographies. Also the
language of learning and thinking geographically is important in order to
articulate learning and our strengths as geographers. Many of the trends and
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problems in curricula are visible in the UK and in Finland. In 2013 both countries
are also going through curriculum remake. Despite this inconvenience, debating
educational content is indisputably important at every place and time - curriculum
making is an ever-changing, slow field of politics and. I believe these aspects are
relevant no matter what kind of educationalist or sub-specialist geographer you are
(Lambert and Morgan 2010:163-4). I think they should be included in our
university degree as well, whether having pedagogical studies or not.
Curriculum developments
Geographers have begun to address how and what young people are taught in
geography (Griffiths and Cook n.d.). In the UK, however, the discussion on
curriculum making has remained polarised and narrow, the discussion of
knowledge has been marginalised and geography has not always been adequately
taught (Lambert 2011:245; Standish in the conference panel). For me David
described knowledge as the theoretical information and practical advice teachers
provide in order to move students beyond their mundane geographical experiences
and critically analysing them. Before progression and pedagogical aspects (how to
teach) there are fundamental “back-to-basics” issues for curricula: the thorny
questions of what and why to teach. Teaching content is an important topic and
the Manifesto by Geographical Association (2009: 27) reminds us that designing a
curriculum is also a moral concern; curricula should reflect our thoughts of what
we should teach, but it is sometimes lost or controversial in all educational levels.
Mary told that the English curriculum is open and flexible: there is and always
should be room for discussion. Suggestions and reflections are important, because
curriculum change should be taking place continually (Räsänen 2009: 39;
Whalley et al. 2011). Morgan (2010) says that the curriculum is a deeply political
phenomenon and open to change according to dominant political discourses of the
time. Young (2011a) has recognised that social basis and power do construct
subject knowledge, but this does not exclude its objective judging or
transformative critique. Social realists acknowledge that in all societies some
knowledge is durable and independent of social interests or judged as more
important than others, but that ruling ideas also need to be questioned (Lambert,
D. & J. Morgan 2012). Curricula are products of circumstance, time and place.
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Whalley et al. (2011: 381) explain that “they are influenced by national needs,
histories and political investment as well as an institutional inertia. In the UK, for
instance, curricula are increasingly being shaped by government-driven skills and
employability agendas.” At the university level, curricula often reflect the
expertise of staff and in small departments curricula are inescapably limited of
their specific geographies. There are many problematic developments that
researchers have notified nationally and internationally. Winter (2009) explains
that educational aims of competitiveness and economic growth are natural, but
tend to direct school systems to uniformity and commercialisation. According to
Sahlberg (n.d. b), high test-result stakes and standardisation result in ‘guaranteed
content’ and low-risk approaches to reach learning goals, which negatively
minimizes experimentation on alternative content and pedagogies. Standish
(2009) sees that local curricula are still varying and powerful, but a strong trend
towards standardisation and competence is visible. Commercialisation can
worryingly result in corporate takeover of education, branding and learning to be
consumers (Butt 2011: 427). Curriculum change is debated also at university level
“for as the 21st century advances, the meaning, purpose and nature of higher
education are undergoing profound changes (Whalley et al. 2011: 380).” Changes
have their origin in pressures coming from the global economy, governmental
demands, student satisfaction and the ownership of knowledge. All this leads to a
wobbly balancing between competency-based curricula of raising standards and
discrete subject-centred curricula of securing curriculum coherence.
Geography as a discipline and a school subject
There are some strong academic debates on geography as a discipline and a school
subject. One driving force is the struggle to ensure the discipline’s subject
relevance, status and funding. According to Whalley et al. (2011: 389), losing
some kind of ‘geographical’ core and distinctiveness has been a disciplinary angst
both in academia and curriculum wise. Additionally, “what we do and how we do
it relates to student experience, employability and geography’s broader social and
economic importance (Whalley et al. 2011: 390).” The debate on curriculum
content is important also in justifying the status and funding of human geography.
In times of neoliberal competition and recession humane and art subjects tend to
get cut off, which is especially true with innovative content and alternative
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pedagogies (David in his interview and Lambert 2011: 248). Lambert & Morgan
(2010b) open up issues of knowledge, skills and curriculum ideologies in
geography by presenting Rex Walford’s 1980 division of ‘ideologies’ which
underpin geographical teaching in schools (even though no department has a
‘pure’ ideology). Teaching balances between utilitarian, economic competency
ideologies and child-centred, reconstructionist ideologies. According to Lambert
& Morgan (2010b) it might be argued that the utilitarian approach tends to
dominate within schools. Another issue is that students are introduced to ‘Zombie
Geography’ that is based on textbook content, concepts and models. This is
challenged by more radical school geographies, including commodity geographies
that focus on alternative futures, ethics, creativity, personal themes and contexts.
In the UK, ‘traditional’ school subjects like geography have lost in the race with
the relevance, inspiration and skills in other popular subjects (Griffiths 2009;
Lambert 2011). Cantell (2011: 3) tells that there are plans to reduce compulsory
geography modules also in Finnish comprehensive and upper secondary
education. Young (2011b) worries about English policymakers neglecting debate
on curriculum’s role i.e. what is important knowledge for young people’s
intellectual development. Economic influences have driven the focus of
educational policies on preparing students for a knowledge society and
employment and to value generic learning skills over knowledge. The intellectual
subject content has been dominated by learning skills and pedagogical techniques,
falsely aimed at achieving socio-economic goals (Standish 2009; Lambert 2011;
Young 2011b). Winter (2012a) invite readers outside England to make
international comparisons in her article about English geography education and
the geography curriculum for 11-14-years-olds. One alarming development she
highlights is how the differential take-up of competency curricula promotes
differentiation between school students. Winter (2012b: 1) adds that the changes
in the English NC have increased the level of regulation over school knowledge,
the geography curriculum, students and teachers. Accountability measures
pressure schools to improve examination performance and consequently the
decisions ignore social justice and inequality issues (Winter 2012a: 257).
Geography is vulnerable to further marginalization. Another core problem has
been the gap between school and university geography. Because school
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geography and the developments at the university level (wider subject discipline)
have been severely disconnected, researchers ask for boundary crossings and earth
to academia (Stannard 2003; Castree et al. 2007; Winter 2009; Tani 2012). In
addition, geography and its teaching materials have been “stuck” and delivering
textbook-heavy content has been de-professionalising teachers as educators and
curriculum makers (Lambert 2011). Young (2011b: 25) also argues that an
instrumental curriculum confuses two crucially separate ideas: curriculum (the
knowledge basis) and pedagogy (ways to transmit and engage with the
knowledge). Distinguishing these clarifies responsibilities of curriculum designers
and teachers. The curriculum should exclude students’ everyday knowledge,
which, however, is a resource for the pedagogic work. In addition, avoiding
overly specialisation and subject-specific rules in tricky, but Young suggests that
it is a pedagogic problem to give inter-disciplinary resources for making
connections and understanding the world as a whole.
Especially in the UK, many researchers call for curriculum change. As discussed
in the conference panel and Lambert (2011), contextual approaches for selecting
teaching content have been rediscovered in the 2010 White Paper (Department for
Education 2010) and debated in the 2012 NC proposals. Morgan (2010) sees that
geography can help constructing a just society by engaging the class in ethically
responsible analysis about the world. Young (2011b) emphasises how the
curriculum should move from a skill/learner-led and instrumental approach to a
knowledge/subject/concept-led approach. Winter (2012a: 259) thinks that a
political and ethical revitalization of school geography is needed. This is luckily
under way in some schools through education research - however, “the remaining
issue is whether time is running out for supporters of radical, responsible school
Geography, as it becomes either marginalized by a tide of neoliberalism or
squeezed out by modernist knowledge served primarily to elite social groups
(2012a: 259).” At the university level, Whalley et al. (2011: 380) argue that
geography curricula need to “become more outward-facing, more demand-led and
more outcome orientated compared with the current, rather introspective and
research-led, agenda.” Additionally, schools must rely on specialist sociohistorical knowledge developed by research communities and legitimise
geography’s relevance with teacher’s ‘boundary work’ (Lambert 2011).
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Commodity geography is a good example of research that narrows down the
school-university-gap and has intellectual discussion on learning. The thematic
and contextual approaches can help with the acknowledged teaching problem. In
David’s view, the work of Ian Cook and other imparts understandings about the
world of commodities. With powerful knowledge we are better equipped as
consumers. David notified that to blindly follow academia is of limited relevance
or disastrous, but following work such as commodity geographies has an
influential educational impact. Hence in this kind of research field it is essential to
maintain the links between university and school level geography.
Teaching content and knowledge in geography
Before progression in pedagogical aspects (how to teach) there are fundamental
“back-to-basics” issues for curricula: the thorny questions of what and why to
teach. As in Lambert (2011), the conference panellist saw that geography is for 1)
taking children’s worlds beyond their daily experiences 2) introducing the
‘systemacity’ of key concepts and theories so that children’s minds make links
and understand systems and, difficultly, 3) introducing children to the disciplinary
community in order to encounter the world beyond personal experiences. In this
sense developments such as removing climate change from the curriculum (or
leave it for teachers to decide whether to teach it or not) is unacceptable. Lambert
(2011: 249, 262) justifies geography’s role also as a linking subject between
science, humanities and arts, bringing coherence in the curriculum and knowledge
- a person without geographical knowledge cannot be considered educated. The
Manifesto by Geographical Association (2009: 9-13) explains that a current
‘Living Geography’ gives capabilities to apply conceptual knowledge into new
settings. It gives spatial and dynamic perspectives to understand how the world
works, to imagine alternative futures and to act, all of which are vital capabilities
for human functioning (Lambert & Morgan 2010c: 63).
Many researchers say that we need to clarify the distinctions between the spheres
of everyday experience, geography as subject resource, pedagogical approaches
and the school curriculum (Lambert 2011; Standish in the conference panel;
Whalley et al. 2011). According to David, the Manifesto and the Teaching
Geography 11-18 book were trying to articulate important insights. Firstly, school
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geography is relevant for all children, not just the academic elites or minorities.
Secondly, it relates to young people’s geographical experiences (the relation to
each other, the environment and the built environment), but that is not enough for
the curriculum content. This brings us to the relationship between education and
research, which is hard but essential to catch. Young (2011b: 28) sees that the
differentiation is fundamental in making sense of curricula and learning.
Attractive theme- and experience-based curricula have failed in coherence and
challenging students to go beyond fixed or unconscious everyday concepts;
schooling needs to have separate ‘theoretical’ concepts and differing knowledge
domains of subjects that progress learning and are linked to the everyday (figure
19). David added that some subjects have a very vertical structure (biochemistry
for example) and there is a direct link between the research frontier and what is
been taught in schools. Geography is not of the same kind, it is more discursive
and horizontal. However, there must be some verticality and connection between
research and schools. For this reason also commodity geographies and networking
projects are meaningful.

Schools &
curricula

Everyday
experiences

Disciplinary
research

Curriculum
in school A

Curriculum
in school B

Powerful
geographical
knowledge

Figure 19. On the left, together the spheres of school & curricula, everyday
experiences and disciplinary research form powerful geographical knowledge. On
the right, school A and school B have different local curricula for teaching, but
still share the same important elements of powerful geographical knowledge.
Governmental situation and curriculum aims
In their interesting blog Impolite Geography and the Teaching Geography 11-18
book, Lambert and Morgan (2010:163) welcome the debate on geography
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teaching - what is the educational purpose and potential of curricula and is school
geography is actually ‘working’? These debates were strong also in the GA
conference 2013, where David’s lecture interpreted the policy environment and
where the proposed “core knowledge” curriculum stands. In the UK, the New
Labour rule was characterized by ‘raising standards’, increasing exam competence
and partly ignoring the fundamental questions of “deep learning”, “powerful
knowledge” and “thinking geographically”. In 2007 the government’s ‘big
picture’ buried curriculum questions and strengthened an amoral trend towards a
“learning fetish” (as if any learning was good) (Lambert 2011: 245). Skills and
how we learn undermined teachers work and what we are teaching (core
knowledge). The GA community’s responses have been crucial; the Manifesto
tackled this “genericism” and also the APG tried to clarify geography beneath all
the assessment sheets. In his article (Lambert 2011) and lecture, David tells the
government’s 2010 White Paper positively recentres focus on teaching and
knowledge and emphasises subject-based ‘core of essential knowledge.’
In our interview David explained that this move is a response to the time period
characterised by skill- and competency-based curricula. Since 2010 the Coalition
Government has introduced education policy reforms and the NC has been under
a reviewing process, which affect school and higher education geography. Focus
on ‘essential knowledge and understanding’ is a reasonable simplification, but
selecting content is also an area of conflict, especially since The White Paper
makes no attempt to define knowledge (Scoffham 2011, Winter 2012b:3). David
described that the anathematised controversy this raises is the implication of being
able to actually list the essentials of tecahing. What constitutes essential
knowledge? Whose knowledge matters and who should decide? How does
knowledge reflect to skills, values and educational aims? Are we able to see
which knowledge is relevant in the future? According to Scoffham (2011), the
challenge for geographers is to collectively debate and respond constructively. He
shares Lambert’s views about the need to 1) define knowledge and clarifying the
key distinctions between factual and applied knowledge as well as 2) clarify
principle values of education for making meaningful curriculum choices. Also
Firth (2012) sees that the knowledge discussion of the NC Review has been a
moment that offers a more productive discussion of a subject-based curriculum,
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its purpose, content and justification. The GA has positioned itself in these
debates and there are NC proposals in their website. Specifying the core concepts
of geography education has been the GA’s aim from 2007 and the Thinking
Geographically 2012 proposal can be tracked straight back to the Manifesto: it is
organised by place, space and environment and stresses relational thinking with
couplets such as scale and connection. In this geographical thinking is explained
as a goal and a learning outcome of school geography, where young people learn
to think about the world and their place in it in a useful, geographical way.
Lack of engagement with the discipline
Amongst geographers there has also been an increasing nervousness about the
teachers’ and students’ lack of engagement with the disciplinary community.
Education has been at a worryingly great distance, almost as if schools and
universities were totally separate spheres of practical work and knowledge
production. Troubling has been also to define, share and deliver the educational
goals and ‘core knowledge’ that the government pushes. David told he does not
object this, but it should be an end point; the school subject has a further mission
of inducting young minds into the epistemic communities. Introducing how
geographical research works is much more difficult to deliver than copying maps
and memorising facts, but maintaining the school-university links is essential.
Blindly following academia can be irrelevant or disastrous, but adapting work
such as commodity geographies truly has an influential educational impact. In an
informative study by Hill & Jones (2010), teachers identify activities that join up
school and university level geographies: the principles are to demystify the
university experience for prospective students, to maintain continuity of curricula
from schools to universities and to highlight discipline relevance. Sustainable
links require an equal, supportive partnership between individuals, institutions,
local authorities and national associations. English teachers have become divorced
from the epistemic debate, which is partially a result of the close role the
government has in curriculum specification; the message is that teachers do not
need to worry about the curriculum. Brooks’ (2010) study with experienced
geography teachers shows how the subject knowledge expertise can be a
personalised and well-guiding principle in work and decision-making, which is
important for new teachers. Experts have also made some predictions on
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curriculum making. Biddulph (2012) thinks that the YPG approach will probably
not strengthen, but giving teachers more space in curriculum-creation is a positive
development. The experts in the conference panel thought that the ‘short list’
knowledge-curriculum strengthens teachers as curriculum makers and information
selectors. In his conference lecture, David pondered that there might be a new era
of localised curriculum where the knowledge based curriculum can be created.
In our interview, David commented that the complicated distinctiveness between
research and education is discussed in England (especially in radical human
geography), but there is still no resolution. However, the discussion is strong and
personally I saw it in many Exeter modules and the PGCE students’ awareness.
We also discussed how the gap manifests itself in the Finnish education system.
An interesting example of this is the approval exams for geography degree: for the
exam students memorise and apply high school geography and in the university
they realise how different university geography is. However, most students adapt
and the topic is not discussed as part of the degree; the lack of questioning this is
bothering. I have linked this discussion to my thesis because all geographers
should talk about it more. Whether we become teachers or not, we need to
constantly be able to define the distinctions and explain geography’s importance.
Language of learning and thinking geographically
The last important part of curriculum making concerns both teachers and students:
the language of learning and pedagogy. David confirmed one of the challenges in
Biddulph (2011): projects like the YPG project have struggled with articulating
the learning process and the validity of teaching content. In order to improve our
lines of thinking, some useful terms and frameworks for teaching could be
incorporated. The language of knowledge, learning and ‘thinking geographically’
should be used more, because it organises the content of our learning and clarifies
our strengths as geographers. This is a relevant process, whichever state
geographers are studying, researching or teaching at. Besides being an important
research debate, this can develop students’ intellectual abilities; many
educationalists argue that the abilities to analyse and evaluate information are key
higher-order skills (Scoffham 2011: 126).
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The first useful framework for teaching is the grammar and vocabulary of
geography - a metaphor of learning a language (Lambert 2011). According to the
Manifesto by Geographical Association (2009: 10), “the grammar of geography is
its ‘big ideas’, which help us organise and attach significance to the vocabulary
(geographical information),” such as space, distance and interconnectedness. In
governmental reporting, factual content and ideological/pedagogical questions are
not always discussed as interdependent even though using both is essential. Only
the combination of them can result in coherent education and geographically
thinking citizens (Lambert 2011: 257). Students’ capabilities are enhanced by
introducing crucial facts of ‘word knowledge’ (core knowledge is an essential
element of curricula) and by teaching to make links and think geographically
(powerful knowledge fits the everyday into a wider context) (Lambert 2011: 257).
The debate is fired up by the challenge of finding a legit balance between
intensive and extensive knowledge, the vocabulary and the grammar.
The second useful framework is about knowledge and the curriculum. In the
interview and the conference lecture, David introduced a rationale for curriculum
futures and handling geographical knowledge, based on Young (2008). This
rationale tries to clarify the balance between core knowledge and powerful
knowledge. A Hirschian list of core knowledge facts is not wanted, but the facts
need to be thought of. Extensive, superficial and factual knowledge is part of our
subject and needs to be in the curriculum. However, teaching has to progress from
straightforward core knowledge to conceptual, procedural knowledge and applied
practical skills. This way the knowledge at school can induct young students into
the discipline and advanced thinking with powerful knowledge. Powerful
knowledge is dynamic, evolving, counter-intuitive and exist outside the
immediate experience, enabling to ‘think the unthinkable’ and ‘yet-to-be-thought.’
This is applicable to Roberts’ (2013) views on TCI such as climate change, where
imagining impacts, understanding political arguments and dsicussing alternative
futures is as essential as the scientific facts. Lambert emphasized the discipline as
the key resource for powerful knowledge in the act of curriculum making and
hence the divorce of teachers from school geography should be fought.
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The third useful framework for teaching is about current and future geographies.
In our interview and his GA talk, David opened up an interesting paper by Young
& Muller (2010) that provides useful conceptions of knowledge for imagining
how school curriculum could and should be. It also discusses how the three
different educational scenarios for the future (that I name F1, F2 and F3) are
responding to each other. This structure and its language give geographers an
opportunity to slot their own research and pedagogical aims into it, for example
where commodity geographies or the YPG projects lie. F1 is a model where the
teacher is supposed to impart quite a lot of information and the students absorb
heavily-boundered and under-socialised knowledge in an one-directional and
traditional memorising way. The teacher selects the essential information and
delivers it, which is not really bringing the children into the knowledge. F1 is
characterised by seeing subjects as given and fixed entities; their existence is not
controversial or changing.
F2 is a progressive and radical alternative for F1, which David sees have ruled in
schools while the YPG projects were running and probably still does. Here the
curriculum is not organised around subjects as given quantities because they are
seen as arbitrary; they are social constructions and made inside human minds.
Knowledge is over-socialised: children’s knowledge is constructed ‘on-the-spot’
and it is not properly connected with the existing disciplinary knowledge. There
are relaxed subject boundaries, emphasis on skills and competence, learning and
‘21st century curriculum’. However, undermining of the subject knowledge and a
divorce from the discipline are deeply worrying. F3 is something under making, a
model that Young (and Lambert) think does not exist yet, but what we need to
look for. Here subject knowledge is not fixed but not arbitrary either. A F3
curriculum seriously tries to include YPG approaches in the epistemic community
of though and the powerful knowledge we truly value. David thought that the
challenge is in the government politics that are hindering change.
The fourth useful framework is about different types of student talk and
facilitating young people’s curriculum agency. Biddulph (2011) bases her article
on Arnot and Reay’s identification of four types of school talk. Classroom talk
means the language codes used by the teacher and taught. Subject talk recognises
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the rules of specialised communicative competence in particular subjects. Identity
talk is about social bonding, humour and casual friendship talk. Code talk means
students’ representations of the rules, which govern educational codes and their
impact. Biddulph thinks these talk-types provide a structure for exploring
pedagogic processes as well as dilemmas in student voice and its development in
the curriculum. In the YPG project, student–teacher conversation and students'
own language codes challenged elements of classroom and identity talk.
WHY TO TEACH COMMODITY GEOGRAPHIES?
After a dive to the practice of YPG projects and theory of curriculum making, I
want to specify the merits and challenges of commodity geographies beyond the
GMC students’ focus group interviews. Commodity geographies is not just
inspirational, but actually respond to many educational goals, whose importance
are emphasized in academic literature. Next I open up some of these themes and
link them to the GMC interviews, which hopefully helps to appreciate commodity
geographies. I discuss important themes, creative pedagogies and challenges in
teaching commodity geographies. The section includes following topics: teaching
controversial issues, world knowledge, networks and ethical thinking, students
and teachers’ skills and link to global education and NGOs. After this I will
explain the creative, radical pedagogies of group work, writing and narrative,
media and web materials, visualisations and art. The final debate tackles the
challenges in teaching commodity geographies.
Important themes in teaching commodity geographies
Teaching controversial issues - There are important themes for teaching
commodity geographies and one of them is controversy. Roberts (2013) had an
insightful talk at the GA conference about teaching controversial issues (TCI).
She discussed how a sufficient accumulation of scientific evidence can lead to a
consensus, but in controversial issues science balances with values. Economic,
environmental, ethical and social values lead to a competition in opinionated
argumentation. Especially ethical issues are not straightforwardly right or wrong
and hence they should be debated in class. Students need to see the patterns and
human processes from the past to today, get strategies to examine them, learn to
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be critical against indoctrination and make future decision. Roberts sees the
capitalist market system as one controversial topic. There are fundamentally
differing views of how the world works and how it should work. Tom in Hawkins
et al. (2012: 922) thinks that the contradictions of advanced capitalism can be
relevantly explored already at early stages. Also the interrelated processes of
globalisation is a good TCI example. Teachers should not give an alarmist
singular aspect but to show ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ in material and discursive sense
(Butt 2011: 429, 434). It is wrong to present TNCs as pure evil, states as
powerless and global development as irreversible (Butt 2011: 434). This links
globalisation also to trade justice, social movements and culture jamming.
World knowledge, networks and ethical thinking - According to Lambert &
Morgan (2010a), pupils are often introduced to a ‘Zombie Geography’ with
models that do not help them to make sense of the world. Lambert & Morgan say
that a radical school geography agenda “should be widely discussed” and provide
following starting points for teaching: economic geography and crisis, austerity
and consuming the planet (including unequal welfare and consumption) and
alternative futures. Butt (2011: 424) adds that interrelatedness and global income
gaps are central topics especially in recession. Linking network research to
teaching, Evans et al. (2007) highlight how ‘becoming cyborg’ should be a goal in
class. Miller (2006: 350) thinks neglecting this is a failure: consumer goods is an
ideal way to develop a richer sense of humanity, fetishism in commodity chains
and how “we benefit as consumers through low prices at the expense of others.”
Material geographies reveal networks and power “by which certain forms or
people get realized, often at the expense of others” (Miller 2001: 19) and how
some get included or excluded, heard or silenced (Buchli 2002: 18-19). Miller
(2003) has called for a stronger education of these topics amongst young people.
Besides these arguments, geographers discuss the insufficiency and vagueness of
teaching content. In England, students’ world knowledge has been noticed to be
weak. The Ofsted report from 2011 depressively reveals that a majority of
primary schools pupils have inadequate place knowledge, many teachers have a
weak subject knowledge and also at secondary level naive mental images rule
(Scoffham 2011: 125). Standish pointed out in the GA conference panel that
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global issues and social consequences have not been sufficiently set within real
contexts and recognisable places. In Finland, Cantell (2011) has studied the
quality of geographical education in global understandings. 11-19-year-old
students are interested in global issues and expect geography to provide critical
humanistic aspects, but the study reveal negative, limited interpretations of world
regions. There are several lessons to be learned so that geography can respond to
its expectations. If the lacks are tackled, commodity geographies can respond to
the educational goals with relevant content. The first issue is to acknowledge that
both core and powerful knowledge are needed. Teaching examples need to be set
within real contexts, and maps need to be central also in FTT. Especially
contextual geography should be strengthened (Cantell 2011). In this respect,
teaching global connections with FTT can increase multiple understandings,
strengthen everyday connections and avoid the feeling of studying abstract issues.
These learning outcomes can be reached with powerful geographical knowledge
and theoretical concepts. Teachers can link useful concepts to commodity stories
and consider their difficulty according to the students. Especially at university, the
geographical contexts in FTT can challenge. Whalley et al. (2011) did a
questionnaire about the components of geographical knowledge and some central
replies were scale, place, space, sustainability, difference and diversity. There
were important elements to develop: firstly, to make the students see geography as
a network of ideas, where their own situatedness affects their understanding.
Secondly, to make the students see their own complicity in the (re)creation of
difference. Commodity geographies and FTT fit nicely into global and contextual
learning, in which humanistic and contructivist issues are learned in class and
critically integrated to students’ own life worlds and media context (Cantell
2011). In my interview, David justified FTT as an important topic to strengthen
geographical thinking and powerful knowledge. This relates to geography’s role
as a linking subject: well-planned teaching of material geographies can develop
interdisciplinary skills. David thought that FTT claims its place in future
geographies (I will explain the scenarios by Young & Muller 2010 later on).
FTT is a branch that is strongly linked to teaching globalisation. However,
according to Butt (2011), its place in the curriculum is still problematic. Butt sees
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that the complexity and non-stagnant nature of globalisation is central in teaching.
Trade and FTT can also be a vehicle to explore concepts such as de- and reterritorialisation, global order and exchange systems (Butt 2011: 425). Whalley et
al. (2011) suggest that the 21st century geographer can develop a proper
imagination only through comparative analysis, where local processes can be
evaluated against those from other parts of the world. According to Cook et al.
(2008), local actions have enormous consequences for the global collective life
and hence empathy towards our “distant others” is required. Whalley et al. (2011:
386) say that developing ethical behaviour is central to geographers’ art, but also
“far from easy, for it requires curricula to empower rather than instruct students.”
Mary told that a drama teacher educates her students about engaging kids in
conversation; stepping into other people’s shoes is difficult and time-consuming.
In Goodman’s (2008: 367-8) commodity geography module there are two
important educational aims: to make students place themselves in the material
networks of everyday consumptionscapes as well as the academic networks of
material culture research. The idea is in lived geographies: the lectures are
connected to the student’s own cultural economies and consumption activities.
Barnes (2006) explains that the core stems from Donna Haraway: legitimate
economic geographical knowledge is inclusive and plural and students should
locate their ‘expert’ knowledge and embodied stories into their own cyborg
networks. Also the specific FTT approach can help in organising the messy
knowledge and everyday experiences. Commodity chain analysis reveals the
materiality of things because you see physical goods constructed one bit at a time
(Barnes 2006: 409). The richness of ftt.com lies in the wide range of stories about
commodities, production chains, trade agreements and outsourcing. There are no
simple answers, so case studies can develop stronger argumentation.
Cook (RGS 2012) thinks commodity geographies activate to think what can be
done differently individually or collectively. During his projects, politics and
money have been tackled through a school council that pressured to have Fair
Trade and through a university initiative in Exeter that ask suppliers for conflictmineral-free IT equipment (Conflict Free Exeter 2012). Commodity geographies
also discuss ethical trade and global citizenship. In our Classroom project (more
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in chapter 4), Oprah stirred up discussion by asking whether her students consider
themselves as global citizens and whether it is important. According to Pykett et
al. (2010), citizenship and identities are particularly relevant to geography
education: the meanings, duties and territorialities of it are strongly geographical
and constructed, performed and experienced in different scales and contexts.
Important question is also the teaching of ethical citizens (Pykett 2010). Lambert
& Morgan (2010c: 113) think geography is important in reconsidering nation- and
territory-centred imaginations and Cook et al. (2008) think action-orientedness is
needed. Interestingly, Pykett et al. (2010) ask whether citizenship should be taught
as a separate subject. Is geography there to give facts and understanding or also
values and feelings? In the UK, the GA established a Citizenship Working Group
in 2006 to support developing the citizenship dimension of geography education.
Citizenship was discussed also in the conference panel; Lambert highlighted
geography’s mission to raise capable individuals with world knowledge and the
ability to make decisions on politics and agency. Standish agreed, but reminded
that global social consequences have to be set within recognisable contexts.
Link to global education and NGOs - My work is also trying to stretch
geography teaching so that the links to public geographies, global education and
NGO work can be seen more clearly. According to Cantell et al. (2007: 172), it is
important to show the links to NGOs in teaching and ask for school visits. The
link to NGO work can be found in several ways. Political pressure and global
learning are central to international campaign such as Clean Clothes (n.d., in both
languages) and MakeITFair (n.d.). Media criticism and cultural activism are
related to global education and citizenship; for example Oxfam’s guide for global
citizenship has many connecting points to critical geography (Cantell et al. 2007:
53). Cantell et al. (2007: 183) add that geographers have perceived popular culture
as important research data and advertising as one emerging area. Also the link to
commodity chain analysis and knowledge production in subverting could be
developed. Notable is also how NGOs nurture same type of participatory
pedagogies and topics as in radical geographies and YPG.
According to a report on Finnish global education by the Service Centre for
Development Cooperation Kepa (Anon 2004: 87-88), the NGO sector in Finland
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is exceptionally active and many have global education as a main task. Global
education is also a legally defined educational principle in Finnish schools and
Finnish NGOs have created educational materials to support teaching programs
(Anon 2004: 87). However, the fragmented nature of the sector and the materials
might result in information overflow. I have introduced to some examples in my
teaching resources and personally contacted Eetti, Finnwatch and Kepa to discuss
and publicise my work. Other link can be found through the reports supporting the
curriculum renewals and global education - see for example Jääskeläinen & Repo
(2011). Cantell (2011: 5) thinks global education shares the aims of geography
curriculum and naturally links to humanities and literature. Global citizenship,
interdepency, responsibilities and empowerment to act are the cornerstones of
Finnish global education in the 2000’s; this includes the skill to negotiate and
examine if personal principles and actions are ethical (Houtsonen & Heino 2011:
105-8). With some main facts, global education aims at creating learning paths,
where the end points and answers of complex issues are not set (Jääskeläinen
2011). “Kasvaminen maailmanlaajuiseen vastuuseen” project (Growing into a
global responsibility, Board of Education 2007-10) has affected Finnish
geography education positively by defining the core elements of global education
and increasing its effectiveness (Houtsonen 2010, Räsänen 2009). Räsänen (2009)
also notifies the role of teachers as agents of change in global responsibility.
Students and teachers’ skills - All in all, commodity geographies can skill up
both students and teachers. At best, students become geographically informed
citizens, who know how to approach global issues and make justified ethical
arguments (Lambert & Morgan 2010c: 113). This could mean adding
geographical expertise in commodity chain disputes or political organisations.
Goodman’s (2008: 382) feedback shows an increased level of critical debate on
products’ origins. Geographical investigation gives skills to search background
information from academic and media sources and to write reports or more
creative output on global issues (Goodman’s 2008: 380). In our interview, Ian and
Mary agreed that different ways of working are also about employability and
gumption. Material geographies can also promote efficient international
academics. Heather’s perspective in Cook et al. (2010) is: “I am thinking that
following the thing, and talking about the moral economies of ‘mixing’ cultures
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through food puts the researcher in an incredible position of power to create
spaces
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conferences,

at
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organizations, and by coordinating long-term exchanges.” Naturally, the
capability to follow latest politics, culture jamming and research is required.
However, this should not be an insurmountable problem if the teacher is well
networked. Public geographies and being active in the internet helps; colleagues,
congresses and news can give surprisingly many hints for commodity examples,
and activist groups like The Yes Men (2012) encourage people to join their
mailing list. This way learning processes become interesting for both teachers and
students. Di states in Hawkins et al. (2012: 914-5) that “teachers never stop
learning; being involved in public geographies has made me both personally and
professionally more aware of the vital significance of this.”
Creative pedagogies in commodity geographies
Group work - Geographers are discussing geography teaching and commodity
geographers have promoted especially radical pedagogies and participatory
methods. Whalley et al. (2011:387) discuss that instead of examination, capstone
projects and collaboration are important in achieving the complex development of
imagination, creativity and flexibility. Whalley et al. (2011: 388) add that
nurturing keen and insightful 21st century geographers demand diversifying
teaching methods towards active learning and problem solving: “we need to
reframe our students as partners, rather than distractions, to our research”.
Fielding (2004) thinks that in radical collegiality of teaching and research,
students and teachers are active partners in planning, monitoring and evaluation.
Reflecting on their experiences in Finland and USA, Suoranta & Moisio (2006)
argue that educational and social sciences are too often meaningless when it
comes to critical collective learning. Critical pedagogy aims at generating
transformation that eliminates subordination and empowers to fight global
inequalities. According to many pedagogical thinkers, students learn more by
explaining and brainstorming ideas than by listening and obeying “order-words”
silently (Freire 2005). In order to strengthen critical collective learning, educators
need to use more collaborative teaching methods, which include interactionist
group work, discussion and liberating the students from fixed ideas of “the way
things are” (Suoranta & Moisio 2006: 55).
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Freire (2005) has emphasized the importance of moving from the “banking
concept” of learning to authentic and critical co-learning. If students are asked not
to skim-memorise-quote but to express their opinions and emotion, there is a
bigger responsibility and motivation for understanding the issues. The GMC
interviews verified Cook’s (RGS 2012) view that self-created geography and
personal writing affect more powerfully than learning to get good marks. Evans et
al. (2007: 6) desire “to liberate the individual through the group”. Some key
elements especially in FTT work are messy brainstorming, group presentations,
encouraging to creativity and ‘do it yourself.’ DIY about world trade issues - with
the combination of brainstorming, instincts and hands - can make learning more
relaxed. From a pedagogical point of view, making can be very innovative.
Instead of direct teaching and quick comments, making something concrete makes
students open up, discuss and learn. As Gauntlett (2011: 3) states, this “unusual
experience gets the brain firing.” Projects can include for example detective work,
playing or inventing new games, drawing pictures or comic strips, making static
or interactive maps, taking photographs, making short films or non-motion
animations and going outside to analyse landscapes.
Doing and presenting ‘geographical detective work’ is an interesting approach
individually or in a group. A ‘Follow it yourself’ page in ftt.com and the YPG
article by Cook et al. (2007) provide useful advice for starting. Cook (RGS 2012)
explains that there are two main ways to FTT enquiry in the internet: a search
with the name of the commodity and words like ‘sweatshop’ and ‘child labour’
can reveal stories, accusations and defences of factory working conditions, strikes
and sweatshops. With more complex objects, like make-up, searching individual
ingredients might give a better sense. An article by Cook et al. (2007) in Teaching
Geography explains FTT through investigating sock, chewing gum and iPod
geographies and encourages developing similar lessons. Loads of information can
be found by detecting corporate, NGO and news websites, blogs, photo and video
websites and online encyclopaedias, usually starting with the evidence of
company names, brands and ingredients lists. Google scholar, journal articles and
books are important. The article introduces concepts like commodity fetishism
and cyborg ontology to show how academic sources, especially the vivid insights
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of ethnographic experts, can corroborate the search, helping to make sense of
social relations and the places, processes and actors shaping these relations. When
the point is not to list facts of a supposedly linear production process, interesting
case studies of products in motion can open up the humane and cultural meanings
in trade (Foster 2006: 3-5). In Mary’s experience, trade is regrettably often taught
through a division of the exploited production site and the elite consumption site,
even though there is a lot in between. FTT studies’ goal is to make the reader
think their situatedness in the global system. Cook (RGS 2012) adds that
following something that matters to you makes you see outside the bubble and
ponder how your actions have an effect in the world. Goodman’s (2008: 380)
students use geographical investigation because it shows how “consumption and
commodities are culturally and materially mediated and intertwined and there is
no ‘right’ way to conceptualize them and their materialities.” Cook et al. (2007:
1116-8) add that because literature discusses the habits, sensations, ethical
dilemmas and identity performances of consumers, representing a ‘right’ answer
on consumption in coursework is missing the point, possibly devaluing critical
knowledge production, students’ experiences and empowerment.
Goodman’s (2008) detailed article defends the deep learning and political
potential of commodity geographies. Teaching wise the article is useful because
the same issues are central with the GMC and YPG interviews. Goodman gives
helpful descriptions of his teaching practice, such as mind-mapping, group work
and an anonymous question box. The article is also an interesting account on a
“knowledge facilitator” and liberating pedagogies. Goodman effectively tries to
flatten formal power relations by circulating within ‘student space’ and steering
the discussion (2008: 382). In less didactic co-learning, the teacher does not see
students as “empty vessels to be filled with the right facts, figures and values” but
gives materials to work with (Cook et al. 2007:118). According to Goodman
(2008: 366), radical geographical pedagogies can turn the classroom into a more
democratic and vital space, where the students are active participants in coconstructing knowledge about social worlds. Deepened geographical imaginations
are part of ‘thinking geographically’ required from a 21st century geographer
(Whalley et al. 2011). Also Roberts (2013) promoted debate in class as giving
space for deeper understanding, uncertainties, questions and opinions without
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embarrassement. Goodman’s question box is good for shy students and as a
lecture starter: the statements stir up controversy and force to think the covered
material. This also “provides a serious dose of needed humour to the often heavy
topics (Goodman 2008: 375).” Humour rises up strongly also in culture jamming
and the GMC interviews. Student voice is central in the YPG approach and it was
highly appreciated in the student interviews. Goodman (2008: 372, 381) says how
owning the course and having legitimacy in knowledge creation appear to be core
elements of learning and appreciation - for example mind-maps at the start and the
end illuminate the progress in thinking (376-8). Referring to Paolo Freire,
Goodman (2008: 370) argues that “commodity geographies has the great
potential, in effect, to deeply entrench the banking method of learning and
teaching.” These arguments of learning outcomes are strongly supported by the
GMC interviews, which revealed critical thinking, using new research tools and
popularising research through public geographies.
One model of instruction that has reached a lot of interest and is linked to ideas of
YPG and radical pedagogies is called Flipped Classroom (see for example the
book by Bergmann & Sams 2012). In this approach students learn a topic at home
through video material and texts, which dedicates the time in class to lessdidactive student-teacher interaction and questions (more in Anon 2012). The
flipped classroom method has been used globally. In Finland it has been
experimented in upper secondary schools in Helsinki region (Martinlaakso,
Tikkurila and Töölön yhteiskoulu) and Voionmaa (Ilomäki 2012). Experiments
are really uplifting, but support by large scale studies is still needed. The method
could possibly work best through a combination with other teaching methods and
a gradual transition (Anon 2012). At the moment, the access and scarcity of
teaching materials set limits. In our Classroom project, Ian and Alan discussed the
possibilities of utilising ftt.com as a geographical database for Flipped Classroom.
Writing and narrative - The creative writing styles and narrative discussed in
chapter 2 support also the idea that older students should be encouraged to try and
develop their own writing styles. Besides teaching neutral reports and news,
scientific writing can be clear, punchy and playful. Learning strong argumentation
and ready-minded, witty debate are vital skills in political fields such as human
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geography. The pros and cons of creative writing were clearly discussed in the
GMC interviews. Besides that, Summerby-Murray (2010) shares valuable advice
from his first class that encouraged creative writing. Contrary to the disciplined
courses in second-year cultural geography, narrative inquiry gave his students a
greater freedom than journal techniques and the first opportunity to link lived
worlds to literature (239). He helped writing with key words (such as export
agriculture and ethnic difference) and writing examples in class and evaluated
submission by their effectiveness and conceptuality (241). There were difficulties,
too. Scepticism was prompted by expectations of geography and seeing firstperson and creativity as invalid techniques (235). Personal information and
confidentiality raise ethical considerations that should be addressed (240-1).
Writing wise the example stories seemed to direct and the style raised some
insecurity (237). Positively nearly all work covered course concepts, but only half
was successively narrated: the students’ linguistic diversity would have required
more fluency in English and some work was under- or over-intellectualised (2378). Summerby-Murray (2010) analyses that the assignment mark should have
weighted more to increase students’ creative devotion and giving assignments
earlier would have given more sense of progress. Students’ reluctance could be
overcome also by applying the first person to oral responses in class and
connecting the writing to presentations.
All in all, however, the overall success was demonstrated by the wide range and
excellence of submissions, some of which were poetic or conversational. Majority
valued the ownership, engaged with course and connected stories to disciplinary
concepts (243-4). In this respect, Summerby-Murray (2010: 231) thinks stories’
experiential immediacy can innovatively help reflecting personal realities and
applying theory. Besides this, storytelling can be a useful approach in class. This
was supported by Mary and the PGCE students (see chapter 4). FTT studies tell a
story via one product, geographical detective work is almost like a crime scene
story to uncover and an empathic leader like the ftt.com ladybug can be a question
setter. The idea is that the ftt.com ladybug can tell about the human dimensions of
international trade: because she has travelled, she knows, watches and wonders.
Also the students can humanise commodities by imagining their own voices: what
would commodities tell about the working conditions, education, wealth and
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future of the people involved in their making (Cook et al. 2007)? Also the GMC
students used creative writing and humanised the commodities they investigated.
Media and web materials - Media and web materials are an essential part of
commodity geographies, especially in the readings and homework in FTT. Young
people of the current media generation use social media regularly and learn by
combining knowledge from webpages, search engines, social media and
visualisations (Tapscott 2009; Cantell 2011: 7). In England, however, geography’s
teaching materials have been “stuck” and textbook-heavy content has undermined
teachers’ professional agency (Lambert 2011). Textbook-series have ruled
geography also in Finland (Tani 2011). According to Lambert & Morgan (2010c:
157-160), new media are being used, but often within the old practises of control
and presentation; luckily teachers are gradually realising how using critical media
of can move teaching from knowledge acquisition to co-creation. ICT and firsthand experience are central in geographical exploration (Geographical
Association 2009: 19) and consequently debate on using them has increased.
Technology cannot be a tool to disregard insufficient teaching - too much
‘knowledge-how’ and ICT introduce a danger of vague ‘edutainment’ (Winter
2012a: 258). At the university level, curricula limitations often reflect the
expertise and size of the department (Whalley et al. 2011: 381), which is probably
one of the reasons GIS has dominated geography in Helsinki. Cartography and
critical reading of spatial data are crucial skills and GIS is a versatile tool, but
Whalley et al. (2011: 386) think new geographers need to be spatially literate in
multiple ways, including digital media, web materials and mobile learning. My
GMC interviews, internship and thesis show that multimedia and public web
materials can be influential. Firstly, FTT compilations include intense
geographical investigation in the Internet, following up-to-date research online
and learning media skills in Microsoft Office, Wordpress, Google Drive,
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Tumblr. Secondly, the work has not been only
about researching public geographies but doing it; my thesis is based strongly on
openness, boundary-crossings, collaborative material-creation and publicising
data online. Also the MoCC event was an interdisciplinary innovation gatherings.
The transition to YouTube clips and smart phone applications were discussed also
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at the conference workshops and Parkinson’s (2013) post on 'App'ening
Geography.
Technology and media are acknowledged issues also in Finnish educational
reports. In the ‘Opetusteknologia koulun arjessa’ report (ICTs in School’s
Everyday Life) educationalists and researchers discuss students’ future skills,
mobile learning and ICT in schools (Vahtivuori-Hänninen & Kankaanranta 2011).
Media use is also linked to the pedagogical elements of students expertise, TCI
and global responsibility (Salo et al. 2011: 27, 38-9). Some central issues are
student-centred interaction and multiple media - in Finland they are at good stage,
but need further development, especially in sharing learning experiences and
materials amongst teachers (Vahtivuori-Hänninen & Kankaanranta 2011: 9).
Recently this has lead to debates on public sharing, for example in Helsingin
Sanomat, YLE broadcasting and social media (see for example Hytönen 2013).
Young people’s media use should be approached also by interpretations of news
and world regions. Cantell’s (2011: 12-15) study shows that Finnish school
students think news concern mainly adults and geography teaching is too
Eurocentric. Interestingly, youngsters recognise the knowledge gaps and
challenge geography to give informative case studies and discussion on possible
solutions for humanitarian problems. Important here is critical media education.
Lambert & Morgan (2010c: 57) emphasise that good geography develops abilities
to participate in national debates and watch media intelligently. Kiilakoski (2008)
tells that virtual collaborations teach and transfer values. According to Niinistö &
Suoranta (2008: 127-133), good media literacy renders advertising and probusiness ideology visible, discusses human rights and raises into intercultural
responsibility. Media promote certain values and products, but student-centred
teaching gives space for understanding the ideologies, deciding whether to accept
them and creating new meanings (Lambert & Morgan 2010c: 153).
In this respect, media education and internet sources are linked especially to
critical pedagogies, FTT and culture jamming. Guy in Cook et al. (2011: 921-22)
states that geography education needs more YPG topics and new forms of
engagement, especially film and the internet. The combination of academic
research and secondary sources can be very effective in geography teaching
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(Cantell et al. 2007: 183). Popular examples can be powerful in economic
geography and open up complex theory, such as cyborg ontologies,
interconnectedness and neo-colonial power. This was a strong element in the
GMC interviews. Like Ian, also Goodman (2008) avoids fun everyday geography
by requiring students to read in-depth knowledge regularly. Both compile a
reading list with an accessible style and crossovers with secondary sources.
Changing ideas and readings is time-consuming, but hopefully this thesis helps.
Goodman’s (2008: 372, 381) examples range from images and music to poems
and quotes, news stories give everyday relevance. The students see the connection
with academic knowledge and media, and do not get intimidated by theory.
Barnes (2006) pushes his students to think differently about economic geography
with the lyrics of Sex Pistols and Bruce Springsteen and the movies the Full
Monty and Billy Elliott. Interdisciplinary connections come clear also when he
combines the social and economical aspects of indigenous disputes in Canadian
forestry. Similarly Ian’s module helped me to understand indigenous livelihoods,
TNCs and natural resources in an Exeter anthropology course Politics of Nature.
Kiilakoski (2008) reminds us that there are many open spaces for learning besides
school: the everyday products of popular culture and virtual communication. If
teaching resources can be stretched, also art work, exhibitions, performance and
comedy shows should be considered. Free internet resources should not be
avoided as less worthy but as giving the facts, visualisation and humour needed.
Especially latest headline news and maps should be used because they link the
theoretical basis to the real-life events (Cantell et al 2007:174). News and fieldbased examples can immerse geography students in the world and equip with
ethical skills (Whalley et al. 2011). Besides this, many geographical videos and
photographs are linked in popular sites, such as YouTube, Twitter and Facebook.
Homework that link science and art could involve bringing news, photographs and
maps, lyrics, ads and subvertisements, short stories and poems or jokes and
memes to the class. For example bringing a bad, representative, ugly, weird or
pleasant visualisation to the following class can give an effective start. This can
raise interest in following the media and understanding visual data. Moreover,
multisensory memorising of information encourages different types of learning.
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Visualisations and art - Especially FTT uses especially documentary films, art,
exhibitions, culture jamming and photos. Ftt.com includes ladybugging, Lego and
inventive qualitative maps. Personally, making and presenting the CreDebt card
pictures on my wall created “stickiness” that is superior to most readings in my
degree. They remind me of my writing, creativity and the atmosphere of the
module. This remembering and stickiness was repeated also in the GMC
interviews and follow-up projects of Ian, Helen and Mary. Ian’s GMC students
reasoned their creative work as important extra. Also the students in the Making
the connection project gave suggestions of how their teaching content could
become more interesting: some told geographical issues could be presented
through drama or art work (Hawkins et al. 2012: 919).
One of the strengths in human geography lies in the great visualisations; for
example photographs have always been central. Rose (2008) examines how recent
work has moved from the taken-for-grantedness of descriptive illustrations to
thinking how photographs actively construct geographical knowledge geographers are interested in what is done with photos in material culture and
what consequences they can have. In teaching, however, many visualisations have
been used less than they deserve. Sanders (2007) argues that geographers have
overlooked the pedagogical contributions of photographs and examines her own
urban social geography university course. Tasks of intentionally observing and
photographing landscapes are challenging and balance with reproducing
stereotypes, but they are valuable in making students appreciate multiple voices,
concepts, geography’s ‘realness’ and education. For teaching, Cantell et al. (2007:
160) point out the cognitive and affective power of interpretation. Art and
photography can be good also because they convey ideas that might be difficult to
articulate or discomforting to confront alone (Darts 2004: 319, Sanders 2007:192).
As an additional aspect, Ash & Gallacher (2011) tell that human geographers have
recently started

to analyse the representations and practical politics of

videogames; their consumption in everyday popular culture create emotional
experiences, but also affect the materiality, machinery and social environments
around them. Hammett & Mather (2011) claim that the political cartoon as a
teaching medium has been underestimated. Besides satirical enjoy, experiences of
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using cartoons by the South African Zapiro show cartoon’s ability to effectively
enhance education; border pedagogy and cartoon can help decoding provocative
visualisations, illustrate conceptual debates, develop critical thinking and support
social transformation. Photography and films are important also in YPG: see for
example Jones (2012) on cinematic films and Setälä (2009) on children
photographing the city. In Finland some recent interesting examples of visual,
participatory geography are the initiatives of Eetti ry (n.d.) and Nuorten akatemia,
young people’s academy (n.d.). In Maailman kuvat (images of the world),
students participate in drama workshops and draw cartoons about global justice
and the relationship of Global South and North. In Nuoret ilmastokasvatusta
kehittämässä (young people developing climate education), young people
participate in building educational models for reducing climate change.
Challenges in teaching commodity geographies
There are many challenging questions in commodity geographies that literature
and my data identify. The biggest controversial questions to start off with are what
and how to teach. This is why I discuss geography education, pedagogy,
curriculum, knowledge, politics and English projects. Promoting a specific
research area faces many challenges as seen in the YPG, curriculum making and
GMC sections of this chapter. Challenges cover all participants in education:
educationalists, academics, school teachers, staff and students. Some question the
inability to statistically measure the impact of emotive response and creative
teaching; luckily there are feedback from students and teachers, critical articles,
project networks and new collaborations that share experiences. This is important
especially if human geography is to progress in complex teaching, such as FTT.
The first problem is the general resistance traditional teaching sets to innovative
teaching materials, radical pedagogies, creative work and new writing styles.
Goodman (2008) opens up a ‘battle cry’ in the teaching content of consumption
and commodities: some Marxist teachers have wanted to simplify complexities
and defetishise commodities by revealing the exploitation in them and urging to
act upon the “almost force-fed-from-on-high defetishized, supposedly politicizing,
transferred information about consumption, commodities and exploitation
(Goodman 2008: 383)”. Goodman also implies that read alone or didactly
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delivered the theory can be immense and difficult. The GMC students agreed that
as a lecture course these topics would depress and disempower.
The newer strand is trying to discuss the more nuanced and identity-laden aspects
to engage students with questions of trade justice and affecting (Goodman 2008:
368-9). Affective content includes humour, art and creativity, all of which are also
problematic. The GMC interviews revealed that at first creativity feels
challenging, some even avoid it in scare of failing. The controversy of using art
and narrative as pedagogical tools is strengthened by academic presumptions. A
good example is the critique of our ‘Money Talks’ exhibition in GMC 2011-12,
which was inspired by the financial crisis and Occupy movement. We created art
about the human stories in our cash, credit cards, banks and markets in order to
generate conversation. One comment announced that we had failed to transmit
good ideas into beautiful presentations. However, students defended the work
with comments such as “By giving people a simple idea that could provoke lots of
new thought, our idea would be more likely to stick. People could then take it
away and build upon it through their own ideas and research (Tom Surr 2012)”
and “Although it’s simple, crudely implement and certainly not going to win an
aesthetic design award…to me it’s far more involving than a 2 dimensional vector
drawing ever could be (thecasiokids 2012).”
Geography’s crossing into the humanities is natural, but stimulating emotion,
moral argumentation and opinion is not in the preference of all academics, either.
Standish (2009: 5, 53) has questioned if taking emotional and ethical stands leads
to moral indoctrination, a single-minded jumping into the ‘global citizenship
bandwagon’ and the erosion of geography’s objective role. Standish argues that
compared to a national aspect of citizenship, global perspectives and political
initiatives for social change fail in engaging young people: they lack a positive
future imaginary, faith in collective action and a clear goal. ‘Global ethics’ have
been falsely transferred from the society and political realm to individuals.
Curriculum decisions should be always be critical, so stirring up debate on
knowledge and TCI is valuable. However, aspects of geography as personalised
truths or objective knowledge are rather polarised and unrealistic - teachers need
to discuss the balance. Many researchers argue that ethical neutrality is
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impossible; selecting educational content is inherently value-laden (Suoranta &
Moisio 2006). As Roberts (2013) stated, moral issues in human geography are
unavoidable and even discussing the controversial ways of framing them can be
useful. To educate children to global community citizenship instead of merely
economic competition, Sahlberg (n.d. a) thinks education needs a strengthened
focus on social development and moral responsibilities; “unfortunately...
standardized testing and race-to-the-top mentality is doing just the opposite.”
Räsänen (2009: 39) emphasises that global perspectives and sustainability are not
just aims, they are necessities for our continuance. Lambert (2011: 248) thinks
Standish’s commentary insensitively disregards the changes in the discipline,
especially “the significant curriculum possibilities to be derived from the ‘cultural
turn’ in contemporary geography.” I have tried to explain how commodity
geographies can be seen as one of these possibilities and how creative, emotional
pedagogies can increase empathy, empowering learning and media criticism.
Firstly, material geographies and ethical issues inevitably raise emotion, ranging
from enchantment and inspiration to stress and confusion (Cook et al. 2007; Cook
& Woodyer 2012). Secondly, emotion raises questions and engages in learning,
which is a corner stone for culture jammers, as well (Sandlin & Callahan 2009).
Mary thought Standish has a point about bias (repeated also in Goodman 2008):
commodity geographies is often taught too superficially and simplistically.
Simplicity makes teaching unworthy, so the adequate depth in teaching the
complexity of ethical trade is central. Mary told that in the UK, “where are your
jeans made?” type of themes are popular at Key Stage 3 and GCSEs, but the
problem lies in the black-and-white bipartition to the exploited, poor third world
production site versus the ruling, rich Western mass consumption site. Mary and
Ian thought it is educationally wrong to bypass the complexity of global
connections, commodity chains and consumption and to give simple or “right”
answers, like buying Fair Trade. Ian tells students need new materials and case
studies to work with. Griffiths (2009: 204) sees that messy teaching of commodity
networks can arouse feelings of hopelessness and “I’ve done my bit,” but selfreflective understandings of interconnectedness can mobilize action and longlasting change. With products like jeans, Lambert & Morgan (2010c: 109-10) say
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that disciplinary knowledge can provide a wider understanding; instead of leaving
it to the simple facts and morals, research can make students understand external
structures and the language of interdependency, profit, power and consumption.
I have discussed how diverse FTT examples, cultural activism and thinking about
the roles of individuals, organisations, businesses, governments and trade unions
could help to grasp the complexity. However, Mary also warned about
parachuting kids to do superficial scenarios in role play and decision-making: for
example putting a young student in the role of a city councillor is unrealistic
unless struggles and structures behind politics are tackled. Critical contextual
aspects of world regions require core knowledge, maps and place names, too (as
Standish emphasised in the conference panel). This view is strengthened when
hearing about students’ limited and negative interpretations of world regions in
Finland (Cantell 2011) and student’s inadequate place knowledge and mental
images in England (Scoffham 2011: 125).
Besides simplicity, bipolar views can lead to guilt and disempowerment. One of
the most complicated educational goals is to move from guilt, negativity and
propaganda-like instructions to engagement, discussion and creative solutions.
Getting beyond passiveness, extreme views and exploitation is difficult, because
fair trade is not helping everyone and acting totally ethically is impossible (Cook
et al. 2007: 83; Griffiths 2009: 252). Balancing between the extremes of an ethical
saint and sinner is intriguing and made even me question if I am a legit researcher
for this topic. However, from commodity geography teacher’s perspective
bipolarity can raise negative response and lead to the unwanted road of quilt,
blame and shame. For example the consumption diary questionnaire in Nature
League’s Consumption! webpage (Luonto-liitto n.d) shows a devil and an angel,
and the popular film Story of Stuff (storyofstuffproject 2009) might give a too
polarised view (figure 20).
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Figure 20. Screenshots of the Consumption! webpage and the film Story of Stuff.
YPG and applying the materials to everyday life is sometimes seen as too far from
research, making it less valuable “common knowledge.” Goodman (2008)
explains how some argue that commodity geographies is disempowering and
useless since it us already part of people’s everyday knowledges. Here, however,
the curricular distinction between the everyday and disciplinary knowledges
performs its point: teaching needs to direct students from personal concepts to
theoretical concepts. Pedagogically only the combination can generate successful
learning reactions. Also some other pedagogical challenges need to be kept in
mind. Mary reminded that teachers should be pushed out of the comfort zone and
kids engaged in conversation. However, stepping into other people’s shoes and
developing empathy is difficult and time-consuming. She also said that YPG does
not unquestionably suit for all kids. Roberts (2013) discussed the teacher’s role
and the fiddly balancing between acceptable and unacceptable advocacy: teachers
should increase students’ knowledge level and widen attitudes, but can they drive
for new values and taking action? In her experience procedural neutrality i.e.
holding back personal values can increase critical engagement, but moral issues
are unavoidable. Standish (2009) seems to perceive values education as intruding
to young people’s consciousnesses and unacceptable advocacy.
Mary also notified that discursive pedagogies can be “a rubbish way forward” if
they are done without appropriate materials or challenging. The facilitative
position of “just give kids resources and they can make up their own mind, there’s
no right or wrong answer” run the risk of being too permissive and teachers not
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taking responsibility of kids’ learning. “Anything goes” type of geography and
drifting around need to be avoided, and the teachers have to use disciplinary
knowledge to push, probe, challenge and question (Lambert 2011: 253). The last
interesting question is if the content and the pedagogy should always come hand
in hand: is it good enough if only some ideas are adapted? Is it enough to have
just the topics or the pedagogy? Helen told she was not totally sure if the Pilot
teachers saw only a fun new topic to teach in a traditional way. She thought there
is no point of teaching radical content in the traditional way and hence we can ask
if the pedagogy is most important. Goodman (2008: 383) states that ‘radicalising’
does not mean transforming only the content, but also the formality of the
classroom encounter. However, he argues that both more or less didactic
commodity geographies can work towards the important pedagogical strategies.
Work wise there are challenges in group work, age level and assessment. Suoranta
& Moisio (2006: 51) emphasise the importance of collaboration, but recognise
that problem solving in groups take time. Some theory might be very difficult and
should be adjusted to younger students. Helen told about a teacher that used a
journal that one of Ian’s students wrote about making a cup of coffee. Principally
this was amazing cyborg pedagogy, but might have been “too much”: the context
of being dependent on coffee and its production is probably irrelevant for young
people. Helen emphasised not to jump in straight away with academic concepts.
Knowledge level is interesting also at the university. Goodman (2008) say many
professors are defeatist towards teaching these topics to first or second year
students because of the size and knowledge level of the class, but he has been able
to run a large-scale lecture to first year students. The GMC interviews and
Summerby-Murray (2010) reveal that assessment is a tricky question especially at
the start. Assessing creative writing is challenging, but most problems can be
overcome with advice. Goodman (2008) also adds that learning a fact list in
grand-narrative style is impossible and useless. In exam his students need to show
understanding of the general argumentation and the connections between theory
and their experiences - here some are more well-read and convincing than others.
This helps to understand the marking criteria also in Ian’s GMC module.
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CHAPTER 4 THE CLASSROOM PROJECT AND NEW TEACHING
MATERIALS
At this point of my thesis, I have introduced creative research and pedagogies in
material geographies. Fieldwork in chapter 3 analysed three case studies: the
learning experiences, merits and challenges in a university course and two YPG
projects. Also the amount of collaboration and curriculum development in the
network is visible and give reasons for promoting commodity geographies,
especially with FTT stories, activism and radical pedagogies. Chapters 2 and 3
focused on research questions 1 and 2 by presenting teaching experiences and
work colliding in the spheres of academia, education, NGOs and cultural activists.
Chapter 4 continues to answer research question 2 and tackles research question 3.
Besides teaching experiences, this chapter asks about new collaboration: how
could different actors in both countries be approached in order to introduce the
research and participate as a scholar activist? What kinds of new projects or useful
materials could be done? Is there something similar happening in Finland and if
so, how could the projects be developed with geographical knowledge?
Doing expert interviews and public geographies led to active networking, more
creative methods and co-developing ftt.com. The questions of teaching
experiences and new creative work were addressed by approaching educationalists
in England and collaborating with new geography teachers during their teaching
practice. The idea was to develop teaching ideas and create new resources for
public sharing. In chapter 4, I will tell about our collaboration that has been
named ‘the Classroom project.’ Here I collaborated with Ian, Mary and PGCE
students (new English geography teachers) in order to report about teaching
experiences, co-created ideas and a variety of new classroom materials developed
during 2013. Interviews and a workshop in the GA conference gave valuable
information about classroom experiences, students’ course work and feedback.
After this, new online ‘Classroom’ resources were created and the collaboration
continues to this day. The research also included collaboration with
www.followthethings.com and creating the first bilingual trade justice study about
a Finnish commodity. Cocoa production and a school campaign of the Finnish
chocolate company Fazer is a place-specific case study that works as a tool to
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understand the website and trade justice debates. I will also examine mobile
phone geographies and in the appendix there is a suggestions list of other relevant
and easily accessible teaching resources. They include Ian’s FTT teaching
materials, multiple media sources and Finnish global education.
At this point the latest, it is important to emphasise the collaborative nature,
practise, networks and public geographies behind the thesis in both countries. The
idea has been to make the research and co-created teaching materials publicly
available for anyone interested. Most of the thesis materials are already online.
Chapter 4 and the Conclusion reveal how public research and teaching materials
led to new innovative projects also with Finnish educationalists and NGOs.
TEACHING EXPERIENCES OF NEW GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS
Ian knows some individual teachers in the UK that use FTT ideas or ftt.com in
class. Some of their materials are gathered in the blog of ftt.com. In the spring
2013, however, we had a planned collaboration for sharing ideas, advice and
outcomes of teaching practise. The YPG expert Mary Biddulph educates new
geography teachers in the one year PGCE degree at University of Nottingham. In
the 2012-13 class there were six teacher students, who knew to have time and
school wise the possibility to use ftt.com in class. Charlotte, Victoria, Heather,
Oprah, Natalie and Jennifer do not see each other often and found this to be an
interesting opportunity for research collaboration. After meetings, we would also
run a workshop at the GA conference 2013 called ‘Teaching with
followthethings.com’. In this chapter I will present the experiences, workshop and
teaching materials created as a result of the ‘Classroom project’ collaboration.
Start of the Classroom project
For our first PGCE meeting in March, we assumed to get feedback on the
teaching and students reactions. After reading about the YPG projects and
education in commodity geographies, I interviewed Helen Griffiths. Helen has
been in educational projects and researched the radical Pilot GCSE so I asked her
advice; I had prepared a questions list about the experiences the PGCE students
might have had, such as engagement, difficulties and ways of learning. The list
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included questions about the teaching context, such as how old were the students
and the teachers? How was the classroom arranged and what kinds of learning
methods were used? Additionally, compared to normal, were there insecurities
and confusion or liveliness and loudness amongst the teachers or the pupils?
What kinds of attitudes did the teachers get from the school managers? Was there
lack of interest uninterest or more buzz? Did students have suggestions for FTT or
geography in general? How were the power relations in class? Was there more
student voice, discussion or co-creation of curriculum?
Helen thought power relations are important. Increasing student voice links
directly to different ways of learning: “if you’re providing a range of ways that the
young people can learn and that’s giving you more chance for maybe the more
quiet students to come forward.” However, she continued that a common issue is
colleagues’ commenting: other teachers might be curious or working for another
agenda. If a school has Ofsted coming in, everything “has to go out of the
window, because there are different priorities now.” For this reason Helen advised
to ask if the project is just a nice addition or if it is integrated in the curriculum. I
told that a result of the students’ participation is the conference workshop and
possibly an article. At work, permanent curriculum change is unlikely, but having
more courses or engagement is possible. In Helen’s experience, many teachers
feel frustration about being unable to implement ideas, suggest nice resources or
have even short meetings to discuss teaching content. Consequently, she saw our
collaboration as an important new phase of the YPG project: “they’ve got the
PGCE students involved, that’s a traditional layer of involvement that I think that
was needed.” Embedding FTT within a PGCE is useful - teacher students are
fresh out of university and a bridge between academic and school worlds.
The Classroom project would start with planning the teaching ideas with Mary
and the PGCE students. Mary worked in the YPG project, so she is interested in
developing this kind of education. She found the Classroom project very exciting.
Planning the workshop together would be challenging but rewarding: “that’s
really important, that they know what they’ve got to do and feel confident. It’s a
challenging professional opportunity. But they see it as a real opportunity so
they’re quite keen to it.” She also emphasized another important dimension: “it
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keeps the students in contact with academic geography...just your very presence is
part of not getting so bulked down in the educational discourse and the language
of education, targets and stats...getting them to stay with the discipline can be so
difficult sometimes ‘cause schools don’t encourage to it.” Mary and Ian discussed
the future work of our project. The first future plan was to come up with a plan for
the conference workshop and make the students feel comfortable. Furthermore,
Mary thought sharing the work needs multiple points of consideration. One idea
was to share the project and initial materials in an article to Teaching Geography.
The first part of the project was an introductory day Ian did with the students in
autumn 2012 and another part would be their practise in 2013. Rather than writing
a single-author work, Ian suggested a co-edited discursive article based on our
recordings and Mary predicted that the students would be capable of and
interested in that. The meeting recording was a documentation; Mary said it is
important to pursue lines of enquiry that give the actual perspectives rather than
making it seem like an interview and a restrictive frame. Mary thought it is
important to hear if the students hit any brick walls in teaching and what could
perhaps be done to help them over it. The students could also have a vision of
how this could be evolved or shared. We would need to ask what they would like
to do next and how it could be shown for outsiders. Ian added that our work is
also linked to the forthcoming collaboration with Alan Parkinson. He wanted also
to ponder that if the same project would continue next year, should the first day be
organised slightly differently “because it was a bit like make it up as you go
along.”

Mary thought that the YPG and FTT dimensions should be more

integrated. However, Mary added that “they loved it, so...there’s something about
things that just come out of nowhere... and then you just go with it. And if you
overplan it you can steal from it. I’m not saying we don’t plan it. But maybe we
just think about the framework.”
For our first meeting with the PGCE students, we assumed to get feedback on
teaching and students’ reactions. However, Mary did not know what her students
had been able to do: “what they’ve done with follow the thing will be an open
book. So it will be interesting to see, how they’ve interpreted it actually...we need
to find out is what influence the mentor class teacher or the expectations of the
school have had on how they’ve interpreted it.” After interviewing Mary about the
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YPG projects and curriculum change, we discussed the aims of our meeting. We
needed to hear about 1) the context and politics the students faced in introducing
FTT teaching 2) the lesson plans and teaching ideas they had 3) the inspirations
and challenges of FTT content 4) if they had insights to the pedagogical approach
of YPG, discussion and flattening power relations. Besides this we needed to
come up with a plan for the conference workshop and think about the next steps:
maybe writing to Teaching Geography and collecting their schemes of work for
the yet thin Classroom page of ftt.com. In the light of the students’ teaching trial,
lesson plans could be refined, shared and adapted. Commentary on problems and
geographical learning can be illuminating and get someone new hooked in, print
things related to ftt.com and fit them to their context. As Mary said, what would
make you go “ooh, this looks great! I can take that, amend it and change it.”
Teaching practise of teacher students
All six students participated in the session. Only Oprah and Natalie had been
teaching FTT topics in the autumn 2012, the rest came to hear about the
experiences and to plan ideas for their teaching during the spring and autumn.
At first the students had insecurities and lack of ideas; some ideas had come to
their minds, but they did not really know where to start from. Ian had recognised
this problem already during the YPG project and the APG funding of in 2006-11.
However, after hearing advice from Ian, Mary and me, the PGCE students got
more secure with their ideas. Hearing positive experiences from Oprah and
Natalie increased confidence. One of the first questions was where and when to
teach with FTT approach. In the session, we were keen to explore the broader
issues such as how they will fit it into the school curriculum and what the school’s
response appeared to be. Questions of where and when to teach FTT came up and
gave many different answers. We learned that most of them had a familiar context
and the teaching would happen in a familiar school and groups. All the students
said that as new teachers it is quite impossible to suggest new things and make
changes. The Classroom project was seen as an opportunity and they ceased it.
The general idea was, however, that if their teaching content becomes useful and
popular they would probably have a foothold and repeat it next year. In the first
meeting and in the GA conference we heard and recorded the PGCE students’
teaching experiences. Interesting was to hear, which ages and modules they were
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teaching and what kinds of teaching methods they used. They also shared their
personal experiences, what kinds of coursework their students produced and how
their feedback was like. Next I will go through the plans and practise of Charlotte,
Jennifer, Victoria, Heather, Oprah and Natalie individually.
Charlotte - The idea Charlotte had was to bring a ftt.com shopping bag into the
secondary school class and start talking about commodities through its contents,
possibly what she has had for breakfast. She could get the students to research
where the things come from, which is almost like a modified idea of food or water
miles (the hidden water consumption on things). Commodities and consumerism
are interesting topics, but Heather emphasised that the kids need direction:
planning specific approachable questions is important in order to think how
commodities and shopping are linked and experienced in many ways. Charlotte
could make the students think about their shopping interactions, such as making
assumptions of where the things come from, going to the shop and talking to
people selling them. The question is how to get from this stage of thinking to the
relationships via things: who in their family buys their groceries (care-relations)?
Who make and sell the products, since in reality the commodities do not come
from the shop (hidden relations)? This is linked to the complexities of
consumerism; Ian drew on Daniel Miller’s studies about people having totally
sensible reasons for buying things that could be made in sweatshops, for example
buying brand clothes so that children would not get bullied.
The YPG approach in mind, we discussed if the students’ breakfast could be
involved in the lesson by bringing their own food or having a breakfast diary.
Mary thought that a simple idea, like a meal, keeps the idea tight enough and
bringing the content or packaging in a ftt.com shopping bag could be symbolically
significant. This could be followed by a discussion of “what do we want to know
about this breakfast?” and maybe continued by asking “what should we know? Is
it important to question these issues and why?” Mary thought that it is important
in geography to build the curiosity and get the kids framing their own questions,
which it is often found difficult to do. Charlotte added that “if they can develop
like the enquiry questions for the lesson they’ll put more in it, because they’ve
developed them rather than you setting up objectives for the lesson. If they have
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control over it I think they’d take more care in finding out.” Charlotte told the
class could have computer access so the discussion could be followed by using the
framework of ‘geographical detective work.’ Mary encouraged using it, because it
has got an edge: a case study problem can result in curiosity and not knowing the
outcome makes it almost like investigating a crime scene. Charlotte liked the idea
and thought it gives the students a new tool. We discussed that the student could
investigate bar codes, brand names and addresses and see where the packaging
says the product supposedly comes from. Some products want to hide information
and advertising might present an idealised world. Ian also pointed out that the
students can write to the companies if they have school email addresses: finding
an appropriate way of phrasing investigative questions and critically reading the
company PR replies can be really educative. Factory visits might be one related
option as well. We discussed that hidden knowledge and not finding anything can
be a result, too. Taking a risk of not knowing the end point of the investigation is
part of the open-ended detective idea. Riskiness created some uncomfortable
feelings about learning outcomes: Jennifer found the investigation as a really good
idea, but thought that teachers might shy out of doing it because the outcome can
be scary. Teachers worry and feel the pressure of expectations to show what the
students have learned. Here again the anxiety that accountability agendas and
Ofsted breed came clear. Ian and Mary advised that it is needed to prepare and
search things already beforehand. This way there are at least some core things to
be found by suggesting certain search terms and the teacher has something up the
sleeve just in case some of the students are struggling. Ian explained that he does
background investigation in order to know that there is something behind the
compilation cases and to be able to give sources. Here a current example could be
horse meat in breakfast sausages, talking about the food business scandal and
using the Cow Crasher game. The example was found humoristic and interesting
and Charlotte added that her students are obsessed about the horse meat. Charlotte
added that she will probably try it out with higher ability groups first and then see,
how she could differentiate it to the lower ability groups.
In the beginning of the lecture Charlotte made the kids to write how they
contributed to climate change that morning. The kids listed very obvious things
like using deodorant and straightening hair, but none of them though about eating.
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Charlotte prompted them by discussing breakfast and asking where their bananas
come from. Most pupils were amazed of not realising the food aspect themselves,
which made more curious. Then the students concentrated on detective work on
Cadbury’s chocolate and Banksy’s Simpsons intro in ftt.com. She told the class
got successful learning outcomes, which can also be seen from the feedback of her
teaching practise. Charlotte asked the students to write down short comments on
four outcome sections: what I learned, liked, did not like and will take away with
me from the class (figure 21). The feedback tells that students had learned about
who makes chocolate and how hard it is to make it, the chocolate ingredients, Fair
Trade, food travel miles and worker payments. The students liked many things.
Examining a product like chocolate was fun. Some liked to learn the truth about
money and business, because it shows the importance of chocolate retailers. A
few mentioned especially the website. One student liked “watching the Simpsons
video: it made me think,” but one did not like it. In class someone was also
suggesting that there should be a FTT smart phone application, in which scanning
tells the origin of a product and ‘hacking’ brings you closer to the information.
Charlotte and Victoria discussed that the element of imagining and designing a
new app was enjoyable because the kids felt they contributed more.

Figure 21. Charlotte’s student feedback: what I learned (up left), liked (up right),
did not like (down left) and will take away with me from the class (down right).
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Jennifer - At first Jennifer could not quite see the commodity connection or know
how to do it, but she had a feeling it could be fitted well to a global energy
consumption module. She planned trying it with the higher level students first,
probably in an A-level (17-18-year-olds). The main idea was to talk about energy
and use map visualisations showing global connections. The students could
maybe do something with maps and lines where things are travelling so that they
make the connection with the different places. This theme suited well together
with a new page on the Auto department of ftt.com: Ian suggested the accessible
popular book Oil Road and luckily enough Jennifer said they would be discussing
BP and Shell next week. Ian’s students had made a compilation research of the
book and creatively also a fake trailer of its imagined movie, both of which could
be used. The authors follow the commodity chain of one oil line, meet people on
the way and reveal the first public map of it. Here the map is not boring or show
merely commercial links: it shows connections between places, people and traffic.
The authors have also made a family tree diagram that shows the multirootedness
of BP and how most consumer is linked to the industry through links like petrol,
bank investments and insurances. Commerciality is not the only point either,
because there are social and philosophical links. Mary and I suggested talking also
about the middlemen and events, transportation, packaging and terrorism in the
process to increase understanding of the complexity.
In this case we talked especially about using maps. Mary thought maps are useful,
but can seem a little bit too objective, technical and boring. Ian told that he is
“really sceptical of maps normally... I’m like not another drawn line on a map,
that doesn’t tell you very much.” Jennifer commented that “quite often teachers
tent to give A-level maps, “this is global energy consumption”...it’s more complex
than that, there are networks underneath it.” In Oil Road the commodity chain is
shown as a traditional line on a map, but it works because of human stories and
secrecy around it. Investigating commodities on computer can weave a story
backwards, making it more in-depth and interesting. Furthermore, this case study
includes interesting TNC politics, power relations and stories about home: for
example one Turkish woman refused to give permission for the pipe line and
subverted the agenda. However, the oil company found a way around it and the
pipe under their garden creates cracks in their home walls. Even though Jennifer
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was quite sceptic at first, she successfully linked our advice and the Oil Road
book to the A-level geography module. At the conference workshop, Jennifer
presented how she imported the ideas from our meeting to her class and
determinately explained how it was responding to the AQA curriculum scheme.
She followed advice on using the Oil Road and BP, having the narrative style and
incorporating her own map ideas for showing global links and the impacts of
energy use. She also independently created an interesting idea of the ladybird
thinking about the oil lines. The ladybird had quotes from the story that link both
the people and the environmental questions to the different parts and places of the
commodity chain. After this the students had to think about the scale of the
impacts: they used small, medium and big ladybird symbols to mark the impacts
on map.
Victoria - The others were planning to teach higher level students, but Victoria
confidently decided to give FTT a go in Year 8 (13-year-olds). She had taught
water themes and was now going to move on to food and where it’s coming from.
She described the class as notoriously “really bonkers group, they just won’t sit
still” and capturing attention seems to work only through creativity, colourfulness,
drawing and shocking stories. This in mind, she had the idea of adapting ftt.com in
class by making the students tell commodity stories that interest or shock them. In
two computer lessons the kids would concentrate on one item and tell the story
behind it on Storyboard. Victoria said they could choose one from the Grocery
department or create their own ones. Ian thought that short and strange videobased cases could work. First Ian suggested the film called Luckiest nut in the
world, which is a simultaneously funny weird and shocking video about the global
trade of nuts and has been widely used in schools. Ian’s second suggestion was a
truly strange, narrated short called film Ilha das flores, which tells about people
and pigs growing, eating and throwing away tomatoes. When Mary asked if the
kids can cope with completely weird Victoria thought they would probably like it.
As controversial legal cases Ian told about the shocking and interesting films
called Bananas and McLibel. Bananas is about Dole using a banned but used
pesticide that causes impotence, so an American lawyer helps Nicaraguan banana
farmers to sue Dole, who consequently immorally tries to silence the filmmakers.
McLibel was England’s longest libel court case, where two activists handed
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pamphlets outside McDonalds, McDonald’s sued them and had to proof against
the accusations. Victoria said she would think about these stories - whatever the
teaching contains needs to catch the pupils attention and be quite tightly
structured. For this reason we discussed that computer investigation and the
storytelling backwards could inspire. One way could be personifying the food or
having the ladybird asking the questions. For start, the pupils could take
photographs around the school during the class if they can get permissions. This
group could probably cope better with practical work that lightens normal
pressure or standing still. We thought that the photograph investigation could be
linked to the lunch and school cafe. This would motivationally link the students
and their everyday routines to the object of investigation. Ian pointed out that the
school ought to know where their food comes from and they can possibly give
contact details. The topic is relevant because there have been studies about UK
school dinners and there should be further information online. Ian added that in
the ‘Making the Connection’ project in Birmingham, students enjoyed challenging
the school to make better decision and practise: for example school council started
asking for Fair trade options.
We also discussed the political story of school dinners and healthiness. Also the
TV-show Jamie’s school dinners or websites with school dinners photographing
could be used. The horse meat issue could be behind all discussion and they could
maybe do forensics investigation on meat. Victoria worried about the
sensitiveness of the issue, but luckily DNA can be found only by forensics
scientists. However, the schools are ought to be thinking about it and in class the
idea of forensics and FTT together could work. Ian told that commodities like
footballs might have skin, blood or evidence about factory conditions. Intersubject work could be interesting, if the science teacher would be able tell about
DNA forensics or if the cafe worker would like to answer some questions. Ian
suggested that in the end the kids could play Cow crashers game on computer.
Victoria laughed and though “Yeah. They’d like that. Let them do that as a treat.”
Unfortunately Victoria got so busy with her new job that I could not get her
lecture plans and experiences. However, she will use share her ideas later on in
our Classroom project.
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Heather - Heather told she would be teaching sixth formers (17-18-year-olds). At
the time they had been learning about Ludlows’ rebranding, local food,
rebranding and food price comparison. They would continue with issues and costs
and benefits of local food. Again the idea of food miles was seen useful: the
students could think about the benefits of having local products. Simultaneously
they could think about the definitions of local and investigate how far the food
actually travels. Getting under the story of advertising and rebranding should be
tackled critically. As Mary said, a locally producing farmer might have an
interesting personal story about rebranding initiatives such as Ludlows’. In the
UK food market, comparing food prices and quality is an interesting topic for
teaching. With price comparisons, grocery chains such as Asda are cheaper than
local food, but on the other hand trust in commodities is important. The horse
meat scandal raised a powerful geographical debate and the trust issue triggered
butcher shops to make signs saying “keep calm and buy your meat from a
butchers”. We discussed that in food geographies moral trade dilemmas are good.
One example case could be Asda’s decision to move their banana sourcing to
Canary Islands: reducing food miles is principally good, but bananas of Canary
Islands are not Fair Trade. Moreover, there is the question of disconnection: what
happens to the workers in previous sourcing countries? Also chicken is a
controversial product. Ian told about a TV series on 4OD, in which the maker
demanded Tesco to have organically sourced chicken; issues of price and value
are linked also to the fact that people would not throw so much away if they got
more cooking knowledge. Media sources like this could be linked to teaching.
Additionally, if the TV series’ stories about growing and naming food chickens or
even having a pet chicken are linked to geographical concepts, they could raise
interesting discussion on meat production and complex human-non-humanrelations.
As a final point we discussed that generational differences in consumption could
interest children and they could interview parents and grandparents about their
consumption. This could give informative information on tradition and if
grandparents have grown their own food. It could be educating to discuss if the
stereotypical division between the fresh ingredient generation versus a fast food
generation is holding its place. Mary concluded that A-level students should have
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challenging issues. Heather could use the two angles for the story behind local
food - hidden costs and benefits - and there are also many news and research
stories about the lack or breakdown of connections. In the GA conference Heather
told she did not have the opportunity to have the lectures yet, but she will use the
ideas later on in our Classroom project.
Oprah - Oprah was allowed to develop her own schemes of work for a
humanities module in Years 7-9 (12-14-year-olds). She was planning to teach
globalisation and interconnection with the ftt.com shopping bags and the ftt.com
Mission:Explore missions. Oprah described the first lesson as somewhat difficult.
At first her pupils did not understand how interconnection is linked to the ftt.com
shopping bags - the mission guides to ask about the materials and origins of the
bags, but the kids were simplistically thinking that they are just plastic and made
by systematic machine work, not by human hands. However, Oprah thought the
ladybird was a useful tool for framing questions about the production of the bags
and she determinately prompted students with questions. Hoaxing to think about
where the plastic comes from made the students gradually realise that in truth
there are global connection behind the bag. Oprah encouraged students to cut and
use the ladybird as homework - in class she modelled the way of thinking by
making the students find the ladybird in the room. “Why would the ladybird be on
the light switch?” and the bin made students think about energy use and recycling.
The first lesson included an interesting gender aspect: boys were suspicious of the
topic and the ladybird approach, whereas girls started to enjoy them quickly. All
in all, the approach is quite different from normal and Mary found the feedback
useful: Oprah told “don’t expect them to take to it straight away.” Oprah
described the second lesson as fantastic. The kids were given their own homework
projects, where the idea was to take the cut-out ladybirds and answer the questions
‘how globalised are you?’ and ‘what makes you a global citizen?’ Here Oprah
used an exceptionally non-authoritative pedagogy, where she did not give much
guidance but wanted the students to think for themselves. Because there were no
strict limitations for the format Oprah told “it worked, no two projects were the
same.” She was positively surprised by the variety of ideas the student came up
with. The questions of globalisation and citizenship were interpreted in many
ways: some wrote about climate change, energy consumption and recycling,
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whereas some thought about transnational corporations and brands like Nike. Also
the ways of presentation varied from storyboards and diaries to videos and mind
maps. Oprah really got into the storytelling framework with the idea that the
ladybird is from the bag and travelled from the factory. As homework this seemed
to inspire the kids. Many students named the ladybird and some had drawn
ladybirds and their thought bubbles as visualisations in their written work. A
surprising development was that after the suspicious start one boy had a five-day
‘me and Mr. Ladybug’ video diary and another had investigation diagrams with
the ‘Mr. Ladybug and me.’ In the third lesson Oprah made the pupils think more
about the factory: where do the bags come from? With which transportation does
it come and is it a continuous journey? The students did not know and after some
guessing she showed the traffic map in ftt.com: “in fact this bag has been all
around the world to get to you.” Oprah told that the initial reaction to the distance
was shock - the map was powerful and Oprah thought the kids would not have
realised it by just saying ‘made in China’. After this Oprah moved on to ask
about the factory work with a slide of “you know where the bags are been made
now, but who has actually made it and what does factory work involve, and the
pay?” After thinking she gave them the information on ftt.com. The kids learned
by doing the mission. Realising that there are 6 processes, 71 people and many
machines in the factory generated “wow” reactions. They talked about
communicating with the management and when someone commented that a
suggestions box does not mean that the bosses actually listen to the workers made
Oprah cheer inside. Furthermore, the students were shocked about the pay and
comparing international figures.
After this Oprah got the students to write postcards: telling about their everyday
lives and school, half of the room wrote as consumers and half as factory workers
that sneak the card in the bag of the consumer (figure 22). The cards were
reviewed against the lesson outcomes i.e. understanding globalisation and their
place in the world. Next the lesson took a totally different spin: “I used the
Simpsons, showed them the YouTube clip and I introduced guerrilla art,” which
taught about guerrilla geography and political art. Oprah asked what Banksy’s
street art has got to do with what they had learned and why Banksy is thinking
about globalisation. At this point pupils started to come up with their own ideas,
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could discuss what each scene meant and saw how it is linked to factory working
conditions. Oprah talked about health and safety issues and how work can have
different standards in the Global South. As the final thing Oprah made her pupils
to do their own guerrilla art, taking inspiration from Banksy. Perceptions of
globalisation varied from being a good thing to a bad thing: one drawing had
people around the globe holding hands, in one work the world laid on the hat of
an evil corporate man. Reflection was used as the students compared the artwork
and guessed their messages. Ian commented that the ladybird can be seen as
guerrilla art, as well, and there is an idea of leaving it somewhere to raise
questions or community feeling. Ian got the idea after seeing Banksy’s ‘Exit
through the Gift shop:’ a street artists called Space Invader does mosaic space
figures all over public spaces to invade commercial space.
Oprah shared her teaching experience and told that the class enjoyed: students
were asking for more and they liked that it was different from the normal work for example China as regional geography is often generic and predictable. Oprah
adds in her first Follow The Teacher blog post (Cook et al. 2013a) that “the higher
achieving pupils really came to life, incorporating ideas from the previous
lessons.” With Oprah it became apparent that she trusted her scheme idea and
waited for everything to “fall into place.” Confidence and planning the sequences
is important. Interestingly, Oprah had this topic in humanities and Mary pointed
out that blurred discipline boundaries can be problematic. However, Oprah
continuously told the students how her teaching was relating to geography in
order to keep the sight of that. Oprah told she would have more classes later on
and she was planning to give personal projects about globalisation and ‘how to be
better’. This could maybe be in the school context with recycling, canteen food
and bringing the ladybird back. Follow-up felt good and Oprah concluded her first
Follow The Teacher blog post (Cook et al. 2013a) saying “I really enjoyed this
lesson, teaching it was a highlight of my teaching practice, especially because of
the positive feedback I received from my pupils.”
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Figure 22. Two postcards written by Oprah’s students.
Natalie - Oprah and Natalie shared 2-3 lessons with a sixth form class (Year 12,
17-year-olds). The teaching was described by Natalie. The class covered the
topics of globalisation and multinational companies, consolidating prior learning
and providing case studies for revision and subsequent exams. Natalie’s scheme
was implemented for AS-level Geography students (studying the OCR exam
syllabus), who were eager to strengthen their example bank of TNCs. According
to Natalie, using ftt.com seemed like a perfect way for pupils to do research on a
variety of sources. It was a unique and interesting way to develop geographical
enquiry skills. The work had to be squeezed into a short period of time, but
succeeded because of planning and interest. Natalie’s students were not familiar
with the ftt.com site so she gave them an introduction lesson and asked questions
on its message and the similarity to Amazon. After this they got time to explore
the studies themselves. The recognisable layout got positive feedback –
mimicking an online site makes it personal and interesting. They also liked the
navigation and the amount of detail on the site.
The main task was to work in groups of four and make a TNC presentation.
Starbuck, Ford, Twinings and Apple were researched with criteria such as trade
routes, compliance to ethical standards and costs and benefits to host and source
countries. Students spent one lesson reading the website and additional relevant
links to answer a list of research questions, for example what the product is, where
the headquarters is and where the commodities are made. Optionally they could
provide a handout and interesting extra information. Natalie told that besides
hitting the success criteria, the students explored cases such as the Starbucks tax
scandal, Apple employee’s suicides at the Chinese Foxconn factories and ethical
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trading surrounding Twinings Tea. The examples were quite current and the
students linked them well to the news.
Natalie emphasised the importance of letting pupils ‘find the geography’ and
make synoptic links to other geographical topics. The multiple forms of data
presentation in the website enabled differentiation and the students appreciated the
possibility to follow their own lines of enquiry creatively and independently. The
more able pupils could challenge themselves through interpreting more abstract
sources. Particularly the Ford Car Seat page of the film ‘Made in Dagenham’
enabled exploration on social and historical topics such as feminism and women’s
rights. The presentations were assessed by Natalie, Oprah and the students. Peer
assessment included a note taking form and group feedback (figure 23). Natalie
evaluated which parts of the website were used and how well, how other
information was linked to the topic and how it was presented. According to
Natalie, the presentations were informative and creative. Most used varying
multimedia sources, videos, quizzes etc. so the effort could be compared. Some
groups coped with the research process better than others and especially the
Starbucks and Twinings presentations were detailed and good. Natalie and Oprah
pondered that this resulted from both individual struggling/group success and the
amount of available information. All in all Natalie’s Follow The Teacher blog
post (Cook et al. 2013b) concluded that “both the pupils and myself as a trainee
teacher took a lot of positives away from this activity and I will certainly be using
the Follow The Things site in my future teaching.”

Figure 23. A screenshot of the peer evaluation form from Natalie’s class.
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Overall feedback
The PGCE students found their own ways to teach FTT at many different year
classes and contexts. Everyone also had their own personal stamp on the lessons.
The success of our collaboration was based on two important elements. Firstly,
the students’ fresh education on geography teaching and the YPG approach
increased adaptiveness. Secondly, the opportunity to get advice face-to-face from
Ian, me and Mary was clearly crucial. We realised that this now needs to come
across clearly enough in the Classroom page. Interesting is how the students had
very different styles in approach, but the central FTT ideas of networks, trade
justice and social relations came across in all. Pedagogically Oprah had the most
alternative and artistic teaching methods. Group work and critical thinking were
central with Oprah, Natalie and Jennifer. Charlotte did not have these elements,
but got very interesting feedback from the Banksy video, ftt.com and chocolate.
The diverse writing, storytelling and imagination in geography were used
surprisingly much: FTT can tell a story via one product, geographical detective
work is almost like a crime scene story for the students to uncover and an
empathic leader like the ftt.com ladybug can be a question setter or a storytelling
vehicle. Mary and the PGCE students saw the storying and ladybug approaches
useful. In our meeting later on in the GA workshop, Mary hoped to receive
evaluation on the PGCE students teaching experience and some work from the
kids - firsthand accounts of what was working and what was not are valuable. An
interesting example of this is the ladybird, which worked for some cases better
than others. Jennifer’s A-level students found the ladybird as an interesting
storyteller and a useful symbol for the commodity chain map. Some younger
students of Charlotte and Oprah found the ladybird as childish or uncool. In
Oprah’s class girls seemed to warm up to the character quicker than boys, but at
the end some boys created reflective work with the masculinised ‘Mr. ladybug.’
Charlotte’s students suggested having a boyish companion character to the
ladybug, which Ian found extremely interesting. In the future there could maybe
be characters with different perspectives, like a Tesco dragonfly or Sainsbury’s
elephant. Some suggestions were a cocoa bean mascot or a boyish tarantula that
satirically wants to hear shocking exploitation stories. The students were very
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open-minded in their practise and agreed on enjoyment. Because of the successful
co-operation they were also willing to share their teaching experiences, materials
and student feedback, for which Ian and I are truly grateful. Another main thing
in our Classroom project turned out to be the great variety of ideas and ways in
which the PGCE students adapted them to differing school units, themes and
learning goals. For example Natalie implemented her scheme for A-level
geography students, whereas Oprah covered the same themes in her introduction
to globalisation for younger. Both thought this tells about the versatility of ftt.com
for teaching a variety of age groups. This flexibility is a good outcome. However,
Mary and the students were discussing how the status and traditional style of
some schools make the promotion rather difficult. School politics and head
master’s approval might strictly direct where, when and what to teach. Oprah told
her class was the only lesson without a strict school produced workbook to follow.
Other complexities came up, as well. Oprah could not teach in geography, only in
humanities skill lessons that mix geography, history and re with a new topic every
week - she had to actively create the space and trust in her ideas. However, it was
useful to hear that she had still filled in compulsory learning skill booklets and
explained its ‘focus cogs’ on ‘resilience’, ‘creative thinkers’ and ‘reflection’. Age
and adaptation were challenging for Jennifer and Victoria, too. A-level is a tricky
question, because students would have the depth and skill for different kind of
approaches, but they are driven by getting good exams marks. Oprah thought this
is rooted in them since the GCSE exams. Victoria had a much younger group and
worried about their “off-the-wall” nature. Luckily she knew creativity,
colourfulness, drawing and shocking stories work, but she still needed guidance.
When compared to Oprah’s open pedagogies, Victoria’s had to be more tightly
structured

and

motivated

by

computer

investigation,

storytelling

and

photographing. Victoria pointed out a general technical challenge, access to
computers: “we have two computer lessons, but that’s all I could get.” Time
squeeze was challenging also for Oprah and Natalie. Now with more experience
they would spread it over a longer period, which would increase collaboration and
decrease homework. They would also have wanted to have more time to develop
the YPG approach, creative work and less structured ftt.com inquiry.
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Geographical Association conference workshop
In the collaboration project we had also booked a workshop called ‘Teaching with
followthethings.com’ for the GA conference. In the first meeting we planned the
workshop: what we would tell, how it would be organised with the computers and
what kind visualisation we would have. For a more visual grip and to give
something as a reminder to the participants, we designed, printed and handed out
a set of four postcards (figure 4). The front cover had a picture of the ftt.com bag
and the back covers had four different postcard messages Oprah’s students had
written in class. The workshop was on Friday 5th April at 10.10-11am. We met in
the morning to organise the room, open ftt.com on the computers and decide who
would present the work. The IT room booked for the session was full with about
25 participants with us. Amongst the participants there were at least PGCE
students, teachers and teaching developers. Also Alan Parkinson attended in order
to get insights and tips for the forthcoming collaboration on ftt.com teaching
materials. In our short meeting at the conference, Alan told that it would be
important to hear feedback: teachers need to move from what want to what they
need, from ready-made materials to their own geographical thinking and
developing teaching ideas.

Figure 24. Photographs of the workshop and the postcards for the participants.
Our session began with Ian giving an introduction for the website. After him,
Mary told about the previous steps of our Classroom project and how the PGCE
students have progressed from the teaching ideas to the practise in classroom. The
teaching practise was illuminated by Jennifer, who presented her work and how
she had imported the ideas from the meeting to her A-level geography class. After
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this people had the chance to look at the webpage and ask questions. We walked
around the room and had individual discussions with the participants, who asked
for teaching advice. In the end we had a concluding discussion where people gave
feedback and suggestions. Many also commented the session afterwards in social
media. We got many positive comments saying that “this is a brilliant database
since as a new teacher I don’t have time to develop my own.” Some said that “I
have thought about using the website or the FTT approach, but don’t know where
to start - I came here to get ideas and examples.” Lego visualisations and the
ladybird as a storytelling vehicle seemed to have the most interest, but also as a
good introduction to the difficult topics. One participant stated confidently that
“the kids will just love it”.
The feedback for developments was extremely useful. Many had an overwhelmed
feeling that “there’s just so much” and some were saying that it is difficult to
know where to start with the ftt.com website. We got helpful feedback online in
Mishmaslearning blog (Knill 2013): “I liked the @followthethings site but was
initially scared by the depth of information. Not KS3 or 4 friendly for many but
then I discovered links to @MissionExplore and the blog with examples of use.
Now here there were clear possibilities including the lego movies. I chatted with
Ian about using the materials in co-construction lessons.” Many hoped for a
clearer and more accessible Classroom page and an introduction video for the
website. We discussed that Alan could make an introduction video because people
seem to be quite confused. Even those who knew the site gave feedback saying “I
know there are Lego things there, but I can’t find it” or “I have read some kind of
introduction for ‘follow it yourself’ and the Classroom page, but I do not
remember where it is.” Instead of being hidden in the bottom of the webpage, it
has to be visually more notable. A few were commenting in the end that “I wish I
knew about some of the examples already and how different teachers have
personally adapted them in class.”
It became obvious that guidance and teacher-generated ideas were needed. The
PGCE students found their way to teach FTT at many different year classes and
contexts and they also had their own personal stamp on it. This would now need
to become realised clearly enough in the Classroom page of ftt.com. People had
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ideas of different units, under which the different commodity stories can be
attached and there should be clear examples of teaching practise on different year
levels. Someone asked about working with their pupils to co-author a blog post
about FTT to put on the ftt.com blog, which Ian had not thought about before. In
the future, narrative accounts on teaching with the downloadable resources could
work nicely. After the workshop we discussed having a new workshop next year.
Heather suggested that it could be nice to get kids into the workshop to tell what
they have done, learned and enjoyed. This could become inspiring and productive
especially if we had a LegoLab. The PGCE students thought their schools would
allow kids to come and they would like to talk to each other. Seeing the kids do
things would have a big impact and the kids themselves would get more out of it
than by traditional teaching. Mary reminded about asking permissions from the
school and parents and planning the logistics early. If this would not succeed,
videoed interviews would be another way of working.
NEW TEACHING MATERIALS
New materials for followthethings.com
Ftt.com is a work in development and I had the chance to participate in the early
stages of a larger Classroom Project. The discussions, meetings with the PGCE
students, GA workshop and co-operation with Alan Parkinson have resulted in a
mixture of resources, such as guides, games and blogging. The development
continues. Launched mostly in summer 2013, the Classroom page gathers existing
classroom resources and new materials to help teachers and students (figure 25).
They include a ten-step teacher’s guide to ftt.com, a guide for linking ftt.com to
the National Curriculum, a four-page guide ‘Where does my stuff come
from?’ based on a set of RGS-IBG teaching resources, a search map for the world
regions of the ftt.com exemplars, an Ethical Trade Trump card game and ‘Follow
the Teachers’ blog posts. Next I will tell a little bit more about the resources.
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Figure 25. A screenshot of the buttons for new ftt.com teaching materials.
There are some very practical developments to make the website more accessible.
Ian and Alan developed also a nine-page ‘Teachers’ Guide to the Follow The
Things Website’ (figure 26). It is a quick tour comic style guide in pdf-form,
which has been created to help using the website in and out of the classroom. It is
punchy especially for those who have not visited the website before. It has lesson
ideas and guidance for Key Stages 1-5.

Figure 26. Screenshots of the Teachers’ Guide to the Follow The Things Website.
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Ian and the interns of 2012 recognised that teachers may find useful a ftt.com
search map (figure 27). If geography teachers are teaching about a specific region
or country they can see what departments of the site are connected to that place.

Figure 27. A screenshot of the ftt.com search map.
During the academic year 2013-4, people can read how English school teachers
use and adapt ftt.com in class. Developing and testing classroom resources is part
of the ongoing ‘Follow the Teachers’ project. The PGCE students and Alan
Parkinson, who has returned to normal teaching, write blog posts in the ftt.com
blog (I want to discuss that 2012) and share their PowerPoint slides and lesson
plans. All this can be found behind the buttons with teacher photos (figure 28).

Figure 28. A screenshot of the buttons for ‘Follow the Teachers’ blog posts.
As a creative pedagogical tool, Ian and Alan also created a FTT trump card game
with downloadable instructions and templates (figure 29). This helps kids of all
ages to learn about ethical trade and consumption by using an exciting version of
a familiar game. A good example came from Natalie (Batten 2013): an extension
to a TNC class could be to incorporate the Ethical Trade Top Trump cards that
compare companies on categories such as worker rights, policies and monitoring.
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Figure 29. A screenshot of the button for the Ethical Trade Top Trump game.
A resource that links ftt.com and the curriculum discussion of my work together is
a guide made by Ian and Alan that connects FTT teaching ideas to the English
National Curriculum (Parkinson & Cook 2013). The file shows how geography
teachers in England and Wales can use ftt.com in the light of changing curriculum
requirements. There are several useful opportunities to connect the FTT work to
specifications of Key Stage 3, 5 and the GCSEs. The guide is helpful for teachers
in other subjects and countries, as well, since the curriculum specifications for
geographical knowledge and topics are rather general and multidisciplinary in
nature. As discussed amongst the academic researchers, material culture issues
and cultural activism are areas of multidimensional knowledge and educational
aims. This became apparent in the lesson planning of the PGCE students. The
guide is helpful also for Finnish teachers as they can easily see the explanations
and link it to the Finnish curriculum requirements. One example of guidance is
how using the website as a source of geographical debate can develop a more
nuanced argument from students with respect to the ideas that underpin trade
justice. Each page in ftt.com is formed like a discussion between the people who
made, watched and took part in the film, artwork, activist campaign or other
source in question. By investigating the case studies, students can imagine
themselves in the conversations, see the controversial ‘sides’ and experiences,
make some conclusions of the issues and think about convincing argumentation.
Place-specific materials and mobile phone geographies
Besides the Classroom project, I personally created and listed teaching materials
for commodity geographies. Even though most of the products in FTT work are
universal and found in all developed countries, place- and nation-specific
examples might work the best. The idea is to create materials for specific places
and audiences. In my thesis those are also Finnish teachers and students. This in
mind, I collaborated with ftt.com and we decided I could open up some Finland177

related cases in the thesis. The first idea was Nokia phones and conflict minerals.
Mobile phones are an essential theme of everyday materialities. Basically every
family has one or more mobile phones and by owning a phone from early on
young people might have a strong relation to the item. This relation makes the
users personally related to the production and people behind them. Following the
injustice in the production chain of phones and clothes is a relevant international
example for commodity geographies; the issues can and should be taught, but they
also intelligently link academic work to NGOs. Projects such as MakeITFair and
Clean Clothes have derived from FTT type of studies reporting corporate
misbehaviour. Cruelties are exposed in multiple stages of their commodity chain,
often in the resource extraction, the factory working conditions, taxation or
neglecting environmental restrictions.
The consumption and production of electronics has also been used in material
culture education in the United Kingdom, for example in Ian’s GMC module and
the Pilot GCSE (Griffiths 2009). The GMC interviews gave an exceptional
overview of student work related to mobiles. Katie (K1) had a smart phone in her
toolbox for geography, whereas Elenor discussed the materiality of her phone and
did a daily diary entry on it. Nancy’s topic was conflict minerals so she made an
art work from electronics to show the locations on the globe where her phone
comes from. The Pilot GCSE and ‘Making the connection’ project are better
explained in chapter 3 - the project homepage has weekly lesson plans starting
with banana geographies and ending with phone geographies. A student-centred
FTT approach on phones think through the lives of phones and connectivity of
students and the plans can be adapted to other electronics-following pages in
ftt.com. The injustice in the commodity chain have been at the centre of many
cultural activists and documented in ftt.com. In the Electronics department of the
website there are research compilations on ‘Cell Phone’ and ‘Smartphone’ and
naturally the production of phones is also linked to ‘iPad’. A brilliant from culture
jammers the Yes Men was a spoof campaign, Apple website and launching event
for a conflict-free iPhone 4 (Parkin 2011). There are also new controversial
documentaries that can be used as homework or a compilation topic. One
excellent example is Blood in the Mobile (Verikännykät) and Nokia phones.
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In Finland there is also a notable link between commodity geographies and NGO
work and the ethical issues of phones and Nokia are introduced in many sites and
NGOs. Some of these are MakeITFair (2013) campaign website by NGO’s such
as Eetti, The Nature League’s guide book for ethical electronics (Kemppi 2009)
and an introduction to conflict minerals (Laakso 2013a) in Maailma.net website,
which has plenty of useful development-centred news stories in Finnish. The
MakeITFair campaign challenged Nokia through an internet petition, a name list
and research reports made by FinnWatch, a NGO that follows CSR in commodity
chains and Finnish companies. There is little academic FTT research in Finnish or
with Finnish products, but Finnwatch homepage has many interesting things both
in Finnish and English, for example many official study reports on the same
commodities ftt.com includes.
Finnwatch has reports on garment factories in Bangladesh (in Finnish), mobile
phone factories in India (in English), minerals from Congo (in English), Music
player and game console manufacturing in China (in English, made with SACOM
in 2009 in a EU-funded project MakeITFair) and private label products
(companies’ own brands) in Finland (in Finnish). The latest became
internationally known in the media in spring 2013. Researcher Andy Hall made a
research with Finnwatch about private label products of the biggest Finnish
grocery chains, concentrating especially on labour exploitation in Thai factories
producing pineapple concentrate. Human rights issues of Thailand’s factories
have been discussed in public, but this was the first larger case about Finnish
products under attack. The case increased awareness, the Finnish grocery chains
started investigating their commodity chains, many cut buying from the company
Natural Fruit and one of the Finnish grocery chains started their action with a
factory visit (Leppiniemi 2013). However, there is still an on-going law suit
against Hall from Natural Fruit, supported by the Thai government (Laakso
2013b). Finnwatch is pushing the biggest issues - the law suit and getting
legislative change through government commitment - but also encourage
consumers to add pressure and discussion.
My thesis ideas are linked and getting used in the work of a Finnish NGO Eetti.
Their school visits educate with discussion, role play, videos and other action179

oriented methods. One part of Eetti’s global education is the Global Consumer
initiative funded by the Ministry of foreign affairs and done in collaboration with
The Nature League, Pro Fair Trade Finland, FinnWatch and Tikkurila upper
secondary school. A web portal called Global Consumer’s forum (Globaalin
kuluttajan foorumi n.d.) includes commodity geographies and is visited by
hundreds of pupils. Launched in 2011, the Fair Paths game (Reilut reitit n.d.) is a
good example of FTT geography and maps (even though the design and content is
fairly narrow with only a few typical Fair Trade products, bananas, cocoa and
footballs). The initiative includes school visits and in May 2013 Eetti organized
an event called Young People’s Consumer Parliament that I participated in. The
event gave upper secondary students an exceptional opportunity to ask about CSR
and ethicalness and roast representatives of Ikea, Nokia, Vantaa city school food
supply, the Labour Minister’s assistant and Finnwatch. There also were two
workshops that focused on the production of specific commodities, such as
chocolate, and the ability to change things. The unique event showed that young
people have incredibly critical questions and opinions. I think the event had a
clear link to FTT and YPG. How my thesis will get used in Eetti’s website and
global education project is discussed later in this chapter.
The question of language - When considering the use of place-specific
educational materials and writing compilation work, choosing the language
between Finnish and English becomes important. With Finnish, problems might
appear if most of the resources are in English. However, at least the Finnish
reports by Finnwatch sound interesting for some FTT work Finnish students could
produce. In the case of googling search words in Finnish about mobile phones, for
example, there are many information sites like Wikipedia but also debates and
impact. Blood in the Mobile (Verikännykät) is publicly available in Yle
broadcasting and has created debate amongst the viewers as well as interviews of
Nokia about the film. Hence a compilation work about the discussion and impact
or creative original work on mobile phones could also be done in Finnish.
The question of language is important in general. The data and discussion of my
work, including all the academic and pedagogical terms, are in English. I
principally think this situation should be improved and that the language of
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teaching commodity geographies could also work well in Finnish. A lot of
definitions and vocabulary in English, but in Finnish the vocabulary is relatively
narrow. Some research terms have been developed in consumption, urban and
food geographies. Raento (2011) emphasises that publication and developing
vocabulary in native language is important. Even though upper secondary and
younger students know English already and at the university level English is
common, it would be good to get Finnish examples developed. The translation is
difficult, but the terminology could be developed in collaboration with NGOs,
geography, sociology and anthropology. Translation of the ideas, events and
materials in Finnish would require innovative gatherings and data sharing. Hence
I would like to inspire with examples like MoCC and the GA workshop. As part
of promoting ftt.com and developing Finnish teaching materials, I did a bilingual
research on the public debates on Fazer chocolate school campaign. The
campaign, cocoa bean production and child labour is one relevant example of a
Follow The Thing scenery and the ethical issues in global trade.
Fazer ‘Blue’ chocolate Cocoa School Campaign
In the ftt.com collaboration, we also decided that I could produce a new
compilation study about an event or debate that is strongly linked to Finnish
consumerism. Ian and Helen thought that doing the first bilingual study to the
growing website is brilliant. I suggested an interesting debate from the autumn of
2012 that was strong especially in the social media: the commodity chain of
chocolate, child labour in the cocoa industry and a notorious charity campaign
that Finland best-known chocolate producer Fazer was advertising. In the Grocery
and Gift departments of ftt.com I provide a ready-to-use case study and Legorecreations (Kemppainen 2013) (figures 30 and 31). Information on the translation
is in the appendix. The bilingual media debate research is a link between my
thesis and ftt.com. Simultaneously it is a tool to introduce the website and the
compilation style to Finnish teachers and their students, hopefully making the
FTT cases more understandable and usable in research and teaching. The aim is
also to encourage following the media with a critical gaze and to come up with
other local examples.
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Figure 30. A screenshot of my Fazer work in ftt.com
The Fazer case is useful in the approach of having one commodity as a starting
point in order to create discussion on controversial trade justice themes. My
interviewee Helen mentioned that many students take everyday commodities like
mobile phones for granted; stopping and taking one step back with commodity
geographies can be powerful. Mobiles and chocolate are especially staggering
FTT examples; most of us are used to their mundanity, but also have a strong
attachment to them. According to Griffiths (2009:177), teachers have often found
commodity chains as an intriguing way to see people through visualisations, face
to face or their stories; this way students identify themselves personally with the
producers and think how for example buying Fair Trade chocolate can make a
difference to them and others.
Some of the news articles in the Fazer case provide further sources abroad (like a
CNN report and a BBC documentary), and some link the case to global problems
in the production of chocolate, especially child labour. However, an important
aspect is that national examples bound national companies to the debate. The
decision makers are not the big bosses in multinational marketing headquarters or
the NGOs promoting Fair Trade far away, they are the Finnish workers in Fazer
Group, Finnwatch, Reilun kaupan edistämisyhdistys (NGO Pro Fair Trade) and
others. Those are the names and faces that create campaigns and answer to the
interviews of Helsingin Sanomat newspaper or YLE broadcasting, after which it is
the opinionated Finnish student columnists, political writers and everyday Fazer
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lovers that provoke discussion in the Internet. National identities and
respectability play an interesting role, as well, and give a starting point for making
geography personal. Fazer’s corporate image is good and the brand is considered
to be really Finnish. Some products have established their status and sale as
national best-sellers, like the Fazer "Blue" Milk Chocolate Bar and the Assorted
Chocolates gift boxes, such as Geisha. The example links geography to NGOs and
the Fair Trade debate, for example Eetti ry (2012) wrote its own response with a
heading “there are alternatives to the chocolate produced with child labour”.
The most controversial element of the Fazer case is the complexities of the
varying consumer reactions that can be read from the news, columns and social
media. Besides consumer criticism, there were many controversial issues in the
story: corporate accountability and responsibility, child labour, transparency in the
production chains, marketing and profits versus corporate image and
respectability, Fair Trade and the dilemma of depending on products that include
conflict materials. Helen agreed with one of the main critiques: Fazer’s response
to all problems was to build a school, which does not really solve anything. I
found the following points in the discussions especially interesting and thought of
them as good ideas for teaching trade and media criticism:
1) There were strong argumentation on charity, hypocrisy and change.
2) There were interesting descriptions of the campaign and the emotions it
evoked: people used words like necessary, refreshing, malaise and shock.
3) People also linked videos, websites, blogs and earlier news articles in the
commentary boxes, for example to a RSA animate video, CNN and BBC.
4) The expenses in advertising and building a school were strongly debated.
Firstly, people talked about the standardised list prices of advertisements in
Helsingin Sanomat and the reduced prices with certain companies or charity
campaigns. Secondly, there were estimations of the costs of building a school by
Finn Church Aid versus the costs of Fazer and World Cocoa Foundation.
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Figure 31. Photographs of my Lego-recreations about the Fazer compilation.
The global cocoa production and this specific case study have a strong link to
critical human geography and neo-colonial aspects to world trade. The vocabulary
and terms used in the media resources link the debate straightforwardly to
academic articles that concentrate on CSR, FTT and care. Media sources and
geographical theories can be powerful together, which might increase critical
thinking among consumers and students. In addition, there is an obvious link to
inter-relational pedagogies, geographical imaginations and representations of
distant places, all of which are essential parts of geographical knowledge
(Lambert 2011). Shelley in Hawkins et al. (2012: 910) claims that “a truly human,
ecologically viable social order...will only emerge from insights deriving from our
perception and commitment to the interconnected whole.”
Fazer’s school campaign hit the core of certain problems that have been discussed
in geography and global education. Postcolonial destabilisation of Western
ideologies of the Other have been well conveyed by researchers like Edward Said
(Morin 2005) and Homi K. Bhabha (1994), but geographical imaginations still
hold strong. According to Martin (2012: 120), the teaching of (neo)colonial
relationships often concentrate on otherness, exoticism and lack, the latter being
true especially when representing Africa. Martin (2012: 121) suggests that an
object-based tradition is more dominant in western teaching than a relational one,
which means a battle between a limited understanding of stable entities versus a
heterogeneous in-relation-to thinking. In Finland, Cantell (2011: 6-13) discusses
how teaching materials contain a negative news selection of Africa and how
pupils perceive Africa in a simplistic and negative way. Interestingly, however,
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young people recognise the gaps in their knowledge of Asia and Africa and wish
for discussing informative case studies and possible solutions.
A genius account on media representations is the NGO parody film and website
Radi-Aid (n.d) - Africa for Norway. The campaign from 2012 is also mentioned
in the appendix teaching list and in our interview Helen remembered it as an
amazing teaching example of a parody spoof. The video shows miserable
Norwegians suffering from icy circumstances and encourages Africans helping
the frostbitten Norwegians by sending radiators. This humorously grasps a serious
issue: fundraising campaigns and media exploit stereotypes and people have
biased geographical imaginations. The Radi-Aid (n.d) homepage states that aid is
not the only answer and should not be based on “good” intentions: “Aid must be
based on real needs...we must have cooperation and investments, and change
other structures that hold back development in poorer countries.” Martin (2012:
122) emphasizes that providing students with ready-made solutions, such as ‘buy
Fair Trade’ or ‘send our friend in Africa to school’ is an object-focused approach,
a “single story” that perpetuates stereotypes. Instead of this students need tools to
deal with relational difference and create positive accounts on the difference,
multiple identities and distant places. In her TED talk, the author Chimamanda
Adichie (2009) underlines the danger of a single story and negative visions - it is
impossible to know the whole world, but balanced, multiple stories can increase
mature understandings, empower and humanise. Additionally, Mama Hope’s Stop
The Pity Movement has videos like the women of Nyamonge presenting netball
(MamaHope 2013) that tell us that instead of false advertising and pity towards
Africans we should respect the diversity and unlock the potential.
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New collaboration
Expert interviews and collaboration with ftt.com and new teachers led to
interesting networking. My public geographies have been based on the valuable
advice Helen and Ian gave me on networking and global education. I told that in
Finnish NGO’s have some commodity geographies in global education - an
interested teacher might google upon it, but it is not included in the curriculum.
Helen thought I should combine different actors of the consumerism with
different aspects of global learning. Both told that active networking and meeting
people in Finland would be key things. Firstly, a teacher could have always
wanted to do this, but does not have resources or knowledge to find information.
Secondly, one of my research questions was to examine what kinds of new, useful
and creative collaboration work could be undertaken. I wanted to spread the
knowledge also to Finnish education and I needed to contact some Finnish NGOs.
Helen and Ian gave email advice and suggested finding a civil organisation that
deals with global development education with and/or outside university education
(an equivalent for Teacher Development Education Centre in the UK).
Based on this, I started to contact educators from organisations (Eetti, Finnwatch
and Kepa) and the university (Sirpa Tani and Hannele Cantell). It took a while to
get responses, but now my work has received very positive response. Even though
most of the research and data are in English or from England, they have clear
links to the curriculum, teaching and NGO work in Finland. Commodity
geographies has a natural link to global education and contextual learning and
most of the theory, teaching resources and culture jamming can be universally
translated. The flexibility of the Finnish curriculum and pedagogical choices of
teachers makes it possible to try out the materials of my thesis. These connections
have been recognised also by several Finnish educators I have now met, such as
Sirpa Tani and Hannele Cantell (University of Helsinki), Minna Mannert (Kepa)
and Anna Ylä-Anttila (Eetti).
An especially interesting development has been to share my work with Eetti talking about interdisciplinary inspiration and public geographies. I contacted
Eetti to introduce myself and the thesis. Consequently, my Fazer case will be
integrated into their Global Consumer’s forum, which already has information
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about cocoa production and shortly mentions the controversy Fazer’s campaign
generated. Surprisingly, we found another clear connection. In 2013-14 my
expertise will be used in the new global education project Kehitysmaat mainosten
takana, which I have shortly presented already in chapter 2. In the initiative,
questions of global development and commodity production are linked to culture
jamming and participatory pedagogies. The initiative is a good example of a
project, in which academic and popular ideologies of trade, commodities and
activism get intertwined. In this trade justice education, the different spheres of
academia, education, NGOs and cultural activists clearly collide.
The project includes school visits, in which many FTT and culture jamming
examples of my thesis are transferred straightforwardly into classroom. My
knowledge has been already used in planning a basis for school visits. I assisted
in training new school visitors and personally run workshops. Most school visits
include presenting Eetti and their usual themes on mobile phones and clothes,
both of which are part of in my thesis. The subvertisement workshops also include
examples mentioned in chapter 2: Banksy’s Simpsons intro is shown to generate
questions and then the theoretical ideas behind culture jamming are introduced.
The YesMen’s iPhone spoof or Molleindustria’s Phone Story game can be a
creative link to the production and recycling issues of mobile phones. Workshops
also have time for examining colour-printed subvertisements in groups and
brainstorming own subvertisements. School visitors are advised to get prepared by
reading the Simpsons discussion in ftt.com. The initiative continues for 1,5 years
and probably even after that. Visitors are trained in 4 cities around Finland, after
which there should be about 600 hours of school visits for more than 2200
students.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has been done in response to wider academic calls. With many other
researchers I have acknowledged the need to study materiality, defend
geography’s status and narrow down the school-university gap. There is also a
need to revitalise human geography and develop trade justice education that
connects universities, schools and NGOs through sphere-crossing collaboration.
Contributing to these issues led me collect data in inspirational research networks
in England and to share the knowledge in Finland. Also my personal experiences
during the past two years affected the aims of the thesis. Firstly, I wanted my
master’s thesis to be meaningful for students and teachers, and I wanted to make
different, encouraging, critical and mobilising research. I wanted to specialise in
material geographies and do critical research on radical, creative teaching. The
result is a wide-ranging thesis written for multiple audiences working in
academia, education and ethical world trade.
This thesis has examined how people in the often separate spheres of academia,
education development, NGOs and cultural activism have collaborated on trade
justice education in England and Finland. I have first given multidimensional
understandings of critical economic geographies and pointed out new topics for
future studies. Besides traditional university research, it has been important to
show how commodity geographies are linked to public geographies and cultural
activism. At the heart of all of this lies the need to develop interesting education
that connects universities, schools, NGOs and activism. My thesis has shown
ways in which academics are doing vital public geographies in their research and
new media. Trade justice education has been developed also by joining up
commodity research, culture jamming, participatory pedagogies and NGOs’
global education projects. Here the GMC course and ftt.com, our Classroom
project and Eetti’s new Kehitysmaat mainosten takana project are creative
educational examples.
The fieldwork was conducted in England in order to study what this kind of
education is like for students, teachers and researchers in the network and what
kinds of new, useful and creative collaborative work can be undertaken. One aim
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was to study what kinds of projects have been undertaken already. So, my work
included active networking, interviewing students and educationalists, co-creating
teaching materials with new teachers and making the thesis publicly available in
both countries. Doing fieldwork within the collaborative and enthusiastic network
of trade justice education had a strong influence: the methods, geographical
knowledge and autoethnographic writing style of my thesis have stemmed from
the shared passion, research advice and interviews with these people. The thesis
explains my distinctive networking research narratively and hopefully arouses
emotion, inspiration and activation.
I was invited to participate in collaborative projects, from which I could bring the
knowledge to Finland and to share in public. There are many things to learn from
the case studies and research collaboration on this thesis. Ideologically, the three
case studies, curriculum debate and radical pedagogies are extremely important.
Besides ideological debate, the practical classroom experiences and collaboration
give important advice for new educational projects. Firstly, the GMC interviews
give critical advice and support for increasing creative education. The successes
and innovative work of the students give clear evidence of the powerful learning
and vivid inspiration that critical trade justice education can give. Presenting their
visual course work is exceptional and practical challenges can be better overcome
after reading the analysis. The GMC case study also makes a significant link
between the academic research on, and teaching of, commodities and cultural
activism. This transfers the literature review of the thesis to the classroom.
Secondly, the YPG project and the Pilot GCSE have been border-crossing projects
and studying them gave important information on how geography teaching has
been developed. These projects linked research, young people’s geographies and
radical pedagogies usefully together. Interviewing the main characters involved in
these projects revealed important aspects of the political context, pedagogical
principles and curriculum debate that need be understood before new educational
projects. Also the unique teaching experiences and new collaboration in the
project networks are significant study results.
This brings us to the collaboration with the PGCE students and ftt.com website,
which was going through an innovative improvement process. Written work and
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public teaching materials that support new teaching experiments are clearly hoped
for in literature. However, they are rarely done by busy teachers and Finnish
actors. Doing expert interviews and public geographies in existing networks
started The Classroom project, whose starting point was to see what kinds of
useful new work could be undertaken if the worlds of research knowledge,
creative activism, school teaching and NGO work get combined. Co-creation of
creative teaching ideas and new materials for public sharing with new teachers
was an essential aspect of the research. The collaboration included interviews
about the classroom experiences of the teachers’ first trial of teaching commodity
geographies and having a workshop at the GA conference. Research wise it was
significant to hear the teachers’ struggles and the suggestions of how to use
ftt.com, academic concepts and cultural activism in the classroom. The reactions
and course work of their students are helpful and inspirational the same way as in
the GMC interviews. The work also included creating the first bilingual study be
published on ftt.com about a Finnish commodity. Hopefully the interesting Fazer
case study works as a tool for Finnish teachers and their students to understand the
website and to give inspiration to use the trade justice debates in it in class.
Creating new online ‘Classroom’ resources continue to this day and during 201314 I will also create a blog and apply for project funding to bring my work into
the public domain in a more concise form.
In addition to the literature, English experience and new project materials, I got
networking advice and contacts to Finland. The ultimate question was where I
would find myself if I could share my academic thesis that bounds all this
together. At the start, it seemed like there was hardly anything happening in this
field in Finland and only a few researchers were calling for a Finnish YPG. After
learning from the experts and getting Finnish contacts from my interviewees, I
have been determinately networking. At the moment I am experiencing new
Finnish developments by collaborating with educationalists and NGO workers. I
see that there are many interesting networks and development project. However,
they are dispersed and work mainly in the separate spheres of academia, NGOs
and schools. For example YPG has been studied in educational sciences and trade
injustice in NGOs, such as Eetti. There are not that many internationally
networked geographers crossing the boundaries and improving projects with
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subject knowledge. My work encourages creative education and gives case studies
that help to do that. To improve global education and collaboration, I personally
approached Eetti and introduced my research. At the moment, the geographical
expertise and practical classroom experiences of the thesis are being used in a new
global education project. In the project, questions of global development and
commodity production are linked to culture jamming and participatory
pedagogies. The enthusiasm from the English network has spread and I participate
by sharing my thesis, planning and doing school visits as well as educating new
school visitors. This work intertwines my research knowledge in a new, active
way. Subject knowledge is needed especially with teaching that uses creativity
and humour. With the new subvertisement workshops of Eetti, there have been
continuous concerns about having enough factual knowledge and a clear link
between trade issues and culture jamming. Another problem has been the lack of
previous learning experiences from similar projects. My thesis is contributing to
both of the challenges by combining research literature, feedback from teaching
practise and the ideological aims of global education. Also ftt.com provides both
humour and important arguments for consumerism debates in class.
My thesis is not an unproblematically adaptable package, but it addresses wider
academic problems and works as a gateway for understanding material
geographies. An informed invitation to think differently helps to adapt to new
teaching practise and its challenges. The thesis is ideologically and emotionally
strong and discusses issues that should be improved in both countries. I encourage
teaching commodity geographies with the YPG approach and radical pedagogies.
Hopefully people will use the materials of my thesis, but also do new public
research. I hope people will participate in the debates on bridging the schooluniversity gap and develop geography teaching to be more engaging. My work
has questioned several areas of traditional work. It determinately asks how to
write a distinctive thesis, make creative research and combine social science with
art and activism. My aim has been not to shockingly rebel, but to open minds for
fruitful possibilities, especially in human geography. The research has been mindopening for me and I hope the passion in it becomes conveyed through the thesis.
The core idea has been to promote creative teaching and showcase it with several
interviews, project examples and teaching materials. I truly hope that my work
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triggers discussion and uplifts teaching. Personally, I will spread my knowledge
through public geographies and feel especially excited about NGO work. I hope
my thesis encourages similar new collaborations between academia, education
development, NGOs and activists.
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APPENDIX
Interviews
All the interviews were fixed via email discussions and recorded with ZOOM H1
Handy Recorder. The focus group interviews with GMC students were lead by me
and Ian in a seminar room at Streatham Campus, University of Exeter 12.2.2013,
13.2.2013 and 6.3.2013. Ian’s colleague Keith from Brown University attended
our last interview (coursework of students in Keith’s module ‘Anthropologies of
global connection’ have been published on the ftt.com). I interviewed Helen
Griffiths at her home in Bourneville 14.3.2013. I did Mary Biddulph’s interview
with Ian at her office in University of Nottingham 15.3.2013. After Mary’s
interview we had a group interview meeting with Mary’s PGCE students in a
seminar room. The PGCE students are Charlotte Wild, Victoria Salt, Heather
Taylor, Oprah Whipp, Natalie Batten and Jennifer Thomas. I interviewed David
Lambert at his office at the Institution of Education, London, 25.3.2013.
A list of the mega-categories and the most commonly used codes
CHALLENGES [start struggle] [worry] [mark] [dropped out] [time consuming]
[frustration] [disappointment]
IAN’S WORK IN THE COURSE [I work] [feedback]
THE COURSE [course] [I work]
MEDIA AND THE COURSE BLOG [blog] [media]
FTT EXAMPLES & CULTURE JAMMING [FTT example] [connection]
[similarity] [objectify] [humanise] [awareness]
BASELINES & COMPILATION [compilation]
PEDAGOGY [pedagogy] [let go] [personal] [group work]
DISCUSSION [talk] [outsiders]
DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS [idea] [clicked] [struck]
ACTIVISM & COURSE WORK [activism] [group work] [course work]
[awareness]
JOURNALS & VISUAL EXTRA [visual extra] [course work] [idea]
LEARNING OUTCOMES [skills] [risk] [change] [learning] [struck]
CREATIVITY, ENJOYMENT & HUMOUR [humour] [creativity] [fun] [enjoy]
[awareness]
GROUP WORK [group work] [activism]
WRITING STYLE [writing style] [reflection] [personal] [pretend] [own voice]
Talks
David Lambert. Progress(ion) in Geography. GA Conference lecture 5th April
13.50
Margaret Roberts (2013). Rex Walford Memorial Lecture - Teaching
controversial issues. (TCI) GA Conference Keynote 6th April 11.45-12.35
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GA Conference Forum Panel: Bringing knowledge back in. Chair: John Hopkin.
Panel: Alan Kinder, Steve Brace, David Lambert and Alex Standish. 6th April
13.50-14.40
James Marriott (2013) Meet the Author: James Marriott - ‘The Oil Road’.
Journeys from the Caspian Sea to the City of London. A public lecture 11 March
at University of Exeter.
The Fazer study translations
In the Finnish version of my Fazer work the language has been left untouched and
quoted exactly as it is the original source, the same way as it is done in all the
other compilation works. For the English version I wrote all the translations from
Finnish to English and tried to replicate the original style and vocabulary as well
as I could. For the Finnish version the compilation sections have been translated
as follows: Compilation =Kompilaatio, np (no page) = es (ei sivua), Descriptions
= Kuvailut, Inspiration / Process / Technique = Inspiraatio / Prosessi / Tekniikka,
Methodology = Metodologia, Discussion = Keskustelu and Impacts / Outcomes =
Vaikutukset / Lopputulokset.
The school system in England and Finland
The education system in the UK is divided into primary, secondary and tertiary
(higher) education. State-provided schools, colleges and sixth form education are
financed through national taxation, but parents can also choose to educate their
children in fee-paying independent schools. There is a separate governmental
school inspectorate, Ofsted. After nursery school and preparatory school, full-time
education is compulsory for all children aged between 5 and 16. The education is
discussed also in Years and Curriculum Stages. The students go to Year 1 at the
age of 6 and end their studies in Year 11 at the age of 16. The Curriculum Stages
are named as Key Stages 1-5. Compulsory for all are Key Stages 1-4: Key Stage 1
starts at the age of 6, Key Stage 2 starts at the age of 8, Key Stage 3 starts at the
age of 12 and Key Stage 4 starts at the age of 15. In Key Stage 4 the pupils
normally take GCSE exams, which mark the end of compulsory education
(although some alternative qualifications exist, such as the GNVQ). Secondary
level studies can be voluntarily continued for a two-year Key Stage 5 that ends in
Year 13 at the age of 18. This stage is also called Sixth Form/FE College and
typically leads to A-level examinations (again some other qualifications exist,
such as the International Baccalaureate). The most common undergraduate and
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postgraduate degrees are a 3-year bachelor's, a 1-year master's and a 3-4-year
doctorate. There are also specialist qualifications, such as the Postgraduate
Certificate in Education (PGCE). In English universities the annual undergraduate
fees are usually £9,000 and for postgraduates more, although many loans and
bursaries are awarded for maintenance. In Scotland and Wales the university fee
system is different, which I will not explain in more depth. All maintained schools
are required to follow the National Curriculum and its twelve subjects. English,
mathematics and science are compulsory core subjects for all the age of 16. A
range of foundation subjects are compulsory at one or more Key Stages, including
subjects such as geography, art & design, citizenship, history and foreign
languages. Virtually all students take GCSEs in the core subjects and choose the
rest from the foundation subjects. Receiving five or more A–C grades is often a
requirement for taking A-levels. At the A-level there are 5 exam boards that offer
their own curricula and a wide variety of subjects for schools to use. Geography is
consistently available in all.
The education system in Finland is divided into comprehensive, upper secondary
and tertiary (higher) education. Most school level education is financed and
administered by the state and local municipality governance. There are only a few
private schools and in all fees and selective admission are prohibited. There is no
separate school inspectorate, trust in proficiency of teachers, because all have a
master’s degree. After preparatory school, full-time education is compulsory for
all children aged between 7 and 15. This education is discussed also in Years. The
students go to Year 1 at the age of 7 and end their studies in Year 9 at the age of
15 (extension to Year 10 is possible). The comprehensive school is not officially
divided into stages, but the teaching is usually given by a class teacher at the age
of 7–12 (primary school) and by subject teachers at the age of 13–15 (lower
secondary school). In Year 9 the pupils normally take national subject exams,
which mark the end of compulsory education. Most students voluntarily continue
to the general or vocational upper secondary education (or a qualification
combining them). Usually the vocational focuses on preparation for a polytechnic
institute and the general focuses on preparation for university studies. Upper
secondary is usually done in 3 years (Years 1-3 at the age of 16–18), but can be
done also in 2 or 4 years. The general (academic) upper secondary ends with a
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national matriculation examinations with four compulsory and optional tests. The
vocational upper secondary includes over 50 occupational qualifications with onthe-job learning. All schools are required to follow the National Curriculum
guidelines, but teachers have a great deal of choice in instruction methods,
textbook materials and emphasising local variations. Higher education is offered
by science-oriented universities and practice-oriented polytechnic institutes. The
most common university degrees are a 3-year bachelor's and a 2-year master's
(mostly done together and need to be completed in 7 years) and a 3-4-year
licentiate or doctorate. Polytechnics are mostly public or private, all universities
are state-maintained and very autonomous. Admissions are based on the upper
secondary final GPA and matriculation examinations and the university entrance
examinations. No tuition fees are collected.
A LIST OF USEFUL TEACHING MATERIALS
Here I have gathered suggestions for other relevant and accessible examples. They
can be easily found by googling and some are in the literature list. The list
includes Ian’s FTT materials, media sources and Finnish global education.
Ian Cook’s FTT teaching materials
- FTT.com: Most of the compilation studies are intended to be cut-and-pastable
for class and the whole site is intended to be a resource for trade justice education
and research.
- FTT.com Classroom page
- MoCC cards (Cook et al. 2013c). Ian produced clear and interesting two-page
cards to help brainstorming of the MoCC event. The cards have information on
commodities’ ingredients, justice issues and links for further information: 1)
smartphone/tablet computer 2) plastic waste 3) bananas 4) medicine pill 5) cotton
clothing (figure 32).
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Figure 32. A screenshot of the cotton clothing MoCC card
- Banana project letters (Cook et al. 2012): ‘What would you say to the person
who picked the banana in your lunchbox?’ 160 heartfelt, humorous, friendly or
genuine apologising messages
- Making the connection (n.d.) mobile phone geographies project online materials.
Shocking headline news
- Media has put heat on Apple gadgets and Asia’s electronic factories (see the
story and the front page picture of the UK's Independent newspaper in Hickman
2011 in ftt.com).
- There are news and a ftt.com compilation study about ‘iPhone girl’ (Cook 2011;
Perlow 2011)
- There is an interesting news article debate about geographies of food in the
Guardian: quinoa and meat (2013)
Popular books
- Enchantments and our relation to things can be taught through popular literature,
such as Shapton’s haunting auction catalogue (Cook & Woodyer 2011)
- Books about activism, DIY and transforming the society, for example Trapese
Collective’s (2007) Do it yourself: a handbook for changing our world or multiauthored Beautiful Trouble (2012). Beautiful trouble (2012) - a book and web
toolbox for revolution- “will compile and disseminate tried and tested techniques
to a wider range of practitioners via a shared database of case studies, principles,
tactics, and theories”.
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- Moomin books about responsibility and radicals. Muumi ja velvollisuudentunto
(1958) Muumipeikko ja radikaalit (1984).
- Arthur Asa Berger (2009): An introduction to material culture. This book has
educating historical ideas and material aspects through the combination of 1)
simplified text that explains characteristics of things: shape, design, brand, style,
globalization etc. through examples such as milk cartons, Rangda masks and
Nike’s air Jordans ) material culture games that map personal identity, superego,
function of objects and advertising from bikini to video games.
Art
- Political urban street art can be useful, for example graffiti artist Banksy’s art
(Brassett 2009).
- For exploring and analyzing political art work online, there is for example The
Center for Artistic Activism (2012), who wants to “strengthen connections
between social activism and artistic practice…make more creative activists and
more effective artists” and Uneven Geographies (2012), a critical art forum for
commodity art. In Facebook, there is for example the page of Anonymous ART of
Revolution (2012) (see picture X.)
- The website of the exhibition Exchange Values
- Plastic was an interesting exhibition that created discussion. Fejős, Z. (2008)
Exhibiting plastic: ways of touching modern material culture. (The Museum of
Ethnography exhibition Plastic in Budapest 2006)
Websites
- Wiser Earth is an online community directory and networking forum that maps
and connects NGOs working on critical environmental and social issues.
- Maailma.net contains international development news and discussions, such as
introduction to conflict minerals
- Clean Clothes (n.d.) campaign with info cards to clothes, also in Finnish.
- Nature & More is an international company representing thousands of organic,
biodynamic and fair trade growers around the world. Vegetables, fruits and
grower codes can be followed at their website
Films and TV
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- What Would Jesus Buy? by Reverend Billy (Billy Talen 2012)
- Parody campaigns such as Radi-aid (n.d) and AK-47
- Box of Broadcasts has the episodes of the series “Show me what you're made
of”, which are entertaining FTT related stories.
- ‘Made in China’ story
- Story of Stuff and Story of Broke are short online movies that explore our
relationship with stuff. There are also interesting images from the Movies and
googling reveals interesting critique against them.
Animations
- Creative, political animations can be a brilliant way to introduce school and
university students to key ideas and literatures. There is for example the RSA
Animate series where university lectures are spiced up with animation, see Crises
of Capitalism (theRSAorg 2010) and The Internet in Society: Empowering or
Censoring Citizens (theRSAorg 2011) (Figure 34.)? RSA Empathy was
mentioned in the debates of the Fazer case! There is also an innovative teacher
doing similar ones with pupils (Rogers 2013).

Figure 33. A screenshot of a RSA animation (theRSAorg 2011)
Finnish internet sources, exhibitions and materials for global education
- The Service Centre for Development Cooperation Kepa ry has compiled a list of
diverse sources for global education
- Eetti, Eettisen kaupan puolesta ry (‘Pro Ethical Trade’ NGO) has school visits
and materials
- Globaalin kuluttajan foorumi (Global Consumer’s Forum webportal)
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- Reilut reitit peli (The Fair Paths game)
- Häiriköt (Jammers) book about culture jamming by Jari Tamminen (2013)
- Mainoskupla (Adbubble) subvertisment blog and the Fifi webpage of Voima
magazine.
- Uusi Tuuli ry has school visits and education
- Globaali salapoliisipeli (Global investigation game) in the Geopiste, the resource
centre of geography education
- Kaikella on hintansa -opas. A guide called ‘Everything has its price in the
European Union and beyond it made’ by Plan Finland (2009), directed for Finnish
young people.
- Maailmankoulu (World school) has ‘material tips’ and ‘exhibitions’
- Environmental School Polku has many different kinds of bookable exhibitions
concerning sustainable development. Also the subvertisement exhibition posters
from Mainoskupla contest!
-

VALONIAVarsinais-Suomen

kestävän

kehityksen

ja

energia-asioiden

palvelukeskus has several bookable exhibitions, such as Puhelinmatka –
vaikutuksia mobiilissa maailmassa (Phone journey - effects in the mobile world)
- Tunnista tuntiin (From hour to hour) - exhibition. Online material - pictures,
stories and sound clips - of Women’s everyday life in West Africa especially for
grades 6-9
- A good idea to be used and developed is the Lasten todellisuutta (Children’s
reality) online strip cartoon exhibition, a collaboration with African Movement for
Working Children and Youth (AMWCY) and Plan Finland, where strip cartoons
were made in workshops by Finnish students and African child labourers.
- Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority (HSY) has rentable teaching
materials Liikkeelle! portaali (’Get moving!’) a portal with ideas and materials for
teaching with the YPG approach
- EDU.FI (2013) website by the ministry of education has useful participatory
tools such as a website for making a school magazine (lehtiverstas)
- Nuorten akatemia (2013), young people’s academy
- Älä Osta Mitään -päivä (Buy Nothing Day) webpage and event and
Nuukuusviikko, a theme week of stop spending and live ecologically
- Reilun kaupan edistämisyhdistys (Fair Trade Finland) and Reilun kaupan blogi
(Fair Trade Blog). There is also one of the banana farmers called Edwin Melo P.
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in Ecuador, who produces the Fair Trade Bananas sold in Finland and has written
in the blog about his everyday life.
- Luontoliiton Kulutus! -sivusto (Consumption! webpage) is created by The
Nature League, a youth organisation of The Finnish Association for Nature
Conservation). The organization also has a guide book for ethical electronics:
Eettistä elektroniikkaa? - Luonto-Liiton elektroniikka-opas.
- Lens Politica filmifestivaali, a festival for film and art
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